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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
This thesis is concerned with the teaehing of word analysis to improve 
reading and spelling ability. It compares an inductive with a deductive 
method of teaching word analysis to answer two major questions: 
1. Is the ability to solve words independently taught better through 
an inductive method which gives :much practice in solving words in 
a meaningful context, or through a deductive method whieh gives 
practice in analyzing words according to a for.mnla of rules? 
2. What is the relative effect on spelling ability of practice of the 
types described above, if such practice. is substituted for formal 
spelling? 
CUrrently, the most popular tecbniques in teaching word analysis are 
based on an analytic theory of teaching phonies. . The analytic theory 
suggests that the logical way to attack a word for pronunciation is to 
divide it into its major structural or phonetic parts and then pronounce 
it segment by segment. Following this theory, most of the exercises in the 
.. 
workbooks are of th~ "rules and exceptionstt type, and this kind of practice 
. . 
is recommended in most basal manuals, in the basal reader series. 
The "rules and exceptions" tecbnique of teaching is based on a list of 
. . 
generalizations about acceptable ways to analyze English words into their 
major parts' e.g. by noting vowel values' number of syllables' placing of 
accent, the presence of prefixes, suffixes and roots, etc. Knowledge of 
-1-
such analysis is considered to be usefUl in reading and ~elling. 
/ 
Textbooks which use the "rules and exceptions» method of teaching 
. . . 
present one or two rules to pupils at one time, and show them. how each 
operates in a few familiar words.. After this introduction, the pupils are 
given practice in performing tasks of word analysis implied by the rule. 
For example, if the ~e presented is, "In words of one syllable which end 
. 
in ~~ the preceding vowel is long," the exercise may ask the children to 
mark all the vowels in a list of words (which may or may not be familiar) 
as Long or Short. Obviously, this exereise ean be done through visual 
analysis and there is no need to pronounce the words of the list to do the 
exercise correctly. The emphasis here, then, is·on the mechanics of 
structural a.n.a.lysis, with no requirement of final synthesis of the word 
analyzed. 
Thoee authorities who recommend the "rules and exceptions" type of 
. . . 
teaching consider that if a child is to attack unfamiliar words efficiently, 
he must do it correctly, according to the accepted formula. They feel that 
the rules will begin to ·have me·aning for him as he applies them. in a set 
pattern. Once he has gained this understanding, it is expected that he 
will be able to employ them out of the pattern and use them to solve words 
independently. 
The "rules and exceptions" method of teaching seems to be clearly a 
. . . 
deductive technique, proceeding from the specific rule to general applica-
tion. It places value on the ability to state the rule as the first step 
in learning it, expects full understanding of it to: ;come later, and the 
ability to apply it independently to come last. Although this method of 
teaching has been widely accepted, there seems to be no research evidence 
2 
to support its use. While it is often true that good readers have a knowl-
edge of the rules of word analysis 7 there is no evid~nce to show that a 
causal relationship exists between the two abilities; and it is true that 
many good readers are quite unable to quote the rules as formal statements. 
Aside from the lack of research evidence to support the "rules and 
exceptions" technique, there is a major eri tic ism which may be made of 
analytic methods in general. They do not seem to teach that "polyphonic 
sense" which is characteristic of good readers and spellers. This poly-
. . 
phonic sense appears to be a combination of excellent visual and auditory 
memory. The person who has it can recall the structural and phonetic 
pattern of words in his sight vocabulary so well that he can (1) reproduce 
the pattern from memory when he wishes to spell a word, even though other 
words which have the same sounds are spelled differently, and (2) apply 
the correct pronunciation to a pattern when it oc~urs in a word he has not 
seen before. It is not known wby some children and adults have a polyphonic 
sense and others do not, but it has been suggested that it is most in 
evidence when words are highly meaningful to the reader or speller, and 
that attempts to develop it should, therefore_, make meaning the basic 
consideration in word work such as word analysis. 
If the «meaning" theory is applied to the teaching of word analysis, 
. . . 
it requires a technique which is quite different from the deductive analytic 
technique of "rules and exceptions." Under the meaning theory, word 
analysis exercises should be so arranged that meaning is always present in 
these conditions: 
1. The child solves only those words which already have meaning for 
him. 
3 
2. The context in which the words are presented is meaningful. 
3. The task set is itself meaningful. 
4. The task requires a final synthesis of word parts, so that unity is 
restored to the word and a meaningful image is evoked. 
Meaningful exercises in word analysis, then, make no presentation of 
rules. They require only that the child have some sight vocabulary and a 
knowledge of letter sounds Which he can apply to solve words. 
Those who support the ttmeaning11 theory of teaching phonics expect that 
. . . 
the child will grow in word analysis skills as he makes mu.l tiple contacts 
with the peculiarities of words he solves. As he is given meaningful 
practice with ma:oy vowel combinations, syllabication and accent patterns, 
word roots, prefixes, suffixes, etc., he should begin to synthesize his 
knowledge of them and so form generalizations concerning them. However 
. 
crude these generalizations may be, it is believed that they will have more 
meaning for him than i£ they are stated formally for him before he has had 
experience with the ways in which they actually operate in word analysis. 
If the ttmeaningu theory is accepted as the basis for teaching word 
. . . 
analysis, children in the intermediate grades are given no formal training 
in the rules of word analysis, but are given meaningful practice to lead 
them to generalize individually. No emphasis is laid on the ability to 
make a formal statement of the rules, and the child 1s ability to solve 
words successfully is taken as evidence of his understanding of the 
principles of word analysis. 
There are a number of techniques which might fulfill all the require-
ments for meaningful teaching o£ phonics. However, the technique which has 
most research to support it is the 11 classifica tion11 type of exercise. This 
4 
technique consists of presenting to the child lists of words from him 
speaking vocabulary which are not already in his reading vocabulary~ He 
is asked to write the words into three classifications by meaning, the 
11 
classifications being designated beforehand by the teacher. Both Speidel y 
and Spencer, in evaluating this technique with grade four children 
found that thirty lessons, containing about forty words each, produced 
excellent gains in reading and spelling ability. 
This thesis proposes to make a comparison of the relative merits for 
reading and spelling of a set of lessons using the ttrules and exceptions" 
technique and a set of lessons using the "classif'ic~tion" technique. Each 
. . 
set of materials employs the same vocabulary and makes use of such 
techniques of improving learning as self-direction, self-correction and 
team learning. The lessons are evaluated as they affect: achievement in 
. . 
spelling, reading, word recognition, visual memory of word patterns, 
pronunciation, recognition of homophones and word analysis abilities. 
The preparation of this thesis involved an investigat~on of research 
and opinion related generally to the theoretical background of the topic, 
and specifically to the construction of materials. This division has been 
indicated by grouping all the research reviewed under three major topics: 
(1) Word Analysis and Reading, (2) Spelling, and (J) Construction of 
Materials. A number of sub-topics is included under these major headings. 
This review of research makes no pretense of being exhaustive. The 
1/speidel, Elizabeth B., "Word Analysis Through Word Classification," 
Unpublished Master 1s Thea~, Boston Univ~rsity, ~956. . 
gjSpencer, Doris U., n .An Eval'ua tion of Word Study Lessons in Grade Four," 
Unpublished.Doctoral Dissertation, Bost9n Un~versity, l95S. 
5 
topic of the thesis has interested so many people for so long that it would 
be impossible to review in this chapter all of the articles and reports of 
research which have been written about it. The summary which is presented 
here includes 'What the author considered most helpful in understanding the 
problem and in preparing the thesis. 
WORD ANALYSIS .AND READING 
Importance of Word Analysis in Reading 
Reading authorities agree that word analysis skills are of great 
importance in the teaching of reading in the elementary school. They 
consider that they are indispensable to efficiency in word attack. 
11 
Se:a..s:hore expresses his opinion that "a relatively small number of 
methods of word analysis may enable a student to build his vocabulary as 
mt1ch., or more., during out of school hours as he does during the periods 
of for.mal instruction." y . 
Betts states that ttword mastery involves the analysis of word forms. tt 
. 2.1 . 
Dolch points out that since a great vocabulary load is thrust upon 
. 
the children in the middle grades in science and social studies materials., 
they must have training in word analysis as a method of attacking new words. y 
Durrell also has emphasized that children in the intermediate grades 
yseashore, Robert H • ., "The Importance of Vocabulary in Learning Language 
Skills.,n Elementary English, .25:1.37-152., March, 1948, p. 150. .. 
~etts~ Emmett A • ., The Prevention and Correction of Reading DifficUlties, 
New York: ~' Pet~rson and Co • ., 19.36, p. 200. . 
.l/Dolch., . EdWard W~, Reading and Word Meanings., New York: Ginn and Company., 
1927, p .. ll. 
it/Durrell, Donald D., 1'Improving Reaming Instruction,:~ New York: World 
Book Company, 1956., p •. 47. 
6 
need fluency and aeeuraey in word analysis if they are to aehieve inde-
.pendenee in voeabu.lary growth. y 
Gray makes this statement about the importanee of word analysis: 
"To give children real power in word pereeption, we must see that 
they ~ster a sight voeabulary and we must also teaeh them how to 
attaek new words in various ways. They must learn to eombine meaning 
and word form elues with a more de~iled anazysis of struetural and 
phonetie elements in a word, and eventually they must learn how to 
use a glossary or dietionary.u 
y . 
Harris explains that beyond the level of s~ght voeabulary ehildren 
need skills of word attaek whieh include word analysis. 
The opinions stated above indicate that there are few educators who 
would not agree that some type of word analysis program is essential to a 
modern reading program. 
Skills Basic to Word Analysis Programs: 
A number or" studies have given evidence that the earliest skills of 
word analysis which beginning readers must aequire are those related to 
auditory and visual diserimination. 
11 
In a study. by Murphy in grade one, three experimental groups and a 
control group were compared after one experimental group had received speeial 
training in auditory discrimination, the seeond, visual discrimination, and 
the third, both auditory and visual training. The control group reeeived 
no speeial training. It was found that each of the experimental groups made 
y'Gray, William S. , On. Their Own in Reading, New York: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1948, p. 52. 
_gj!Iarris, Albert S. , Jiow To Inerease Reading Ability, New York: Longma.ns, 
Green and Conq;lany, 1956, p. 326. . 
' ~by, Helen A., "Auditory and Visual Discrimination in Reading," 
Un:pu.blished Doetoral. :pissertation, __ Boston. University, 1943.. . 
significant gains in reading ability over the control group; and the combined 
auditory and visual group made the greatest gains of all. 
Jj 
Crossley, in a study to discover the value of lantern slides in 
teaching auditory and visual discrimination, found a significant correlation 
between auditory discrimination and word reading,; sentence reading and 
paragraph reading. 
'fWo Types of Word .Analysis: Phonetic and Structural 
Any inquiry into opinion and research concerning word analysis skills 
reveals that most writers divide word analysis into two areas: phonetic and 
structural. While it is generally believed that both types o:C analysis 
should be taught, some authorities are dubious about the value of one or 
other of them. y 
Betts has stated that phonics is essential to word identification, 
and suggests that it prepares the child for the use of syllables, roots, 
prefixes, and suffixes. 
In a study of grade two children, to determine the importance of 
11 
phonetics teaching for reading, Harrington concluded that "phonetic 
. . 
ability and reading achievement show high positive correlation." y . 
Kottmeyer states his opinion in favor of teaching phonetic analysis 
1/Crossley, Beatrice Alice, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Lantern Slides 
on_Atiditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements,n Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissert~tion, Boston University, __ 194ft 
g;Betts, Emmett A., ~t About Phonics?n Education, 75:547-59, May, 1955. 
~~rrington, Sister .Mary James 1 . 11Relati~n of Certain Word Analysis 
fA.bilities to the Reading Achievelll$1lt of Grade Two Children," Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1953. . 
~!Cottmeyer, William, Handbook for Remedial Reading, St. Louis: Webster 
rnblishing Co., p. 77.. · 
when he says 1 ttWben a ehild depends only on configUration and context, he 
.either recognizes a word or he is helpless -- there is nothing he ean do. 
When he has letter sounding to fall baek on, he ean always help himself. tt 
11 
Hildreth says, "Sounding· is particularly valuable to the ehild in 
the intermediate grades and above, when the range of new infrequently used 
words met· in textbooks, papers, and library rapidly increases. tt 
y . 
. In a study done at Purdue by Tiffin and McKinnis the eonelusion was 
reached that "a program of reading instruction whieh does not, by direct or 
indirect instruction, yield a mastery of the principles of phonies is not 
accomplishing its full purposes." 
1/. 
On the other hand, Spaehe has summarized the arguments against the 
programs of phonetic analysis as follows: 
l. The English la.D.guage is relatively nonphonetie. We cannot 
generalize completely about a basie vocabulary, sinee, for example, 
the thirteen vowel sounds of language may be represented in one 
hundred and four ways. Furthermore, the same groups of letters may 
have very different sounQ.s, as in the eight words dough, bough, 
bought, cough, rough, through, thorough, and hiccough. 
2. Teaching phonies may set up undesirable habits of detailed word 
analysis to the neglect .of the understanding of rapid reading when 
it should be used. 
:3. Extensive use of phonetic ana.l'}rsis produces painstakingly slow and 
unenthusiastic reading. Interest is saerifieed, because attention 
is directed to for.m rather than meaning. 
4. Research results show that there is no advantage in the phonetic 
method of teaching over other metfihods. 
1/i{ildreth, Gertrude II. , "The Role of Pronouncing and Sounding in Learning 
to. Read," Elementary Sehool Journal, 55: November, 1954, pp. 141-147. 
g/Tiffin~ Joseph and Mary McKinnis, "Phonic Ability: The Measurement and 
Re:Lation to Reading Ability," School and Society, 51:190-19:3, February, 1940. 
2/Spaehe, George, "Phonics ~1 for Primary and Remedial Teachers," 
Elementary English.Review, Vol. 16, pp. 147-150, 191-19S, April, May, 
19:39. 
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While Russell does not agree with Spache that phonetic analysis is 
not i.Diporta.Iit., he does say emphatically that, "Teachers mst never consider 
phonics a total program." 
It seems that although there is much evidence in favor of teaching 
phonetic analysis, there are reservations in the minds of at least some 
2/ 
edueators concerning phonetic analysis programs. Gray believes tbat 
it is important tbat the child should be able to "attack the word in terms 
of syllables or pronounCE!!ille units. To do this successf'ul.ly he needs the 
help that comes from structural analysis." 
21 
Harris comments also on structural analysis and points out that all 
major basal reading systems today attempt to provide a program of word 
analysis skills which includes structural analysis. 
it/ 
Austin states her opinion that structural analysis skills cannot be 
left out of the program in the intermediate grades, and says, "Since many 
of the unfamiliar words which the middle grade child meets in his reading 
are polysyllable, the ability to recognize structural clues in such words 
is very important at this level." 
i/Russell, David H., Children Learn to Read, New York: Ginn and Company, 
1949, p. 213. 
2/Gray, Williams., On Their Own in Reading, Chicago: Scott, Foresman 
and Company, 1948', p. 76. 
~rris, .Albert C., How To Increase Reading Ability, New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company, Inc., 1956, p. 340 • 
.lJ Austin, Mary C., "Techniques In Dealing With Word Difficul:ties in the 
Middle and Upper Grades," Classroom Techniques in Improving Reading, 
SUpplementary Monographs, No. 69. Cl;lieago, IDinois: University of 
Chicago Press, 1949, pages 63-71. 
10 
11 
Stauffer makes clear what he considers to be the important aspects 
of word analysis training and states that children should be "developing 
skill in using four major aids to the perception of words. These four 
aids are(1) meaning _clues, (2) the form and appearance of the word, 
(.3) stro.ctural analysis, and (4) phonetic clues. 
2J 
Cottrell expresses the same opinion as those above in this statement: 
"To attack polysyllabic words, the child must be able to use structural as 
well as phonetic analysis." 
Methods of Teaching Word Analysis: General Observations 
Although there is a relative amount of agreement in the reading field 
about what skills children need in order to be successful readers, it is 
very difficult to discover how these skills can best be taught. Innumerable 
studies have tested the efficacy of one technique or another, and each seems 
to have some value for some children. 
In a general statement concerning the teaching of phonetic and 
. 21 
structural analysis, McKee makes this observation, "Any phonetic element 
or structural element which needs to be taught ean, a~d should, be taught . 
as soon as the child's vocabulary includes two or three words which, there-
fore, can be used for introducing the element. tt 
jjstauffer, Zoe M .. , "Techniques in Developing Independent Word .Attack, 1t 
Basic Instro.ction in Reading in Elementary and High School, Suppl.ementary 
Monog~phs No. 65. Ch.icago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 194S, 
;pp. 127,;..1.31. 
ycottrell, Martha J., uneveloping Independent Word Attack in the Middle 
and Upper Grades, n Basic Instruction in Reading in Elementary and High 
School, Supplementary Monographs, No. 65. Chicago, Ulinois: Uniyersity 
of Chicago Press, 194S~ pp. 132-137. 
1/MeKee, Paul, The Teaching of Reading, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1948-
11 
y 
Gunderson, on the other hand, makes a plea for greater emphasis on 
~letter phonies" as a substitute for teaching word elements. She suggests 
. . . 
that even if a child uses only the consonants for sounding, "he may not 
always get the exact pronunciation, but by using the context clue, he will 
probably know what the word should be. tt 
2/ . 
Dolch supports Gunderson to some extent in that he says that "the 
continued usefUlness of 'letter phonies' should be recognized at all levels 
of school work." He maintains as well, however, that there IID.l.St be thorough 
. . 
teaching of syllabication. 
21 
Hildreth says of phonetic analysis techniques that teachers should 
n spend less time on blending, more on training the child to guess words from 
contextual association plus partial sounding of the word." She also says, 
"Hearing the sounds of a word while sa~g. and looking at the words builds 
.. 
a three way association: the familiar oral sounds of the word, the meaning 
of the word and the graphic symbol of the word." y . . . 
Russell suggests that phonetic analysis is best used not alone but 
in combination with visual and context clues. As he says, "Sometimes a 
child may make a good guess at a word from context and then verify by some 
phonetic clue, such as the initial consonant sound." 
1/Gunderson, ~s G., "Simplified Phonics," Elementapy School Journal, 
39:593-603, April, 1939, p. 593. 
,g/Dolch, Edward w., "Phonies and Polysyllables," Elementapy English Review, 
15~ p. 120, Apr~, 193ft .. 
.:Vlrildreth, Gertrude H., "The Role of Pronouncing and Sounding In Learning 
to.Read,u Elementary School Journal, 55:November, 1954, pp. 141":""14it • 
.tJRusseri, David H. 1 Children Learn to Read, New York: Ginn and Company, 
1949, p. 215.. 
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1/ 
Gray seems to oppose the view stated above when he remarks that, 
"Skills in phonetic analysis a:re essential :for independence in identi:fying 
new printed words, but this skill should be based on :fundamental under- · 
standings o:f how sounds and their letter symbols :function in our language, 
and these understandings should develop as generalizations based on the 
child•s experience with words--words he learned visually as meaningful 
wholes, rather than mechanically as a series o:f letter sounds." 
Methods o:f Teaching Word .Ana~ysis: Use of ~es 
The us~ o:f ruJ:.es in the teachiiig o:f word analysis has a great mB.IlY' 
supporters and, seemingly, an equal number o:f opponents. Their variation 
in opinion suggests that this is a problem worth investigating. y 
Beery seems to support the teaching of rules when she says 1 
. 
"Generalizations should be taught when they will be helpfUl with other 
words .. It 
.2/ 
Gray comments on the methods o:f teaching structural analysis and 
insists .that the child's application of structural analysis to new words 
must; be based on fundamental understandings of the rules. 
i/Gray, William s., "Understandings, Attitudes, and Skills in Recognizing 
Word Mea~ings and Proil'Uilciations, tt Basic Instruction in Readirur in Elementa~ 
and High School, Supplementary Mo:Q.ographs, No. 65. Chicago, Illinois: 
Univ~rsity of Chi~ago Press, 194S, p. 120. _ 
i/Beery, .Althea, ttDeveiopment of Reading Vocabulary and Word Analysis, tt 
Reading in the Elementary School,. _ Natio~l Society :for :f;he Study of 
~ducation, Forty-eighth Yearbook, P~rt 2. Chicago, Illinois: University o:f 
Chicago Pre$sj 1949, p .. ;t;Sl .. · · _ . 
,VGray, Williams .. , On Their oWn in Reading, Chicago: Scott, Foresman and 
Co~any,_194S, P!. P/7._ , _ 
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y' 
Doleh also seems to support the teaching of rules in his statement 
that children should be taught essential skills for word recognition by 
Udeveloping phonetic principles from known words as a way to elose the gap 
between understanding and sight voeabularies.n 
Some comments seem to support the idea of 11rules" teaching and reject 
it at the same time. y 
McKee, for example, suggests that rules~ improve learning, but 
that they must be taught with certain questions in mind: 
1. Will the rule remove the child 1 s problem? 
2. Can the ehild learn to apply the rule? 
3. :bo children who learn ma.ny rules learn more words than those who 
" 
attack words individually? 
11 
Russellts statements also reveal an attitude whieh seems both to 
aeeept and to reject the idea of teaching rules. He says, "Sinee phonies 
- . 
is a series of generalizations about words, the teacher will teach 
inductively," but also adds, "The inductive approach means that teachers 
and children.will collect a n~er of examples of the same fact or rule 
before they try to generalize about it." y . 
Artley's meaning is also not fulJ.y clear when he comments on his 
belie£ that skill in word analysis should be developed through the 
I 
JjDoleh, Edward W., "The Vocabulary of Basal Reading Instruction," Report of 
the Fifth Coriferenee.on Reading, Univer$ity of Pittsburgh Press, 1949, p. 75. 
yMcKee, ··paul, Laligtiage in the Elementary School, Boston; Houghton Mifflin 
Com.Pany1 ~939, p. 395. 
j/Russell, David H., Children Learn to Read, New York: Ginn and Company, 
1949, p. 214 .. 
iJArtley, A. S., "Pattern versus Principle in Developing Competence in Word 
Re~ogni tio1l," _ Supplementary Monographs 1 No. 69. Chicago, Illinois: 
~niversity of C~icago Press, ~949~ 
14 
"principle" rather than through the "pattern" method.. He says that phonetic 
. . . . . 
and visual understandings sh01l.ld be built up through careful study of the 
way in which given elements operate in familiar words. These unperstandings 
and generalizations are then applied in the recognition of new words. 
11 
Austin points out the fact that rules are not always useful in teach-
ing When she says, "Many children experience difficulty in knowing whieh 
syllable to stress, probably because there are no definite rules for placing 
the accent in words. Teachers should help children to notice tendencies." y . 
Glass seems to feel quite definitely opposed to the teaching of rules 
when lie gives this opinion: "Generalizations and words used to explain 
generalizations however clear and meaningful to adults, may be meaningless 
to children." 
Related to these comments on the use of rules in teaching word analysis 
_, 21 
are two which are concerned with the value of workbook exercises. Beery 
comments adversely on workbook exercises and suggests that "mechanical, 
elaborate, involved systems of phonetic analysis divorce practice too much 
from the reading situation." She believes that they give children "set 
. 
rigid ways of dealing with words." 
1J Austin, Mary, "Techniques in Dealing with Word Diffieul ties in the Inter-
mediate Grades," .Supplementary Monographs, No. 69. Chicago, Illinois~ 
University of Chicago Press, 1949. 
yGlass, G~ G.,· ~Look .at 'the Teaching of Word Analysis," Elementary School 
Journal, 59:35-8, October, 1958, p. 35. . 
1/Beery, Althea, ttDevelopment of Reading Vocabulary and Word .Ana.lysis, 11 
Reading in the Elementary School, _ National Society for the Study of . 
Education, Forty ... eigll:th Yearbook, Part 2, Chicago: University of Chieago 
Press, 1949, p. 180. 
15 
1:1 
Dolch also points out the weakness of some workbook teaching when he 
.. 
says, ttrhere are workbook exercises on using consonant sounds that may be 
answered without actua.l.J:y' applying the skill. The pupil outguesses the 
author." 
Methods of Teaching Word Ana~ysis: The Classification Technique 
One of the methods of teaching. word an.a.J.ysis which emphasizes meaning ii 
word analysis is based on the idea of word classification. This technique 
has both opinion and research to support it. y 
Durrell has suggested that word analysis activities in the inter-
mediate grades might include drill in pronunciation of words grouped in 
meaningful topics. 
11 
In a study by Speidel on word analysis which was· done with grade four 
children, an evaluation was made of practice in sorting individual word 
cards into groups according to their meaning. The fact that all the words 
had to be sorted into classifications which had been designated beforehand 
by the teacher plS.ced the children in the situation of working always within 
a meaningful context~. They were aided in their ability~to recognize the 
words, therefore, and could do the task even with a small amount of phonics 
knowledge. The results of this study showed tba.t the children made signifi-
. . 
cant gains in reading and word analysis, 
jjDolch, Edward W., ttWhat Next in the Teaching of Reading?" Education, 
7S:526-8, May, 195S, .p. 52S. . .. 
y.Du.rrell, Donald D., Improving Reading Instruction, New York: World Book 
Company, 1957, p. 269 •. 
1/Speidel, E. B., Word .A;nal.ysis Thro'!lgh Word Classification, Unpub~ished 
Master's Thesis, 1956. 
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.A more elaborate study by Spencer was based on the same type of task 
as was the Speidel material. This time the words were placed on cards, 
forty words to a card. The children, working in pairs, wrote the words in 
-
classifications on separate sheets of paper. .Again the classifications were 
designated for the children. Evaluations were made of the effect of this 
kind of practice on reading and spelling, as well as a number of factors 
which are known to contribute to reading and spelling ability. The experi-
mental group showed significant gains over the control in word recognition, 
word analysis, visual memory, recognition of homophones, reading achievement, 
vocabulary achievement, and speed of reading. 
Importance of Meaning in Word Analysis 
.Although there· are many·airre~ing opinions concerning the best methods 
of teaching word analysis, there is mnch emphasis placed 9n the importance 
of meaning in whatever method is employed• 
2:1 
Gray is emphatic in his assertion that meaning clues from the text 
are essential in checking the identification of a sight word. He says that 
meaning clues are a vital aid in inferring the meaning and pronunciation of 
a word whose printed form is unfamiliar. 
11 
Thorndike also stresses meaning when he says that words should be 
taught . in meaningful situations. However, he suggests that there is an 
Jj'Spencer, Doris U., An Evaluation. of Word Study Lessons in Grade Four, '1 
Unpublished .Docto;ra.l Disserta-tion, Boston University, 1958'. 
g/Gray, William s., On Iheir OWn in Reading, Chicago: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1948', p. 53. 
2./Thorndike, "Edward L. , tt Improving the .Ability to Read, 11 Teachers College 
Record, 36:1-19, October, 1934, p. 1. 
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advantage to teaching vocabulary apart from the reading situation. 
11 
Russell states his opinion that "There is no valu~a in having a ehild 
able to work out,, by phonetic or other analysis, the pro:nu:neiation of a 
word whieh conveys no meaning." 
zj . . 
Hildreth says apropos of this same question of meaning, "Phonies 
. . 
drills of an artificial sort-more work with words unrelated to anything 
meaningful-may only confuse and irritate the ehild. n 
2.1 . 
Yoakam ~hasizes the importance of meaning in word analysis activi-
ties when he says that children should use their word recognition skills 
in "interesting activities in meaningful eontext.n 
. ~ lzl . 
A study by Templin which was Undertaken to determine the relation 
between phonie knowledge and the reading and spelling of grade four 
children, sbowed that phonic knowledge was applied most successfully 
when associated with known words, and least well with nonsense words. 
This underlines again the importance of meaning in phonetic analysis. 
1/Russell, David H., QhiJ.dren Learn to Read, New York: Ginn and Company, 
1949, p. 206. . 
YHiJ.dreth, Gertrude, liThe Role of Pronouncing and Sounding in Learning to 
Read,u Elementary Sehool Journal, 55: 141-147, November, 1954. 
2/Yoakam, Gerald A. , Basai Reading Instruction, New York: McGraw-Hill 
Co~a.ny, 1255, p. _140 .. 
.4/Templin, Mildred C.,"Phonie Knowledge and its Relation to the Spelling 
anc;l Reading Achievement of Fourth Grade PupiJ.s," Journal of Education 
Research, 47:,441-454, February; 19?4· 
; 
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Skills to be taught in the Intermediate Grades: 
It is not possible to obtain information about skills to be taught in 
grade five, specifically. Investigation shows that it is customary simply 
to identify skills as belonging generally to the program of the primacy 
grades or those belonging generally to the intermediate grades. 
11 
Gray divides his word analysis program into five levels, of which the 
first two belong to beginning reading. What he calls Level Three, Four and 
Five appear to belong to the middle grades where independence in word attack 
is the major goal. In phonetic analysis he identifies these skills as 
important above the primary grades: 
l. The ability to. apply the EPPropriate principle in determining 
vowel sound. 
2. The ability to apply necessary understandings of accent. 
3. The ability to determine the accented syllable by noting and using 
the proper visual clues. 
Throughout each of the levels the ability to determine the sound of word 
parts is considered useless unless the child is skilled in blending. 
21 
Askew considers that a program of phonetics teaching should lead the 
children to make generalizations about such phonetic understandings as: 
the final ,g, generalization, double letters in the middle of words, vowels, 
syllabication, the effect of accent on vowels. 
1/'Gray, W. S. , On Their OWn fu Readipg, Chicago: Seott,.roresma.n and Company, 
1948' pp.. 22L6-227. 
2/Askew, Jewell, "Techniques ln Dealing with word Difficulties in the Prima~ 
Grades, u Classroom Techniques in Improving Reading, SUpplementary Monographs, 
No. 69, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, pp. 56-61. 
19 
Harri~ includes phonic techniques in the intermediate grades 
generally: 
1. Application of phonic rules (such as the effect of the final J! on 
the preceding vowel) • 
2. Identification of word as belonging to a word «fa.mi.ly" by noting 
the phonograms within the word. 
:3. Sounding out groups of letters and blending the sounds together. 
4• Sound the word letter by letter and blending it together. 
In commenting on what skills of structural analysis should be included 
. 21 
in teaching in the intermediate grades, Austin says, "To develop efficient 
habit in structural analysis, the teacher must strengthen all children's 
ability to see root words in variants and derivatives, to recognize compound 
words, and to divide words into syllables.« 
21 . 
Russell is of the opinion that nIt would seem that a knowledge of 
common prefixes can help pupils in their word analysis activities in the 
middle an~per grades.~ 
Beery has summarized the important skills in structural analysis as: 
"The skills involved in recognizing a word with or without the endings s, 
. ' 
ing, ed, er, est, ly, en, ful, ment, ness, and the like; and dividing 
longer words into syllables." 
j}Harris, Albert J., 11How to.Increase Reading Abilit;r,n New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company, 19~6, p. :327. 
i. 
6./Aua.tin, Mary, Supplementary Monographs, No. 69, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1949. 
1/Russell, David, Children Learn to Read, New York: Ginn and Company, 
1949, P• 216. . . . 
lt/lleery-, Althea, UDevelopment of Reading Vocabulary and Wo~d Recognition," 
Chapter V~I, Reading in the Elementary School, National P,oeieiiy for the 
~tudy- of __ Eduot:ttion_, Forty-eighth Yearb~k, Chicago: Unive.rsity of Chicago 
Press 1949 'lfu. 1S4..;.1B6. · ·· · 
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The opinion of Betts is that "structural analysis is limited to these 
. . 
considerations: compound words, prefixes,suffixes, roots, inflections, 
and the general proplem~or syllabication and accent. n 
Obviously, it is difficult to divide all tasks of word analysis 
strictly into the category of either ttphonetic" or nstructural" analysis. 
. . . 
There is lillleh overlapping throughout, and some skills are taught as basic 
to both. _ 
y' 
Gray, for example, suggests that these skills are basic to both 
structural and phonetic analysis: 
1. Scrutiny of word forms to: 
a. Identify root words,· prefixes, suffixes, or endings as visual 
units in words. 
b. Determine the number of vowel letters and the number of 
consonant letters that follow each vowel element. 
e. Identify ~visual clues that aid in determining vowel sounds in 
syllables. 
d. Identify visual clues that aid in determining the accented 
syllable in words. 
2. Use of meaning clues to cheek analysis. 
21 
Gray.. suggests as well .. that dictionary skills are necessary to make 
the word analysis program complete, so that children may have a mode of 
"checking" their use of word analysis • 
. . . y 
E:arris, too, includes dictionary skills in the list of those which 
are part of the word analysis program. He says that a child "looks the 
1/:Bette, Emmett A., Foundation of Reading Instruction, New York: American 
Book Company, 1946. 
y'Gra.y, WilliamS., On Their Own in Reading, Chicago: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1948, P• 225. · 
1/.Ibid. , p. 22S • 
.4/Harris, Albert J. , "How to Increase Reading Ability, n New York: 
Longmans, Green and Company, 195S, p. ')27. 
:21 
word up in the dictionary and uses the dictionar.r's s,yllable divisions, 
accent marks, and diacritical marks or phonetic respelling to get the 
correct pronanciation.u 
]/ . 
Betts says that analysis programs should include "the interpretation 
of pronunciation symbols in the dictionary." 
These statements indicate that reading authorities agree, in general, 
about which· skills of word analysis belong in the intermediate grades. 
SPELLING 
Relationship of Reading and Spelling: 
It is gene~ aecepted.that there is a relationship between reading 
and spelling abilities, although opinion varies as to the relative 
importance of the correlations between them. 
-. - y 
· In a report by Morrison and Perr.r on their study of the relationships 
of reading and spelling with incidence of retardation and acceleration, 
they comment that, «correlations were found beueen spelling and general 
1, 
reading abilities from 175 in the eighth grade to .85 in the third grade. 11 
These figures, they considered, showed a "fairly conclusive relationship 
between children's abilities to read and Write." 
~ . . 
Horn also feels that there is an important relationship between 
-
reading and spelling. He points out that the correlations reported between 
i/Betts, Emmett A. , Fomdation of Reading Instruction, New York: .American· 
Bo.Pk CompallY', £946. , 
,YMorrison, Ida E., and Ida F. Perr.r, "Spelling and Reading Relationships 
with Incidence of Retardation and Acceleration," Journal of Educational 
Research, 52, No~ 6, February, i95Cj. · . . 
1/Horn, Ernest'; •iExpe~iences Which Develop Spelling Ability," National 
Education ,Association, 43:210_~11, April, 1954. 
-. 
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reading and spelling are almost as high as those reported between reading 
and intelligence. 
·y 
Gates expresses his view in regard to the relationships of reading 
and spelling when he says, ttSpelling is affeeted by word analysis in reading 
and reading may be influenced by techniques in spelling. u y . 
A study by Peake showed a high correlation between spelling and read-
ing abilities at the grade four level. She reports: 
"The relatively high positive correlation between test scores in 
spelling and reading in most of the grades examined is evidence that 
abilities in these two subjects tend to accompany each other." 
:v' . 
Townsend has also made a report on a study' of certain relationships 
of spelling and academic aptitude and reading. She found ''a mean correlation 
of about • 65 between spelling and meaning vocabulary. u 
TWo opinions recently published cormnent on the relationship between 
reading and spelling. 
iJ 
Furness states, "Experimental psychology now conceives reading and 
. . . 
spelling to be not single, 'llD.itary processes but a number of activities 
highly integrated." 
1/Gates, Arthur I.; "Developing the Basic Spell~ Techniques in the 
Language Arts Program," Education, 76:275-279, January, 1956 .. 
yPeake, Nellie I., nRelation Between Spelling Ability.and Reading Ability," 
Journal of Experimental Education, 9:192-94, December, 1940. 
;i/Townsend, Agatha, ttAn Investigation of Cert~in Relationships of Spelling 
with Reading and Academic Aptitude,•• Journal of Educational Research, 
40:46~-71, September, 1946. 
Lt/Furness, :F. L., "Psychological Determinant of Spelling Success," 
Education, 79:2:34~9, December, 1958 .. 
2:3 
y 
Stauffer :feels strongly that techniques o:f word recognition are 
important in spelling. He considers that phonetics and structural skills 
are the skills which bridge the gap between reading and spelling. 
It seems clear that the relationShip between reading and spelling has 
been established, although much more information is needed to determine the 
exact nature o:f the relationship. 
WORD ANALYSIS AND SPELLING 
It has been :found that word analysis seems to be important in the 
spelling as well as in the reading process, although the precise influence 
o:f the word analysis skills in spelling is not :fully understood. y 
Hollingworth states the opinion that, "Upon the whole, all studies 
emphasize the fact that discrimination o:f sounds and association o:f visual 
:form with the sound o:f the word are :main elements in spelling. n 
21 . 
Palmer discovered that one o:f the important differences in good and 
poor spellers amoilgst the group with which she worked lay in their degree o:f 
visual perception and phonetic abilities. Good ~pellers seemed to have a 
markedly better visual perception and phoneiic ability than the poorer 
speller. 
it/ 
Russell also lays emphasis on word analysis skills in spelling when 
1/Stau:f:fer, R. G., URelationship Between Reading and Spelling,n Education, 
79:206-10, December, 1958. 
Z/Hollingworth, Leta s. 1 "Psychology of Special Disability in Spelling, n 
Contributions to Education, No. 881 New York: Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 19181 p. 2. 
2./Palmer 1 Mary E. 1 "Abilities Possessed by the Good Spellers 1 n Elementary 
English Review, 7:149-150,160, June, 1930. . 
yRussell, Da'Vi.$, "Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers,« Contributions 
to Education, No. '727, New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1937, p. ). 
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he says, "Habits of attention to word parts, similarities, and differences 
.. 
in words and other habits developed in the phonetic program apparently aid 
early attempts at spelling. u 
y' 
Hudson and Toler were able to produce substantial gains in spelling 
ability through the training of auditory and visual discrimination abilities 
of nearly three htmdred poor spellers. It was found that some children need 
edmore training in visual discrimination than in auditory discrimination 
and that the reverse was also true. y 
Russell evaluated the effect of word analysis materials on spelling 
ability or children in grades four, five and six. Each of her experimental 
groups showed highly significant gains in spelling over the control group. 2.1 . 
.Aaron · made an investigation of tbe effect of word analysis on spell'hll 
ability of grade four children. He found highly significant relationships 
between spelling ability and (1) visual discrimination of words, (2) recog-
nition of beginnings and endings of.words, and (3) spelling of phonetic 
syllables (in non-phonetic as well as in phonetic words) .. y . 
I:il a study of spelling errors Spache found that phonetic analysis 
skills were highly important. He says: 
..i/HUdson, J. and Lola Toler, "Instruction: in Auditory and Visual Diserim.ina.-
tion as a Means of Imp~oving Spelling," Elementary School Journal, 49:466-69, 
April, 1949. 
,g/Russell, Karlene v., ··ttThe Effect of Word .Analysis on Spelling Ability,u 
UnpublisheQDoctoral Di$~ertation, Boston University, 1954. 
1/Aaron, Ira ·E., ttRel~tionship of Auditory Visual Discrimination to Spelling 
Ability,n .Dissertation Abstracts, ~o. it, 14_:_1164, l954. 
yspache ~ George, "Characteristic Errors of· Good and Poor Spellers, tt Journal 
of Educational Research, 34:182-9,_November, _1940. _ . 
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"Suah errors as non-phonetic substitutions for a vowel, consonant, 
eta. ~d non-phonetic single additions in which poor spellers exceed 
are further evidence that they lack adequate phonic skills and knowl-
edge. The influence is further illustrated in the fact that good 
spellers make a greater number and per aen~ pf errors of phonetic 
addition of a single letter and phonetic substitution for a syllable. 
In other words, poor spellers lack the necessary knowledge and there-
fore make fewer attempts to sUbstitute or add phonetically." 
In contrast to the general agreement about phonetic analysis skills 
. 11 
is Fitzgerald's statement in which he expresses his skepticism concerning 
the relationship of reading phonics to spelling. He says, "Reading phonics 
are helpful, but phonies cannot be used thoughtlessly and withOttt consider-
ation of the faat that the problems of teaching reading and spelling are 
different." He points out as well that rules of vowels in reading applies 
. -
to spelling in reverse. y 
Horn reflects the same view When he says, "The fact is that we do 
.. 
not have adequate evidence for making a confident decision as to how much 
and ±n what way the teaching of phonies can increase efficiency in spelling 
instruction." 
11. 
Horn, for example, recommends that teachers "shOttld use syllables to 
aid spelling ability. n 
JJ . 
Osburn is of the same opinion and remarks, "The ability to syllabicate 
is undoubtedly an important factor in learning to read and spell. tt · 
]:/Fitzgerald, James A. 1 "Phonies in Spelling, u Catholic School Journal, 56~103-5, April 1956. . . 
2}Horn, Ernest, Teaching Spelling, Department of Classroom Teachers, 
JUaerican Educati9n Research Association, National Education Association, 
Washington, D.c., 1954, p. 22. 
1/Horn 1 Thomas D. 1 "How Syllables Can Help in Spelling 1 11 Education, 76: 291-9~ January,.l956. 
A/Osburn, Worth J., "Teaching Spelling by Teaching .Syllables and Word Roots," 
Elementary School Jov.r:ga.l, LV, Sept. 1954,. 32-41. 
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Wolfe and Bree~ in a study done at the University of Chicago found 
that slightly better results were obtained in spelling by those children 
who were taught syllabication than by those who did not have such .training. 
The statements quoted are evidence of the fact that there is much 
variation in opinion regarding the importance of word analysis, especia.lly 
phonetic analysis, for spelling. 
Methods of Teaching Spelling: General Observations 
The problem of teaching· spelling in the school classroom has been 
explo~ed from almost every imaginable approach, with very little success so 
far as actually definite answers are concerned. The following opinions are 
evidence of the varied opinion which exists about practices which are widely 
accepted. 
A number of investigations have been made to determine whether it is y 
better to present words in a list or in sentences. Hawley and Gallup 
concluded that very little was gained by having the children take the time· 
to write the words in sentences. 
21 
Horn eoneurs in this opinion when he says, "We have known for twenty-
five years that the contextual presentation of spelling words is inferior 
to the list presentation." 
1/Wolfe, H. A. and F. s. Breed, "An Experimental Study of Syllabication in 
Spelling," School and Society, Vol. 15, 616-622 • 
.2/Hawley, w. E. and Jackson Gallup, "The List Versus the Sentence Method 
of Teaching Spelling," Journal of Educational Research, 5:306-101 .A;pril, 
1922. 
1/Horn, T. D., "Spelling,tt EdUcation, 79:203-39, December, 195S. 
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ll 
On tbe other hand, Meno is quite definite in his disapproval of 
lists of spelling words when he says, "Teaching spelling by having children 
.. 
learn lists ou.t of context :not only is ineffective, but positively' inhibits 
the. development of general lal'lguage ability. n 
... , 
.Allotber common practice in spelling teacbiDg W'hicll has lliBDY adherents 
.· ~ 
is the process of self-correction. McKee, who believes that writing 
wards during the stu.dy of spelling aids retention ef word patterns sa::rs 
that the pupil shOllld learn to compare the word written with the correct 
Jl 
This opinion is shared by Makey, who says that self -correction of 
miss~lled words helps to improve spelling abUi ty-. He considers that this 
procedure sharpens the child t s observation and so reduces errors. 
It/ 
Horn feels that the corrected· test is the mast important siDgle 
factor contributing to achievement in spelling. ~ found that in some 
· classes tbe corrected test alone was sufficient for mastery ot the typical 
spelling lesson for as ma.n;r as the upper third. of the class. 
. ~ . 
Such writers as Carlsen are skeptical or any one method of teachi:Dg 
spelling for use in an entire class. He eDq>hasizes individuality of 
approach. 
i/Meno, Lionel W. , "Purposeful Spelling, " Elementary School JC?'Ul"lla! ,LV: .341. 
yMcKee, Paul, Ilapg!age in the ElementarY School, Boston, Houghton 
M~flin CoDq>any, 19.39, ·. p. 420. 
~ey, Herman 0. 1 ttGiving Spelling Life 1 tt Elementary English Review, 
27:.306-SI,:May, 1950... . . 
.lt/ilorn, Thomas D., "Effect of the Corrected Test on Learning to Spell," 
Elementau Scholastic Jourr,,, 47:277-85, November, 1947 • 
.2/Carlsen, G. R.,· "So They Still Can't Spell," Edugaticm, 79:219-2.3, 
De~ember, 1958_._ 
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11 
Brady used a flash card approach to teaching spelling and found that 
-
it produced significant gains in spelling achievement as well as in visual 
and auditory memory. 
2l 
Guiles would go so far as to say that, "A specific spelling period 
devoted to the study of a basic list of words has only a limited influence 
on spelling vocabulary." y . 
Horn seem to agree with this attitude when he says that a special 
time need not be set aside for the study of spelling. However, he qualifies 
. . 
this statement by saying, "····· but it is an erroneous conclusion that 
little or no systematic study is necessary for developing spelling ability." 
In commenting on various ways of approaching the teaching of spelling 1 y 
Gray mentions his belief that, "Presentation by means of motor activities 
is a valuable aid in learning to spell.n 
Methods of Teaching Spelling: Use of Rules 
At one time the teaching of ra.les was important to teaching spelling, 
and there is still some use of this procedure. It has both its critics and 
its ad}:).erents. 
21 
Gates found that rules did not increase the ability to spell the words 
!/Brady, Catherine C., 11A Oo~arison of TWo Methods of Teaching Spelling, n 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, l94S. 
yGuiles, R. E. 1 "Effect of Formal Spelling on Spelling Accuracy, n Journal 
of Educational Research, 37:2S4-289, December, 1943. 
1/Horn, T. D .. , "Spelling," Education, 79:203-39, December, 19.5S. 
!J/Gray, William·s., "Psychology of Elementary School SUbj~," New York: 
Prentice-Hall, 193S,.p. 234· · 
.2/Gates, .Arthur I. 1 Generalization and Transfer in Spelling, New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 193.5, P• 104. 
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which were studied7 but did seem to improve the ability to spell deri-
vations. y 
Barbe feels that the teaching of spelling rules may hinder rather 
·- . -
than improve a child's spelling. He is not convinced that they are equally 
efficacious with all children. y .. 
Dolch insists that if rules are to be t~~ght, they must be taught 
inductively. He points out t~t~es.~.an inductive technique is used, 
the generalization rray not have meanirig. 
21 
Fitzgerald is of the opinion that rules teaching fits better into 
-
the reading than into the spelling situation. He considers that the value 
of rules to sp~lling is reduced by the number of exceptions to the rule 
which exist. He does, however, recommend leading a child into induetive 
learning of generalizations as a ~e of improving his spelling. 
Opinion can be found, however, which is in favor of the teaching of 
. .!I 
spelling rules. Hildreth, for example, says that generalization saves time 
in the learni:Q.g process. She feels that with mneh practice a child will be 
able to use rules ;profitably. 
!21 . 
While Foran does not approve of teaching spelling rules to all 1 and 
. 
points out that the more proficient spellers are actua.lly the ones who will 
1/Barbe, Walter and Virginia Cannaway, "Spelling to Learn," Education, 
76;303-30?., January ,_1956. . . . . .. 
2:/Dolch, Edward w. 1 Better Spelling, Champaign, Illinois: Garrard Press 1 
1942, p. 161. . . - . . . . 
1/Fitzgerald, James A., "Phonics in Spelling,tt Catholic School Journal, 
56:,103-5, April, 195~.. . . .. . . . . . 
it/Hildreth; Gertrude, Teaching Spelling, New York: Henry Holt Co., 1955 1 
p •. 272 • 
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.2/Foran7 Thomas G., The Pqcholog:y and Teaching of Spelling7 Washington, D.Ci v 
catholic 1 
profit most from learning rules, he suggests that a few rules should be 
taught. He states several qualifications for his recommendation, stressing 
that a rule should only be taught when necessary, that only one at a time 
should be taught, that they should be taught inductively, and that knowledge 
of them should be estimated according to the child's ability to supply them. 
11 
Stauffer echoes this opinion of Foran, and says, "A rule frequently 
stated in reading is never teach phonetics in isolation. A similar state-
ment might be made about spelling rules." 
Evidently there is no clear evidence to show whether spelling rules 
should or should not be taught. Many well-known authorities are skeptical 
I 
of their usefulness~ and others suggest caution in teaching them. 
Incidental Learning in Spelling 
Although much research has been done to discover What methods should 
be used in teaching spelling~ the fact cannot be ignored that much learning 
of spelling goes on without the teacher1 s aid. The studies in incidental 
learning of spelling are very interesting. 
In a study of the incidental learning of spelling in social studies y 
units, Tyler found that many words were'learned which do not commonly 
oceur in either reading or conversation. 
11 
When Thompson made a study of the effectiveness of modern spelling 
1/stauffer, R. G., "Relationship between Reading and Spelling, u Education, 
79:206-10, December, 1958. 
1}Tyler, Keith I., "Spelling as a Secondary Learning,u Contributions to 
Education, No. 781, .New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1939, 
pp. 84-85. 
1Jrhompaon, Robert S., "Effectiveness of Modern Spel1ing Instru.ction,u 
Contributions to Education, No. 436, New York: Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1930. 
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instruction, he .. found that 84 per cent of the pupils he tested cou1d spell 
25 per cent of the words he used in a pre-test. These words, Which were 
taken fr?.~ formal spelling lists, must have.been learned incidentally, 
since there had been no formal presentation. 
11 
Scanlon made a study of incidental learning in spelling through 
reading. She discovered a significant difference between the ability of 
the children tested to spell unseen words and their ability to spell words 
previously encountered in reading. It was evident, however, that the 
greatest amount of incidental learning occurred with Children of superior 
intelligence .. y 
Horn, too, has been interested in the incidental learning of 
spelling and suggests that such techniques as proof reading of composition 
:ma:y help to increase the amount of incidental transfer Which normally 
occurs. 
The information which is available concerning incidental learning 
of spelling would seem to form a point of departure for further research 
in this same area. 
Spelling; Words to be Taught: 
A major problem in teaching spelling is the decision about Which words 
should be taught to the children at any one grade level. The practice 
which has prevailed for so long, of nteachingtr every year a list of words 
iJscanlon, Ruth E., rtTeaching Spelling, n National Education Association 
Journal, 48:38-39, January, 1957 • 
.2/H:orn, Ernest, ttExperiences Which Develop Spelling Ability, tt National 
Education Association, 43:210-11, .A;pril, 1954. 
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from a spelling text, has begun to receive much criticism. Some educators 
feel that the only words which should be taught to a child are those which 
he requests, as necessary in his writing. others think that this approach 
is too higb.ly individualized and that word lists should still be used, if 
they are more careful.ly constructed. The following are some of the 
opinions which can be found on the topic. 
11 
Breed sa:ys that spelling lists should be constructed from among high 
frequency words of children t s and adult t s writing. 
gj 
The study done by Deacon would seem to bear out this opinion of 
Breed. He compared the relative values of the word list system and teach-
ing only the words needed by individuals. He concluded that those using 
the word list system made greater gains in reading and spelling in experi-
ence story writing. Those using the individual lists developed better 
sentence ability. He suggests that children who write only from experience 
may be limited in richness and number of words learned. 
:JJ 
Horn says, ttSpelling lists should contain words which are of impor-
- . 
tance to children at their grade levels." 
!zl . 
Dolch believes that Whatever words are taught, they should be words 
which have already come· Within the childts experience. He sa:ys, "Instead 
of attempting to teach meanings during spelling lessons, only use in 
_i/Breed, Frederick s., ttThe Words to be Taught in Spell:i.ng1 11 Elementary 
- English Review, 4:97-101, ,AJ;>ril, 1927. 
g/Deacon, Lawrence, "Teaching Spelling Can Become Too Individualized,tt 
Education, 76:300-:302, January, 1956. . 
:J/Horn, Ernest, A Basic Writing Vocabulary, University of Iowa Monographs, 
First Series, Number 4, Iowa City: University of Iowa, 1926. 
!z/Dolch, E. W. 1 Teaching Spelling, New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1955. 
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spelling lessons those words whose meanings the pupils· already know." y . 
Fitzgerald offers as his opinion that lists should be used which 
have been developed from "the most fundamental words from child and adult 
w.riting.tt 
CONSTRUCTION OF MATERIAlS 
Choice and Sources of Vocabulary: 
A major problem in preparing materials for use in a:rry kind of word 
work is the decision about what type of wc;>rds should be used, and 'What 
soUl'ees .. y 
Durrell has stated his belief that •'For practice in word a.nal:ysis, 
no word should be included unless it is already in the child 1 s hearing and 
speaking vocabulary." Commenting that a child understands llla.IlY more words 
. 21 
than are presented in the basal reading series, he suggests that words in 
the child's speaking vocabulary should be used for word analysis practice 
and sa:ys, "Such words are especially suitable, since the child is immedi-
ately rewarded with a meaning when he has a.nal.yzed the word successful.ly." y 
OSb:n:r.n considers that word work should be concentrated on certain 
i/Fi tzgerald, J. A., 1'What Words Shonld Children Study in Spelling"? 
Education, 79J 224-S,.December, 195S. 
,Y'Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, New York: 
World Book CoJ!!Pan.Y.t 1940, page 200. 
2./Durrell, Donald D., Improying Reading Instruction, New York: World Book 
Compa.Izy", 1956, P• 27.3 •. 
/i/Osburn, Worth J., 11A Study of the Syllables in the Rinsland Word List," 
Published by the Boolcstore, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, 
1951. 
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syllables which coeur very frequently. He lists fifteen initial syllables, 
fifteen medial and fifteen final s,yllables as basic to word analysis 
practice. 
11 
Stauffer suggests that an approach to certain aspects of word 
analysis ma;y be ~de through a study of the most commonly ocourring pre-
fixes and lists fifteen prefixes which should be studied. y 
McKee says, "It is better to use word lists based on research than 
to teach without control." 
21 . 
Russell is of the opinion that ll!f a word list indicates that a 
.. 
particular word is a valuable one and if the child or group needs to use the 
word frequently in social studies or other activities, the word probably 
II 
merits careful study in terms of both recognition and analysis. 
Evidently it is the general opinion that words should not be used at 
random. What specific criteria should be applied in a choice, however, 
is not clear. 
Sources of words for use in teaching materials are numerous. y 
· Rinsland studied the writing vocabularies of elementary children 
1/stauffer, R. G., trA Study of Prefixes in the Thorndike List to Establish 
a List of Prefixes that Should be Taught in the Elementary School, Journal 
of Educational Research, XXV, (February, 1942) 453-5/:t. 
6/McKee, Paul, Language in the Elementary School, Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 
1939, p. 303. 
2/Russell, David, Children Learn to Read, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1949, 
p. 196. 
i±/Rinsland, Henry D., A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, 
New York: Maemillan Company, 1945. 
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over a wide area, and he has published a list of more than 25,000 words 
which were used by children in their compositions. His study shows that 
children use as. many as 5000 words for writing in grade one. 
11 
The Thorndike-Lorge list is widely used by teachers as a source of 
words for classroom materials. Based on the frequency of oec~nce of 
words in adult reading, the list ean be used to identify those words which 
a child is likely to meet at various levels. y . 
Berwi6k, as one of the steps in preparing her multi-meaning vocabu-
lary test, classified words from the Thorndike-Lorge list into grade levels 
from one through eight. This forms a useful souree of words for use at 
different grade levels. 
21 
The Murphy list of words in the speaking vocabulary of children from 
kindergarten through grade three makes it evident that many words Which 
used to be considered difficult have become commonplace in the vocabulary 
of primary grade children. 
!±/ 
The Horn list, prepared in 1926, is still a valuable souree of words 
for school materials. He wished to discov~r the 101 000 words Whieh were 
most important to adult writing, and published his list on the basis of an 
examination of about five million running words. 
i/Thorndike, Edward L. and Irving Lorge, A Teacher's Word Book of 30,000 
Words, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1944. 
,2/Berwick, Mildred, "Construction and Evaluation of a Multi-Meaning Vocabu-
lary Test,n Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1952. 
2./Murpby, Helen A. , ·"The Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children in 
Primary Grades, 11 Journal of Education, Boston University, 140:1-140, 
December:, 1957 •. 
.M]:orn, Ernest, A Basic Writing Vocabulary, University of Iowa Monographs 
in.Education, First Series, No.4, Iowa City: University of Iowa, 1926. 
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1/ 
The Green compilation was developed by analyzing 40 textbooks from 
the fifth and sixth grades. All words were omitted which are already y 
listed in the Gates Primary List or which occurred in oilly one text. A 
notation is made for each word to indicate the number of texts in Which 
any one word appeared. 
The word lists described vary a good deal in content. They are, how-
ever, useful to the researcher for specific purposes. 
Administration of Materials: 
The pressure of numbers of children, increased emphasis on social 
development, the addition of subject matter to the curriculum, and the 
demand for greater efficiency among classroom teachers has meant that much 
attention has been directed of late to the. development of improved materials 
and techniques for the classroom. There has been, therefore, much interest 
and research in the area of team learning, self-direction, and subject 
grouping, as modes of saving teacher and pupil time, and improving pupil 
achievement. 
21 
Wagner and Hosier suggest that working in pairs is a profitable 
activity for children in learning to spell, and say that teachers often 
allow their pupils to work with a partner. 
lzl 
Gates also supports the idea of team learning 'When he says, "Teachers 
]/Green, Gladys I., et al, "A Vocabulary List Based on Word Frequency in 
Fifth and Sixth Grade Textbooks, u Unpublished Master r s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1958. 
g/Gates, Arthur I., A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades, New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935 • 
.2/Wagner, Guy and Max Hosier, "They Like to Spell," Education, 76:306-309, 
January, 1956. 
j/Gates, Arthur I., trimplications of the Psychology of Perception for Word 
Stud:v .u Education. ?5: 589-95. May, 1955, p. 593. 
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should encourage children to get together, compare notes and try to find 
the best methods to use." 
1/ . 
Durrell expresses his belief that team learning should find its 
place in the elementary school classroom when he says, "There is seldom 
. a:n:y type of learning Which is not enhanced by children worldng in pairs. u 
He adds, however, that other groupings are useful., and suggests, "Children 
may be grouped or paired by the teacher so that one child does not con-
tinually lean on others to get his work done." y . 
McKim seems to agree with this opinion of Durrell when she proposes 
that the sizes of groups should be varied. She suggests further that 
childr~n should have the opportunity to choose their own groups as well. 
:ll 
The Bradl~ study made a careful evaluation of the different effects 
on learning of pairing pupils for work or placing them under the direct 
guidance of the teacher. It was found that pairing techniques were most 
condu~ive to growth when used with the average or above average pupils. 
Slow learners were somewhat handicapped by being placed together. 
it/ 
Hildreth, in commenting on word analysis to develop word attack, 
says, "Children who are paired can help one another." 
. . 
The value of team learning for social development has been shown by a 
number of studies. 
1/DUrrell, Donald D., Improving Rrading Instruction, New York; World Book 
Company, 1956, pp. 129-130. 
,gjMcKim, Margaret, Guiding Growth in Reading, New York: Macmillan Compa.n:y, 
1955, p. 326 .. 
.,UB radley, Mary A. , "The Construction and Evaluation of Exercises for 
Providing Meaningful. Practice in Second Grade Reading, 11 Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1957. 
.4/Hildreth, Gertrude, Teaching Spelling, New York, Henry Holt Company, 
1935, page 100. 
• 
11 
OaJiq>anero, in her stud:y of team learning. of organization and recall 
skills in grade four, noted that children Who worked together tried to help 
one another and developed a good social relationship, even in a hetero-
geneous group.. It was found, however, that where slow learners worked 
together they were inclined to become discouraged and ver,r little progress 
was made. y 
The Gattuso study of curriculum related special ties made an evaluation 
of the effect of grouping ehildren on the basis of social attitude and 
interrelationships. It was felt that this· grouping had a beneficial effeet 
on pupil behaviour and :maJ:lY children were helped to rise in the esteem of 
their classmates. 
The development of self' -direction has also been much in the interest 
·of educators during recent times. 
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Gates expresses his opinion on this topic when he says, ttThe pupil 
must be taught not merely how to be taught, but, more ~ortant, how to 
. !JI 
learn by himself, how to develop initiative. 11 . He reiterates this attitude 
at a later date and remarks, "The emphasis should be shifted from teaching 
the child how to learn by being taught - to learhing how to learn by 
himself." 
i/c~anero, Lena, "Graded Lessons for Use of Stud:y Teams: Grade Four," 
Unpublished Masterts Thesis, Boston University, 1956, pp. J0-31~ 
g/Gattuso, Joseph, 11.An Evaluation of Curriculum Related Specialties in 
Grades Five and Six," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1957. 
1/Gates, Arthur i., tiimp1ications of the Psychology of Perception for 
Word Stuey,tr Education, 75:589-95, May, 1955, p. 59). 
!J/Gates, Arthur I., tlfuture Improvements in the Teaching of Reading," 
Education Digest, Vol .. XXIV, No. 7, March, 1959 •. 
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In the Stewart study of ehildren • s :preferenees in assignments, it 
was found that children :preferred self-directed to teaeher-direeted 
activity. 
gj 
McKim also feels that self-direction is important to learning and 
suggests that children should have tasks so arranged that they ma:y work 
ahead without the teacher's assistance. 
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McKee points out that self-direction leads to better knowledge of 
progress, and emphasizes the importance of knowledge of progress as a 
source of motivation in learning. He believes that the interest of the 
child will be enlisted if he knows specifica.lJ.y what his Job is and what 
its outcome will be. 
lzl 
Wheat also remarks on the importance of knowledge of progress to 
learning, although he points out that its value depends on the degree of 
the child's understanding of the reasons for his success or failure, and 
adds, "Understood failure challenges further effort. Understood success 
stimulates further effort.n 
Some of the attempts to save time and increase efficiency in the 
classroom have been directed toward grouping related subject for study. In 
this vein, a number of opinions have been expressed about the practice of 
J)Stewart, Dorothy, «Children • s Preferences in Types of Assignments 1 n Un-
published Master1s Thesis, Boston University, 1948. . 
.2/McKim, Margaret, Guiding Growth in Reading, New York: Macmillan Company, 
1955, p. :326. 
2./McKee, Paul, Language in the Elementary School, Boston: Houghton-Mifflin 
Conwa.ny, 19:39, p. 420. 
it/Wheat, Harry G., Foundations of School Learning, New York: Alfred A. 
j Knopf', 1955, p. 
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teaching certain reading and spelling skills in the same period of class 
t:iJne. 
11 
Thorndike suggests that there are advantages to teaching word 
a:na.lysis apart from the reading situation. y 
Durrell makes the suggestion that word analysis lessons may fit 
best into the spelling period. 
JJ 
Gates considers that· word study .shoul.d be placed in the spelling 
period rather than in the reading period, since such work in the reading 
time may reduce pleasure in the reading process. 
There is evidence to show that the time Which has ordinarily been 
spent on spelling in school may well be reduced without harm to the spelling 
!zl 
ability of the pupils. Horn and otto believe that the spelling periods 
per week may well be reduced to two, if the general language arts program 
is well integrated. 
It seems evident that the trend of opinion. is toward much team learning, 
self-direction and combination of such activities as word stu~ • 
.Anal;y:sis of Workbook Materials: 
The workbook material that is available to teachers is main.:cy" of two 
1/Thorndike, Edward L., ttThe Vocabulary of School Pupils, n Contributions to 
Education, New York: World Book Company, 1924, pp. 69-76 •. 
2/Durrell, Donald D., Improving Reading Instruction, New York: World Book 
Company, 1956, p. 26EL 
,Y'Gates, Arthur I., The Improvement of Reading, Boston: Macmillan Company, 
1947, p. 199. 
~orn, Thomas D. and Henry otto, Spelling Instruction - A CUrriculum Wide 
Approach, Austin: University of T.exa.s, 1954, p. S. 
types: those written to accompany a basal reading series and those intended 
for use as a 11phonicstt program taught in addition to the regular reading 
. . 
instruction. .An exa:mina.tion of both types of workbooks shows that they 
vary little in content from series to series. 
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The Phonics We Use workbooks develop through work with: 1) sounds 
of consonants and· their variations, 2) sounds of blends, 3) sounds of 
digraphs, 4) long and short vowels, 5) sounds and meanings of prefixes and 
roots, 6) identifying syllables by ear a:nd by visual ana.J..ysis, and the rules 
of such syllabication, 7) developing understandings of the meaning of 
accent, and 8) alphabetizing. y 
The Building Reading Skills series uses exercises in: 1) single 
eonso:D.ants, 2) eon.Sonant teams, 3) short vowels, 4) long vowels, 5) vowel 
teams, 6) meanings of prefixes and suffixes, 7) syllabiea~ion, 8) accent 
and its effect on meaning, 9) phrase perception, 10) endings, 11) reversals, 
12) substitutions, and 15) additions and sUbstitutions. 
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The Reading Skilltexts workbooks includes a variety of materials of 
both the comprehension and word a.na.lysis type. The word analysis exercises 
are on: 1) recognizing initial consonants, 2) finding a little word ;i.n a 
longer word, 3) dividing compound words, 4) using prefixes and suffixes, 
5) dividing words into syllables, 6) building words. by adding inflectional 
endings, 7) three vowel rules, and 8) recognizing vowels and silent letters 
in words. 
,!/Meighen, Mary and Marjorie Pratt, Phonics We Use Series, Chicago: Lyons 
and Carnahan, 1951. 
2/Armstrong, Leila and Rowena Hargrave, Building Reading Skills Series, 
Wichita: The McCormick Mathers Publishing Company, 1951. 
:2/Jobnson, Eleanor M., (editor), Reading Skilltexts Series, Columbus, 
Charles H. Menill Company, 1948. 
y' 
The series of four workbooks which are called Eye and Ear Fun pro-
vides practice with: l) long and short vowels, 2) compound words, J) suf-
fixes and inflectional endings, 4) contractions, 5) the effect of ~ on 
vowels, and 6) the rule for eha:nging z to i to form plurals. 
In the best known basal reading series workbooks, word a.na.l:ysis 
exercises are interspersed with comprehension materials. T;roical a.na.l:ysis 
y' 
practices in the Think and Do workbooks for the intermediate grades, 
Scott, Foresman basal series, are on: 1) consonants and vowels, 2) sylla-
-
bles, J) accent, 4) root words, and 5) inte~reting pronunciation symbols. 
At the grade five level a total of 15 pages is devoted to such practice in 
a workbook of 77 pages. On those pages practice ma:y be given on as :ma.ny 
as 54 words or as few as 12 words. y 
The workbooks which accompany the Ginn Basic Readers divide their 
word a.na.lysis practice into two types: phonetic ana.l.ysis and structural 
analysis. The practice given includes exercises on: l) consonant sounds, 
2) diacritical marks, J) rhyme, 4) vowel sounds, 5) compounds, 6) prefixes, 
7) suffixes, 8) roots,and 9) syllabication and accent. In the fifth year 
level of this series., practice is given on 577 words for the entire year. 
The words used for practice are those taught in the text for the grade. 
Row., Peterson and Company publishes workbooks to accompany its basal 
reading series. They give practice with such word ana.lysis skills as the 
i/stone, Clarence E., Eye and Ear Fun Series., St.. Louis; Webster Publishing 
Company, 194:3. 
y'Gray, William S. , Marion Monroe and A. Sterl Artley, Thirik and Do Series, 
Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1955. 
l/Russell, David H • ., Workbooks to accompany the Ginn Basic Readers, New 
York: Ginn and Compan;r_, 1955. 
yo•Donnell, Mabel and Helen Gilson, Wor:k:books to accompany the Roe, Peter-
son Company basal reading series, New York: Row, Peterson Company, 1955. 
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following: 1) syllabieation and aeeent, 2) interpreting diaeritieal marks, 
J) using prefixes and suffixes, 4) using initial sounds, 5) using eontext 
elues, 6) reeognizing initial and final syllables and 7) interpreting 
phonetie spellings. About 25 out of 128 pages are listed as giving this 
kind of praetiee. The largest number of words on any one page is 40, and 
some pages give praetiee on as few as six words. The total number of word 
praetiees for the year's work is not more than 500. 
It is evident from the foregoing that, with some minor variations, the 
same types of exereises and understandings are introdueed in the workbooks 
whieh are eurrently being published for use in the elementary sehool. 
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-CHAPTER. TWO 
CONSTRUCTION OF MATERIAlS-AND PLAN OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relative effectiveness 
of inductive and deductive methods in teaching word analysis skills. It 
was necessary, therefore, to construct a set 0f materials of each type to 
use in the comparative evaluation. The plan was made to provide thirty 
lessons of each type, so that practice would be provided for 8 to 10 weeks. 
It had already been decided at the outset of the plans for the study 
that the "rules and exceptionstt technique used in most workbooks should be 
. . 
evaluated as representative of. the most conunonl:y used technique among 
deductive methods. It remained only to choose a technique which was in-
ductive in nature for comparison with the "rules and exceptions" technique. 
On the basis of research, it was decided that the 11 classificationtt tech-
. . 
nique used by Speidel and Spencer should be employed in the comparison as 
representative of inductive methods of teaching word analysis. 
For the remainder of this thesis, the "classification" exercises will 
be referred to as Experiment A, and the "rules and exceptions" exercises 
as Experiment B. 
Choice of Exercise Types and Understandings to be Taught: 
The exercise tYPe for ExPeriment A involved n~ special decisions, 
since all are of one type and depend for their effectiveness on the solving 
of meaningful words for classification into meaningful categories. 
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The problem of choosing exercise types and understandings to be taught 
was somewhat more difficult for the Experiment B materials. There is mu.eh 
variation from one series of published materials to another~ and no re-
search is available to show which exercises are most effective and which 
ttrules" i.e. understandings are genuinely useful. The decision was made 
. . 
by the author~ therefore, that only a few exercise types would be used~ 
and the most common rules presented. 
The understandings chosen for presentation were related to: 1) eom-
pound words, 2) lo;ng and short vowels, 3) multi-meaning words, 4) aeeent, 
5) syllabication homophones~ 6) .Prefixes, 7) suffixes~ and 8) roots. The 
.. 
full. outline of these understandings may be found on the Master Rules 
Card (see A~Em:d;-;; page S )b ) , the purpose and construction of which is 
described below. An examination of workbooks indicates that practice 
changes from time to time as to which rules are presented. The writer 
chose those rules whieh appeared to be most common and easiest to under-
stand. There is no research which was helpful in making the decisions. 
While the major decisions as to which understandings should be 
presented were made before a:ny materials were constructed, some revisions 
were decided upon later on the basis of the word patterns whieh actually 
occurred in words suitable for use at the grade five level. These revisions 
of plan are described under ''Constructing Materials of Experiment B" below. 
Administration of Materials: 
To take advantage of what is known about the psychology of learning 
and to make provision for the demands of the modern classroom, it was 
decided that both sets of materials should provide for group learning, 
self-direction and econoley' of teacher time and materials. 
So that the children might enjoy the benefits of group learning, the 
plan was made that they should work in pairs on the lessons. 
To :make it possible for the lessons to be self-directed, all of the 
lessons were written at the same level of difficulty and answer keys were 
provided on the back of every lesson sheet. It was arranged 'that every 
child should have his own folder coniiaining a record of What lessons he 
and his partner had completed. At lesson period, the instruction was 
that each pair of partners should 'take a lesson card from the set on the 
teacher's desk, do the work on it, correct it for themselves and return 
the card to the set (after having noted on their record sheets the fact 
that the work had been done). If time permitted, they were to be allowed 
to do a second card. If they had not completed the lesson chosen, they 
were to keep it in the folder of one of the partners until the next lesson, 
when it might be completed and returned. 
To save teacher time, no correcting or marking was to be done by the 
teacher. All of the lessons were of the same difficulty so that there 
was no necessity for teacher time to be spent in arranging for the children 
to move from easy to difficult lessons. The eeononw of materials was 
provided for by having the work of the lessons done on separate sheets of 
lined paper, so that the lessons might be used from year to year. 
Restrictions on Vocabula;r: 
So that the- two sets of lessons to be used in the study should be as 
closely equated as possible, the writer considered it desirable that the 
vocabulary list in both should be the same. A n'lllllber of considerations 
had, therefore, to be kept in mind as words were chosen. 
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For Experiment A, the words had to be meaningf.'ul, interesti:og and 
useful to grade five children; and in general, they had to provide contact 
with as many varied kinds of word parts and pronunciation patterns as 
possible. 
The writer wished as well to include at least some words Whieh should 
provide special interest and opportunity for growth for the high achievers 
of the grade, since it had been found by previous researchers that the 
group which showed least growth on this type of exercise were the better 
readers of the experimental groups. It had been conjectured that a list 
. of words chosen for the average pupil in grade five was likely to be too 
easy for the upper group. The writer believed that if about twenty per-
cent of the words included were above grade level, the intellectual task 
involved in looking for these words in the dictionary might serve to 
retain the interest of the high achievers and give them the opportunity 
for growth in dictionary skills. The writer considered that if the 
dictionary work proved too difficult for the low achievers, the teacher 
might feel free simply to tell the children what the .word was and where 
it should be classified. Since there was to be no demand that all of the 
children know the mean;i.ng of all of the words by the end of the study 1 it 
was suggested that the teacher should use her: own judgment as to which 
children should be sent to the dictionary and which should simply be told 
where a word fitted. 
For Experiment B, the qualifications for vocabulary were quite 
-
different. The words for Experiment B might be interesting, but this was 
not a necessary qualification. What was necessary was that they should 
provide ex~les of the understandings to be taught, i. e. understandings 
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in relation to compound words, long and short vowels, ete., as outlined 
above, in sufficient quantity that :practice should be plentiful on each 
type of understanding presented. 
A further restriction on vocabulary was the deeision that, so far as 
possible, words Which had been used in the Speneer study should not be 
used. 
Because of the restrictions on voeabulary described above, it was 
decided that the Experiment A materials shof:tld be begun first, since any 
words which were meaningful, interesting and useful could not help but 
inelude at least some of the word :parts to be taught. Once this basie 
voeabulary had been chosen, it might be revised as the demands of the 
Experiment B materials for specific words beeame evident. 
Constructing Materials of E;periment A: (Inductive Method) 
The first step taken in the construction of the materials of Experi-
ment A was the development of categories, and the initial method ehosen 
was a process of elaborative thinking. An attempt was made to think of 
eategories topics which would be interesting to grade five children and 
within their experience, and to list words which might be ineluded in 
such categories. The aid of some elementary sehool children was enlisted 
for this task. 
It may be :pointed out that the method of constructing categories 
ehosen by this writer as the initial one is not the only one which may be 
employed. In the construction of eategories, one may begin with a list 
of words which are at the proper grade level and use the categories which 
the list suggests. As an alternative, one may use Roget 1 s Thesaurus to 
determine which eategories are most used by people, and choose both words 
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and categories from that list. Both of these methods were used by the· 
writer to develop categories, as secondary methods. It was felt, however, 
that word lists, unless ~hey are records of spoken language, are inclined 
to be curriculum related; and the Thesaurus may be more useful as an 
:indication of what vocabulary ought to be known than as a source of known 
words for teaching word analysis. Most of the categories suggested to 
the writer by children, i.e. those relating to airplanes, sports, and 
garages, would not have been suggested by the word lists; and such words 
as ttcreasett (:in hockey) and tttarmacktt (for airlines) do not appear in 
. . .... - . 
word lists, yet were suggested by grade five children. All of the sports 
categories were written by Stephen Clark of Brookline, who was a pupil in 
grade five at the time he wrote them. 
As the first categories lists were prepared by the process of elabora-
tive thinking described above, each word was cheeked against both the y y 
Thorndike and Lorge and the Spencer lists. Words were discarded at 
. . -
once which had already been used in the Spencer list, and the words which 
were above grade level according to Thorndike were placed in a special 
reserve list. Some of these words were included later as part of the 
plan to use some-words which were above grade level; and some were used 
which did not appear on any word list, because they: were supplied by 
children. 
The second step in the preparation of the materials of Experiment A 
1/Thor.n:dike, _Edward L. and Irving Lorge, ttThe Teacher 1 s Word Book of _ 
30,000 Words,» New York: Bureau of_Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
Univers_:i;ty, 1944 • 
.&/Spencer, Doris U. , tt.A;n Evaluation of Word Study Lessons in Grade Four, tt 
UnP,ublished.Docto~al Dissertation, Bosto.n University, 1958. . 
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was the employment of various word lists (see Chapter One) and the Thesaurus. 
As words and eateg.ories were ehosen, a eonstant eheek was kept on the grade 
level of all words and the reserve list maintained of words above grade 
level. 
Although a total of only ninety categories was needed to provide three 
categories for each of thirty lessons, no attempt was made to place cate-
gories together into lessons until some 120 categories had been prepared. 
The process then became one of placing together those categories Which 
were, as far as possible, discrete. It may be remarked that multi-meaning 
words are so numerous in the English language that it is extremely diffi-
cult to ereate categories Whieh are entirely discrete. It often becomes 
necessary to discard words which are highly meaningful and seem to be 
the obvious words to include in a given eategory because they overlap so 
many other categories that including them may create confusion. The word 
"key 1 tt for example 1 has to do with doors, buildings 1 success 1 trunks, 
. . 
crossword puzzles, archways, etc., etc. One must choose between excluding 
such words entirely or making from them a category of their own, and pairing 
it with others containing words of an entirely different syntactical 
nature. SUeh pairing has its own peeu.liar problems because of the faet 
that children use and understand many more variations in nouns than in any 
other parts of speech. Whole categories of adjectives and verbs, therefore 
are hard to find and not very meaningful. 
The first placing together of ea,.tegories into lessons was not intended 
to be· final or eomplete. At this stage ma.ny more than 40 words were in-
eluded in eaeh lesson, sinee it was planned to adjust the lists aeeording 
to the demands of the Experiment B materials .. 
Boston Univere1tJ 
School o~ Eduo&tie~ 
Libr&1"fl 
At this point the categories were tried out by a grade five child and 
two adults, and some words discarded which were considered confusing. 
The final step in this first rough draft of the Experiment A materials 
was the preparatipn of an alphabetized list of the words chosen tentatively. 
Constructing the Experiment B materials: (Deductive Method) 
The first step in the construction of the Experiment B materials was 
. -
the separation of the words already chosen for Experiment A into lists 
according to the type of teaching for which they might be used. The first 
words extracted were those which had prefixes,meaningful roots, and 
su:Cfi:x:es, because such words are not common at the grade five level and it 
was expected that this list might require additions. The list, as expected, 
was not long enough to give the quantity of practice which the w.riter con-
sidered necessary. More words of this type had to be sought, and these 
words added to the categories in which they were meaningful. So difficult 
did it become to find suitable words which contained meaningful roots, in 
fact, that the plan of teaching the meaning of word roots was discarded 
·completely and the decision made to concentrate on the ability to ident:i±z 
word roots. The list of prefix and suffix meanings to be taught was cut 
down, for the same reason. 
After the words containing prefixes, suffixes and roots had been 
extracted from the master list, lists were made of words which illustrated 
the principles to be taught relating to compounds, homophones, syllabica-
tion, accent and long and short vowels, in that order. The words which did 
not fit into any of these types were designated for use in teaching pro-
nun.ciation symbols, since no apecial conditions needed to be attached to 
them. 
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The actual construction of the lessons was begun next. About 40 words 
were placed in each lesson and the lesson type related directly to the kind 
of understanding being taught. That is, if a rule for long and short 
vowels was to be taught, the rule was presented first, and an- example; and 
then practice was given in marking vowels in words ·as L (long), or S ( shor~, 
or N (nei~her), as in the ease of vowels governed by~· These exercise 
··~ 
types were not original with the writer, but appear in workbooks which are 
in popular use. 
When it was discovered that the placing of the ttru1eu for each exer-
eise on each sheet became eu.mbersome, the decision was made that all of 
the rules and information needed for the exercises should be placed on a 
Master Rules Card, printed front and back. Each pair of children was to 
be provided with a copy of this eard. The lesson sheet, then, had only 
to refer to a specific rule by its number and general heading on the card. 
This made it possible to present all of the basic principles to be taught 
in compact form, so that relationships among principles might be clarified 
and some coherence recognized in the Whole pattern of the lessons. 
The answers for each lesson were printed on the back of each sheet and 
a pattern set up for doing the exercises and correcting them. The first 
five practices of each sheet were to be done, then corrected. The second 
set of five exercises were then to be done, and corrected. Thereafter, 
each ten practices was to be corrected, and the lesson sheets were marked 
with the instruction to "Correct", so that-' the· children would not pursue 
. . 
a lesson to the end of the sheet without constant eheeking to see that they 
had understood the rule and were doing the exercise eorreetly. In the 
talks with teachers later, the attitude was stressed that the children were 
to be encouraged to think of these as teaching, not testing exercises. It 
was hoped that When the children knew that they might look at- the answers 
as soon as they had done some of the exercises, and that no stigma was 
attached to having the wrong answer (in faet, that no one except partners 
would know that errors had been made), they might develop an attitude of 
"self-test:tngrr and not be teJl!Pted to look at the answers without trying 
to do the work. It is the opinion of the writer that only those ehildren 
would "cheat" who found the work mueh too difficul. t for them, and teachers 
. . 
were at liberty to exeuse sueh children from the study. 
As the words from the Experiment A materials were worked into the 
lessons of Experiment B, decisions were made as to which of the nextran 
words should be retained and which should be discarded.. So :fhr as was 
:possible those words were retained whieh, in the opinion of the writer, 
were colorful and useful. However, it must be admitted that it was some-
times necessary to include words which fitted a specifie rul.e or illus-
trated a partieular word part.. The extent to which some of these words 
were suitable beeomes, in the end, a matter of opinion. The word ttbedewed1) 
for example, was included as a last resort in the search for words using 
the prefix tfbett. Curiously enough, this was a word which was remarked upon 
by teachers later as highly interesting to the children and much used by 
them after their initial contact with it. This is not to suggest that any 
' 
and all words should be included in categories for the elementary school 
merely on the proposition that they~· be suitable. It is true, however, 
that every teacher who used the materials found only a few words unsuitable 
and almost none of them were the same. 
At no tillle before the conpletion of the Experiment B lessons were the 
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Experiment A materials considered finished. The alphabetized list described 
earlier was revised steadily and as use was made of a word in Exper:iJnent B, 
that use was noted. The process of revising the word list and the use of 
the words went on until 2B of the 30 lessons had been completed in the 
following pattern: 
Lessons 3 to 6 -Root Words and Compounds 
Lessons 7 to 12 - Syllabication 
Lessons 12 to 14 - Vowel Sounds 
Lessons 1' to 17 - Homophones 
- . 
Lessons lB & 19 - Mul. ti-mea.ning words 
Lessons 20 to 23 - Accent 
Lessons 23 to 27 - Pronunciation Symbols 
-
Lessons 2B to 30 - Prefixes, Suffixes and Roots 
The final step in the construction of' the lessons of' Experiment B was 
the preparation of two introductory lessons (to be called Lessons 1 and 2), 
which included a sample of each type of exercise to be used on the follow-
ing twenty-eight lessons. These first two lessons were intended to be 
used by the teacher to introduce the children to the Master Rules Card, and 
a . copy of eaeh for every child was part of the package of materials supplied 
to teachers. Such introductory lessons were not considered necessary for 
the Experiment A materials, since the basic task was so simple and did not 
vary at all from lesson to lesson. 
Samples of Lesson Materials: 
Samples of eaeh type of' lesson materials are attached. 
:For Experiment A, the plan of the Spencer lessons was followed without 
change, Forty words were printed in lower case letters on the front of 
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LACES .TO BE 
and 
ECTIONS TO GO 
1rby 
1eath 
~rseas 
neward 
ward 
se 
:kward 
fway 
•ve 
ore 
·ond 
doors 
>W 
~in 
ward 
,¥.~,··, 
,. .. \·'. 
- ~ ._..;,;;,;~-
·--?7:.;. ':'?~~~".:~ 
IN STORIES. DESCRffiE-S WETNESS 
giant dampness 
ghost spongy 
elf bedewed 
witch soaked 
wizard drenched 
spooks soppy 
enchantments humid 
ogre dripping 
brownie swampy 
magic moisture 
pixie marshy 
dewy 
saturated 
I 
iS 
rd 
I 
"PLACES TO BE 
and 
IRECTIONS TO GO 
close 
soaked 
backward 
halfway 
elf 
drenched 
above 
alee 
soppy 
ashore 
EXPERIMENT A (Inductive) 55a(Faoe) 
humid ogre 
witch moisture 
beyond · bro.wnie 
dripping marshy 
swampy magic 
wizard deWy-
outdoors pixie 
spooks within 
below saturated 
enchantments seaward 
IN STORIES DE$CiUBES WETNESS 
·. ·<· 
)PITAL AND ILLNESS 
icken pox 
~dieation 
rerish 
tients 
conscious 
!irious 
1dages 
'od transfusio~ 
fering 
asles 
agh 
aicillin 
~erculosis 
[aria·· 
[pel 
~ration 
·sician 
I.A.S)J) ""'' 
barn 
maize 
fields 
plowing 
calf 
see<Js · 
cattle 
harvest 
barley 
hoes 
stable 
A FARM RAILROADS 
tracks -
· locomotive 
trainman 
engineer 
transcontinental 
dispatcher 
telegraph 
sleeper 
tickets 
berth 
porter 
derail 
:_,. -~~~~!:,.~li~-~~~-~~~~~}.~-:_~~~~Ji~?r~~.,; __ 7': .• :c~-~~-.:. ~--· -~-:~~·-~~~.:-;~-~:.;;;.:...;;.v:.:-:o~'"-..;:;":: ::.-:~ . . --:.~;~~~~.-.-~-.,::~- .. - .- · -- --. --~"i:-~,"\:~~-~~-
pox 
tive 
:ion 
ntinental 
,!TAL AND ILLNESS 
EXPERIMENT A (Inductive) 
patients 
fields 
unconscious 
plowing 
delirious 
bandages 
calf 
dispatcher 
telegraph 
blood transfusion 
suffering 
seeds 
sleeper 
tickets 
cattle 
berth 
porter 
measles 
cough 
derail 
.A FARM 
harvest 
penicillin 
barley 
tuberculosis 
malaria 
hoes 
scalpel 
operation 
physicians 
stable 
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MAS'lER RULES 0~ ~ EXPERIMENT B (Beducti.vo) .· .. . : . . ·. ,,.~-~x~ 
The following notes on working with words are to be used with 30 exercises. The ffrst two,exercises (Face) 
will be done with the rest of the class, but after that only two people will work together. The exercises 
may be done in any order, using these notes to help you. Be sure to correct at the end of each .section 
(A, B, or C) in an exercise, and also wherever you see the word Correct in the middle of a section. Never do a 
whole page without checking yourself. . -
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The Alphabet has 26letters. They are a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, I, m,. n, o, p, q, r, s, t~ u, 
v, w, x, y, z. -
The Vowels are a, e, i, -o; u, and y (unless it is at the beginning of a word). 
The Consonants are all the letters which are not vowels. 
HOMOPHONES 
Homophones are combinations of letters which sound the same but are spelled differently . 
. MULTI-MEANING WORDS 
Multi-Meaning Words arewords which have more than one meaning. 
VOWEL ·SOUNDS 
Each vowel of the alphabet has several sounds, because vowels are affected by the letters around them . 
. There are some rules which we can use to help us decide which sound of a vowel is being used if we look at 
the word carefully. 
Rule 1. One vowel followed by one or more consonants is short. 
bit- i is short _(i} · ; bland- a is short (a) 
Rule 2 .. One vowel followed by a consonant and a finale is long. 
brake- a is long (a) ; life- i is long (1) 
Rule 3. One vowel at the erid of a word or syllable is long. 
go-o is long (o) ; baby-'- a is long (a) 
Rule 4. When two vowels are together, usually the first has a long sound and the other is not pro-
nounced at all. · · · 
l>oat- o is long, a is silent. (bot) 
Rule 5. When a vowel is followed by the letter r the sound of the vowel is controlled by the r. 
barn- a is controlled by r (a) 
stare - a is controlled by r (a) 
PRONUNCIATION SYMBOLS 
Pronunciation Symbols are the letters and marks which are used in a dictionary or glossary to s~ow how a 
word is pronounced. -
VOWEL SYMBOLS 
• 1. Short 
2 .. Long 
a- as in hat 
e- as in let 
i-asin~ sit 
o- as in hot 
u- as in cup 
a- as in age 
e - as in equal 
o - as in open, low 
ii - as in iise 
3. Controlled by r 
a- as in far 
a - as in ciire 
e- as in term 
0 - as in order 
4. Special · . · 
oi - as in oil, boy 
ou - as in out, now 
u- as input 
ii - as in rule, too 
aw- as_ in saw 
5. The Schwa Sound 
- is used in many places 
i in p~nc!l - pensal 
e in taken - takan 
o in lemon - leman 
u· in circus-:- sirkas 
CONSONANT SYMBOLS 
1. · Consonants .That Stay The Same 
b, d, f, j, k, I, m, n, r, v,. 
w, x, z 
2. Singie Consonants 
c-kasincup 
s as in city 
g - g as in good 
j as in gentle 
s - s as in sun . 
zh as in measure 
q - always used with u, as 
in quick (kwik} 
3. Consonant Blends 
~ ck- k as in back (bak) 
ch - as in child 
sh- as in she 
th - th as in thin 
th as in them 
ph- f as in graph (graf) 
wh- hw as in what (hwat) 
4• Like Consonants: When two like 
consonants are together, only 
one of them is written in symbols · 
ff - f as in cliff (klif) 
pp - p as in hopping (hoping) 
·. ·.o:..-J 
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SYLLABICATION 
Syllabication means dividing a !word !into its sound divisions sci that, broken up, it will be easy to pro-
nounce. Each sound division is called a syllable. You can divide a word into syllables by looking at it 
carefully and following some rules. · 
·Rule. 1. Aj word has as many syll~bles as it has vowels which are pronounced. To count the syllables 
· in a word, count the vowels. But, count two :vowels together as one, and do not count a final e 
at all. 
AlaH.ama ----,- 4 ·syllables . , too - 1 syllable , late - 1 syllable 
;Rule ~. Each of the Prefixes and Suffixes we will use (except "over") makes up one syllable. "Over'! 
· has t'wo syllables. . · 
inside - in side (in is the Prefix) loyal - loy al (al is the Suffix) 
Rule 3. Inhere are like consonants together, divide between them except when the~ have "ing" after 
them; If this happens, put both with~. the syllable before "ing · 
bunny- bunny ; running-~ runn ing 
Rule 4. If a vowel has one consonant after it and then another vowel, diviae alter the first vowel. 
If the vowel has two consonants after it, divide after the first consonant. 
fath~r - fa ther . ; candy - can dy 
Rule 5. If a word ends in le, put the consonant before the le with it and make the three letters the last 
syllal:ile of the word. · 
candle - can dle 
., ACCENT 
Accent in a word· is the syllable that is emphasized when it is said aloud. Knowing where the accent is 
in an unknown word can help you to pronounce it. The accent in a word is a mark like this I placed after 
the accented syllable. · . ·-
Rule 1. Usually there is not an accent on a Prefix or a.Suffix. · · · 
unseen-unseen' (un is a Prefix) ; sailor- sail' or (or is a Suffix) 
Rule ~. If you know a syllable has th~ "schwa" sound in it, do not put the accent on that syllable. 
penci~ - pen' sal · ; lemon - le' man . 
Rule 3. In a Compound Word, the first syllable has Primary Accent I (heavy), and the second syllable 
has Se~ondary Accent , (light) .. s.ail' boat, . 
Rule 4. For, a word where none of these rules apply, try the accent first on the first syllable. I£ that 
does n?t seem right; try the second syllable. It is not often on the last syllable. 
. I 
·PREFIXES, SUFFIXES, AND ROOTS 
Prefix are word parts added before a word to change its meaning. 
Suffixes are word parts added after a word to change its meaning. 
Roots are words that have had a Prefix or Suffix or both added to them. 
Some Prefixes: (Notice the meanings which are listed) 
a- at the side, or on mis- in the wrong way 
*be -'- non·- not 
com - ·*out - · 
con- *over-
de- pro 
dis - not or fail to pre 
en - re - again 
fore - before or front sub - under 
!m - n<;>t . . trans - across 
~-~M~~ un-~ 
inter...,_. 
Some Stijfixes: ' (Notice the m~anings that are listed) 
*- able ..,.._ can or able to be - ies - usually means more than one 
· singular has y at the end 
- al- having to do with -ish~ like 
- ance ,..- t)le act of or the state of 
ence 
- d, ed l-
{
er , a: person who or 
- or · 
. ar something that 
- ful - fti1I of 
*- less - without or lacking 
-'- ly- in a way that is or every 
- ment- tMt which 
- ness - state of being 
-sub -under . 
-ing- 5Sion · · . 
-ltion -that which 
- ious - ward -:- in the direction of 
· ous : · . -y-in a way that shows or like a 
*Words marked ~ike this. are words when used by themselves, but are PrefiXes and Suffixes when used 
with another word. · 
• COMPOUND WORDS . _ 
Compound Words are words which are made up of two or more whole words put togetherto make one. 
EXPERIMENT. B (Deductive) 
.55o(Face) 
Lesson 8 
SYLLABICATION 
A. Directions: Rule 4 a~ys that if a vowe~ has only one c·onsonant after it 
the word should be divided after the vow:e~. Divide the$e 
words. 
l. humidl (humid) 9. soda 17. baking 
2. humor 10. bayou 18". label 
). blazing 11. iron 19. bases 
4. riders 12. waders . 20 • tuna 
. 
5. sofa 13. nation 21. ocean 
6. music 14· arena 22. enough 
7. navy 15. sal;iva 23. ore vice 
a-. Alabama 16. braces · 24. fatali;:t.Jr 
Correct Correct 
B. Directions: Rule 4 also says that j,f a vowel has two ·oi' more consona,nts 
after it the word should be divideQ. after tli~f first consonant. 
Divide these words into syllables by this .rule •. 
l. pastry 6. awning 
2. ogre 7. basket 
3. secret a-. burlap 
4- albatross 9. congress 
5. Atlantic 10. delta 
Correct Q~rreot 
C. Dire-ctions: Combine both parts of Rule 4 to divide .. these words into 
syllables. The nUII(bers will tell you how many syllables 
there are. 
1. perforation (4) 5. cucumber (3) 
2. testimony (4) 6. tornado (J) 
J. carburetor (4) 7. ambition (J) 
4· Norwegian (3) ( __ gian) 8~ constrictor (.3) 
'. 
.Answers - Lessbn ~ 
A. 1. h' .mid 9. so da 17. baking 
2 .-· .. lm :rricr io. ba you is. label 
3. bla zing 11. i ron 19. b~ ses .. 
4- ri ders 12. wa ders 20. tu na 
5. so fa 13. na tion 21. ocean 
6 .. music 14. arena 22. e nough 
7~ navy 15. sa li va 23. ere vice 
s. A la ba ma. 16. bra ces 24. fa ta li ty 
6. •. B. l. pas try aw ning 
2. og re 7. bas ket 
3. sec ret s. bur lap •: 
4- al bat ross 9. con gress 
5. At~.l.ail tic 10. delta 
o. 1. per for a tion 5. cu CUlll ber 
2. tes ti mo ny 6 .. tor na do 
J. ear bu re tor 7. am bi tion 
4- Nor we gian s. con stric tor 
... 
each lesson card in random order. Three category titles were printed 
below in capitals. On the reverse, to make the answer key, the three 
category titles were printed again. Below each was listed the words from 
the front of the card Which belonged in that category. The words were 
printed in the order in which they appeared on the front of the eard, to 
facilitate correction. The size of the card for Experiment A ( 8-ltt x ;itt) 
was somewhat smaller than that used in the Spencer materials and no 
pictures were placed on these grade five cards. 
For Experiment B, a 9" x uu sheet was used. About 40 words were 
- - . . 
used in each lesson, and the exercise types varied from lesson to lesson 
according to the principl.e being taught. .All lessons were keyed to the 
Master Rules Card, of which each pair of children had a copy. .Answers 
were placed on the back of each lesson sheet. 
Selection of Population: 
In m.id-{3eptember of 1958 contact was made with the public sehool 
system of a·small city near Boston to offer the materials for testing 
there. The elementary supervisor for the intermediate grades expressed 
her interest in the project, and permission was obtained from the super-
intendent of schools. The understanding was reaehed that thirty-one of 
the forty grade five classes in the city should be used in the study. 
On October 19, 1958 a meeting was held with the principals of the 
elementary schools from seventeen schools in the city. The purpose of 
the study was explained and cooperation asked in deciding Which classes 
should participate in the study. When these decisions had been made, the 
principals agreed to arrange for the teachers to be ready for the testing 
of their classes the following week. 
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Administration of the Initial Tests 
The first day of testing was October 22, 1958. Tests were adminis-
tered to f'i:fteen ciasses by members of the Bos.ton University Reading 
. . 
Clinic. Group tests occupied most of the day, and the arrangement was 
made with each teacher that the individual testsrof word pronunciation 
should be given within the following three weeks whenever a testing visit 
could be made. 
The second day of. testing was October 24, 1958. The same number of 
elasses was tested as on the preceding tesii day, and the same arrangements 
made for individual tests in the following weeks. 
The individual tests were completed wiiihin the following three weeks. 
The final number of complete test batteries obtained was 937, on the 
children in thirty-one classes. 
Control of the Method: 
On November 12, 1958 a meeting was held with the teachers of all 
classes where testing had been done. At that time a demonstration of the 
use of the materials was given by the writer, with eight children from a 
grade five class. Questions were answered about the use and purpose of 
the materials, and the sets of materials and instructions (see Appendix) 
distributed at that time. The supervisor and reading consultant made the 
necessary adjustments to see that the experimental and control groups were 
well distributed throughout the city and included a fair representation of 
high and low IQ children as well as children from homes of both high and 
low socio-economic level. According to the initial arrangements, about 
300 children were placed in each of the groups. 
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. In most classes work was begun on the lessons on November 17, 1958 
and visits were made during that week to the classes by the writer wherever 
possible 1 especially where special requests for help had been made. It 
was found that the most efficient mode of beginning the work was to use 
the materials at least three days consecutively and to allow plenty of 
time for administrative details during these first lessons. 
The lessons were used in the classes from mid-November, 1958 to mid-
February, 1959. Throughout that time the lessons replaced spelling in-
struction in these classes. The Thanksgiving, Christmas and Winter 
vacations intervened during that time. At least one visit was made to 
each classroom during the period, a:Iid in :ma.ny eases it was possible to make 
two visits. In two classes where severe illness kept the teacher out of 
school for several weeks, substitutes carried on the study and principals 
were cooperative in checking to see that the lessons were progressing. It 
was found that the children were able, in any ease, to carry on quite in-
dependently when a teacher was ill. 
Administration of the Final Tests: 
The final testing was begun on March 2, 1959; and the same general 
pattern was followed as in the initial testing. All group tests were 
given within two days of testing 1 and ·individual tests were completed 
within three weeks. Illness, transfer, drop-outs and equating procedures 
reduced the numbers of children in the study. The analysis of data was 
.made on 749 children. 
The Testing Program: 
The following is the list of tests administered to the children in 
the study: 
11 
1. Gates Reading SUrvey for Grades 3 to 10, to measure achievement 
in reading speed, vocabulary and 'Comprehension. Form l was used 
at the initial testing, Form 2 at the final testing. y 
2. Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale 1 Grades 2 to 9, to measure 
spelling achievement. List l was used at the initial testing. 
List 3 was·used at the final testing. 
21 
3. Boston University Word Pronunciation Test, for Intermediate 
Grades, to measure ability in oral word analysis. Form A was 
used at the initial testing; Form B at the final testing. 
. ir/ 
4. Recognition of' Homophones Test, to measure recognition of' 
letter-sound combinations. 
21 
5. Visual Memory of' Word Patterns Test, to determine ability to 
observe and remember differences in word patterns. 
Q/ 
6. Brion Word ..Anal.ysis Test, to determine ability to hear and 
write initial and final sounds in words. 
As indicated above, a second f'or.m of' eaeh test was used where it was 
available. Where only one form was available, the same test was used at 
1/Gates Reading Survey for grades 3 to 10, Form 1 and Form 2, New York: 
Bureau of' Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, l95S. 
yMorrison, J. Cayce and William A. McCall,; Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale, 
Grades 2 to 9, List land List 3, New York: World Book Co., 1923. 
1/Du.rrell, Donald D., Improving Reading Instruction. New York: World Book 
Compa.IJY, 1956. · 
ir/Comerf'ord, "Perceptual Abilities in Spelling," Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, Boston University, 1954. · 
.2/Durrell, Donald D., Improying Reading Instruction, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y.: 
World Book Company, 1956 • 
.Q/Intormal test prepared by Margaret Brion, Research Fellow at Boston 
University, under the direction of Donald D. Durrell •. 
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the first and second testing. 
A regular part of the testing program of the school system was the 
administration of intelligence tests at the beginning of the school year 
in grade five. It was, th~refore, possible to use these results in the 
study. The test given in October to the children to determine their 
mental age and IQ was the Kubl.man-.Anderson Test, FormE, Sixth Edition, 
Princeton, New Jersey: Personnel Press, 1952. 
Description of the Tests: 
The Gates Reading Survey Test measures three areas of reading ability: 
speed~ vocabulaey and comprehension. It yields, as well, an average score 
of general reading achievement When these three scores are averaged. On 
the 1958 edition of this test, speed is calculated on a timed test of J6 
items which allows six minutes of testing time in grade five. The range 
of achievement is measured from grade 1.9 for zero items answered correctly 
to grade 10.6 for J6 items answered correctly. The Vocabulary test ranges 
from grade 2.0 for zero items answered correctly to grade 12.8 for 65 items 
answered correctly. The Comprehension test ranges from grade 2.0 for zero 
items correct to grade 12.5 for 4J items correct. About forty minutes is 
the time required for this test. 
The Morrison-McCall Spelling Seale includes a list of 50 words, and 
yields a -score of grade l.J for one word spelled correctly to grade lJ.O 
for fifty words spelled correctly. Sentences are supplied to indicate 
the meaning of the word being dictated. 
The Boston University Word Pronunciation Test is composed of 100 words 
in each form. It is designed to measure ability in word recognition and 
word analysis in the intermediate grades. The words increase in difficulty 
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through the list. In the testing of this study no attelt!Pt was made to 
differentiate between word recognition and word a.nalysis. Scores were 
given on the basis of numbers of words pronounced with a correct phonetic 
pronunciation. The test is administered individually. 
The Visual Memory of Word Patterns Test has fifty items. Each item 
consists of a horizontal line of letters or words. The person tested is 
asked to circle the letter or word on his test paper which is the same 
as one show for five seconds on a flash card. ._'fhere· are no norms for this 
test. The . total number of items correctly perceived and marked is the 
score :fbJ:I the test. Fifteen minutes is required for this test. 
The Recognition of Homophones Test consists of fifty items. Each 
item is a group of letter combinations, some of which correspond exactly in 
pronunciation. As the examiner pronounces the key sound for each item, 
the child marks those groups of letters which sound the same as the one 
pronounced to him. Achievement on this test is compared on the basis of 
the largest number of correct responses among those being tested. Twenty 
minutes is required for the administration of this test. 
The Brion Word .Analysis Test consists of forty-five items. As the 
. . 
examiner reads a list of words, the person being tested writes the first 
letter, first two letters, first three letters, the last letter, the last 
two letters, or the last three letters of the words read, according to the 
instruction of the examiner as he reads. There are no norms available for 
this test. Achievement is compared, therefore, on the basis of the largest 
number of items done correctly. 
A sample of each of the tests described above is included in the 
Appendix. 
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Evaluation of Materials: 
At the end of the experiment, the teachers were asked to complete a 
form on which only three questions were asked. They were asked to express 
their opinion of the materials used by their class, to state what their 
pup Us liked· or disliked about the materials, and to suggest changes whieh 
might be made in the materials. The following is a summary of the comments 
made: 
Experiment A-Materials: 
All of the teachers expressed their approval of the materials as 
teaching devices, and said that they had aetua.J.ly been able to observe 
progress of the children during the period of the experiment. They re-
quested that they be allowed to keep the cards for future use. Only one 
teacher found the materials somewba~ too difficult for her class, and she 
commented that if she were allowed to retain the cards she would plan in 
the future to cut down the number of words on each. 
There was unanimous agreement that the children enjoyed working in 
pairs, and that low achievers worked harder and more consistently on these 
lessons than was their custom. Teachers who had feared discipline problems 
in the paired situation reported that they had no difficulty. 
No major changes were suggested by the teachers. A few ambiguities ~ 
pointed out, as well as some misspellings which had been overlooked in the 
correction of the galley proofs. 
Experiment B Materials: 
As with the Experiment B materials, the teachers approved of the 
materials and remarked on the fact that they were able to see pupil progress 
6g 
as the exper:i:m.ent :progressed. The general concensus of opinion, however, 
was that the materials were rather difficult for grade five :pupils. Mueh 
steady guidance was. needed in the use of the rules card. It is an inter-
•, 
esting fact that although it was evident that the Experiment B materials 
demanded much more wo;ri: from the teacher than did the materials of Experi-
ment A, the Exper:i:m.ent B materials were not rejected by the teachers; and 
I 
all said that they would plan to use them again. They felt that the . 
lessons would be easier to use a second time, when they were familiar with 
possible difficulties. 
Again, the teachers were unanimous in their agreement that the 
children enjoyed working in pairs. No difficulty was encountered in 
motivating the children to do the lessons even when the work seemed hard, 
and no discipline problems arose in the paired situation. 
The changes suggested by the teachers related to providing more 
practice on each type of exercise, and the re~uction of the length of some 
lessons. The comment about the need for more practice was interesting to 
the writer because the Experiment B materials provided much more practice 
of each type than is found in most workbooks. It would seem to be a 
reasonable conclusion that the numbers of exercises in workbooks should be 
considerably increased. 
The comments of the teachers make it evident that the Experiment B 
materials are highly acceptable to teachers as a basis for rules teaching, 
if such teaching is considered desirable. 
. . . 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to COlli>are the gains made by each of the experi-
mental groups and the control group in the following areas: 
1. Reading Achievement: 
a. Total average reading 
b. Vocabulary 
c. Comprehension 
d. Speed 
2. Word Sld.il.s: 
., 
a. Word pronunciation 
b. Visual memory of words flashed 
c. Word a.nalysis 
d. Recogn.ition of homophooes 
3. Spelling. Achievement 
The data. .. gathered ·from the experimental groups were also analyzed to 
compare gains of tbose who achieved above average and below average on the 
initial test in the folbwing areas: 
L Vocabulary Achievement 
2. Spelling· 
3. Word Pronunciation 
In tb.e iili tiai testing program complete data were obtained em 937 
children in thirty classrooms. These were divided into three groups. The 
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Experiment A materials were used by 303 children and· the Experiment B 
materials by 324 children. The control group had 310 children. Due to 
illness during the final testing¥ transfer, and equating procedures, the 
sample was reduced to 267 in Experiment A, 254 in Experiment B, and 228' in 
the control group. It was on the basis of these numbers that the data were 
analyzed. The test scores were analyzed only :for those children on whom 
complete data had been obtained. 
Table 1 shows a. comparison of the chrono+ogica.l ages of Experiment A 
and Experiment B and control groups. 
Table l. Comparison of Chronological Ages - Experiment A and Experiment B 
-
,. 
: . . : . . . . . . . • 
Group : N : Mean ! S.D. . S.E.m . Dif'. . S.E.d . C.R. . . • . 
. • : . . : . •. . • . . 
A . 267 . 122.5 . 12.02 . 
-22 . . : . . . . . 0 • 
-94 0 : : . . . . . ' . . . . . 
B • 25~ . 122.5 . 8.0~ : .50 . : . • . . 
= 
. 
I 
The mean chronoiogiea.l ages were equal for both groups. The range in 
age in Experiment A was from lOS' months to 14 9 months and from 109 months 
to 148 months in Experiment B. The difference in means :for the two groups 
was o, resulting in a critical ratio of 0. 
Table 2 shows a. comparison of the chronological ages of Experiment A 
and the control group. 
Table 2. Co~arison of Chronological Ages - Experiment A and Control Group 
. • . ! . : : . . . . 
(iroup N . Mean • S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. : S.E.d . C.R. . . . . t 
. : . . . . . . . . . 
.. .. 
267 .79 A . 122.2 : 12.02 . : : . I . 
.5 . 97 . .52 . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Control 228' . 123.0 . 8'.7 . .57 : . . . . . . 
-
The mean chronological age of the Control group was . 5 months superior 
to -the Experiment A group. The range for Experiment A was from 108 months 
to 149 months and from 108 ~nths to 161 months for the control group. '!'lie 
critical ratio of .52 was not statistically significant. 
Table 3 shows a comparison of the mean chronological ages of the 
Experiment B group and the control group. 
Table 3. Comparison of Chronological Ages - Experiment B and Control Groups 
• . : . : : : • . . 
Group.~ . N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d • C.R • . • . . . . . 
• . 
.. . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
;e : 22a: . 122.5 . 8.oa: . .50 . : . . . . . 
.5 • 76 . .65 . . : . . . . . . . . . 
Control • 228 : 123.0 . 8.7 : .57 : . . ~ . . • 
The mean chronological age of the control group was .5 months superior 
to the Experiment B group. 'l'he range in age for Experiment B was from 109 
. ' -
months to 148 months and from 108 months to 161 months for the control 
group. The critical ratio of .65 was not statistically significant. 
Tables 1 to 3 show that the groups were closely matched in chrono-
logical age. 
Table 4 shows a comparison of the mental ages of Experiment A group 
and the control group. 
Table 4. Comparison of Mental Ages -Experiment A and Experiment B 
. : . : . . . . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d . C.R • . . . . . ~ . 
• : ! . : : . : -· : • 
A , .. " . 267 • 128.8 : 9.a:5 . .57 • . . . . 
.5 .S9 ~ .56 . . • : . . . . . . . 
B • 254 : 128~3 . 10.95 • .68 . . . . . . . 
-
-
The mean mental age o:f Experiment A was . 5 months SUperior to the 
Experiment B group. The range for Experiment A was :from 104 months to 162 
. . 
months 7 and :from 101 months to 168' months in Experiment B. The difference 
in means for the two groups was zero, resulting ~ a critical ratio of zero. 
Table 5 shows a comparison of the mean mental ages o:f the Experiment A 
group and the CC:d.:ntrol group. 
Table 5. Comparison of Mental Ages - Experiment A and Control Groups 
. . .  . . . : . . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d : C.R • ~ . . . . . 
. 
.. • . .. . . . • . . 4 4 • • . • 
A : 267 . 128'.8' . 9.45 . .57 . . . . . . . 0 . • 94 
.. 
0 . . : . . . : . . . . . 
Control : 228' : 128'.8' . 11.45 . .75 . . . . . . . . 
The mean mental ages were the same for both groups. The range in 
Experiment A was from 104 months to 162 months and from 109 months to 160 
months in the Control group. The di:f:ferenee in means for the two groups 
was zero, resulting in a critieal ratio o:f zero. 
Table 6 shows a comparison of the mean mental ages o:f the Experiment B 
group and the eontrol group. 
Table 6. Comparison o:f Mental Ages - Experiment B and Control Groups· 
. 
-
. . .. 
" 
. . . . . . . 
• . . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean : S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d : C.R. . . . ! . 
... . .. • ·- . -· 
. : - . . . . . . . . . 
B . 25~ . 128'.~ . 10.25 . .68' . . . . . . . . 
.5; . 1.01 . .5 • : . . . . • 
-
. ~ . . . . 
Control . 228' . 128'.8' . 11.45 . .• 75 : ! : . . . . 
The mean mental age of the control group was one hal£ month superior 
to the Experim.ent-.B group. The range for Experiment B was :from. 101 months 
to 168' months, and :from 109 ~nths to 160 months for the Control. The 
(/! 
The difference in means for the two groups was .50, resulting in a critical 
' 
ratio of .5. This critical ratio was not significant. 
Tables 4 to 6 show that the three groups were closely matched in 
mental age. 
Table 7 shows a COIIU'arison of the mean intelligence quotients of the 
Experiment A and the Experiment B groups. 
Table 7. Comparison of Intelligence QUotients 
-
Experiment A and Experi-
ment B 
-
, 
. . . . . . . 
• . • . . . • 
. N : Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d : c.R. ~ . . . . Group 
• .. . -- : . • ·- . ! . -• • . . . 
: . - '2.67 : -105~3 . ll.65 . ~71 . . ! . . . 
.2 . 1.06. .lS . . • . ; . : . . ~ . 
: 254 . 105.5 . 12.6- . .79 . ! . ! . . . . 
A 
B 
. 
The mean intelligence quotient of the Experiment B group_ was • 2 points 
above that of the Experiment A group. The l-ange in IQ scores in Experiment 
A was from 72 to 134, and from 70 to 1.40 in Experiment B. The critical 
ratio of .lS was not statistically significant. 
Table S shows a col~U'arison of the mean intelligence quotients of 
the Experiment A and- the control groups. 
Table s. Con:g;>arison of Intelligence Quotients - Experiment A and Control 
groups 
-
: . . . • . . . . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean . s-.D. : S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d . . • . . . 
. . 
·-- : . . .. . . . . 
-· 
. .. . . . . . 
A . 267 . 105.~ . 11.65 . .7J: . : . . . . . 
. . . . . .5 . 1..10 . . . . . . . 
Control . 228 . 105.8 . 12.8 . .S4 . . . . . . . . . 
The mean intelligence quotient for the Control group was • 3 points 
above that of the Experiment A group. The rS.nge in IQ scores in 
C.R. 
.45 
Experiment A was from 72 to 134, and from 70 to 139 in tb.e control. group. 
The criticai ratio of .45 was not significant. 
Table 9 shows a comparison of the mean inteJ.ligence quotients of 
the Experiment B and control groups. 
Table 9. Comparison of InteJ.ligenee Quotients - Experiment B and Control 
G,roups 
.. . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . .. . . 
Group . N : Mean . S.D. • S.E.m . Dif. : S.E.g . C.R • . . ! . . 
. . . . . . : . :! . ~ . .. . 
B ! 254 . 105.5 . 12.6 . .79 . . . • . . . . . 
. . .. . 
.3 . ' 1.15 . .26 ~ . 105 .• lt . . . .. . Control . 228 . . 12.8 . .84 . . . .. . . . . . . 
The mean intelligence quotient for the control group was • 3 points 
above ·that of tb.e Experiment -Jl grou.p. The range in IQ scores in the 
. . 
Experiment B group was f~ 70 to ,140 ancl from 70 to 139 in the Control 
group. The critical ratio of • 26 was not significant. 
Tables 7 to 9 show that the grou;ps were closely matched in intelli-
ge».ce. Experiment B grou.ps in average reading ability on the Gates Reading 
Survey, Form I (1958 editien) at the initial testing. 
Table 10. Comparison of Reading Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment E 
· ~itial Testing 
. . . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean • S.D. • S.E.m . l)if. . . : . . . . . S.E.d . C.R • . . . . 
. • : . . . . A . 267 ! 127.8 14.8 . .91 . . . . . . : • 1.4 
. 
1..39 . . . ! . . 1.0 
B 
. 254 . 126.4': 16.8 . 1.05 . . . ! . . . . . 
~. ~: . t . . . • . . 
Tb.e mean total reading achievement of the Experiment A group was 1..4 
' -
months above that of the Experiment B group. The critical ratio of 1.0 
favored Experiment A, but was not statistically significant. 
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Table 11 compares the Experiment A and the control group in average 
reading achievement on the Gates Reading Survey, Grades 1 to 10, Form 1 
(195S edition) at the initial testing. 
Table 11. Col!lParison of Reading Achievement - Experiment A and Control 
groups Initial Testing 
: . . . . 
G;t:OU:Q : N Mean §.D. S.E.m Dif. S.E.a C.R 
. 
. : . . . 
A . 267 . J..27.S . l4.S . .91 . . . . . • 
. 
.5 1.56 . .32 . . 
Control 254 127.3 . lS.o 1.19 : : . 
The mean total reading achievement of the Experiment A group was • 5 
months above that of the control group. The critical ratio was .32, which 
was not sta tistieally significant. 
Table 12 compares the Experiment B group and the control group in 
. -
average reading achievement on the Gates Reading Survey, Grades 1 to 10, 
Form 1 (195S edition) at the initial testing. 
Table 12. Comparison of Reading Achievement - Experiment B and Control 
groups - Initi~l Test 
. . . . . 
. . . . 
Grou:Q . N . Mean . S.D. S.E.m Dif. S.E.d : C.R. . . . 
: . : • 
B . 25!t 126.a: : 16.S . 1.05 . . . . • • 
. . . . .9 1.59 .56 ~ . • . ~ 
Control· . 228 . 127.3 . 18.0 1.19 . . . . . 
. . 
The mean total reading achievement of the Control group was . 9 months 
above that of the Experiment B group. The critical ratio of .56 was not 
statistically significant. 
Table 13 shows the comparison of mean total reading achievement for 
Experiment A and Experiment B at the final testing on the Gates Reading 
'10. 
Survey, Grades 3 to 10, Fo~ 2, (1958 edition). 
Tables 10 to 12 show that the groups were closely matched in reading 
achievement at the initial testing. 
Table 13. Comparison of Reading Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment B 
-Final Test 
' 
. : : . . . . • . . . . 
Group . N : Mean . S.D. . S.E.m : Dif'. : S.E.g, : C.R ! . . 
. . . • . . . .. 
-
" • • . ·- . . . . 
A : 267 . 1;21.~ : 12.lt; . .9lt; . : . . . . 3.6 1.34 . 2.68 • .. . . . : ! ~ . . . . 
B . 254 . 127.8 15.3 . .96 . : . ~ . . . . . 
·-This comparison shows that the mean reading achievement for Experiment 
A was '131. 4 months, which is 3. 6 months above the 127.8 months mean achieve-
ment of the Experiment B group. The difference between the two scores 
results in a· eri tical ratio of 2. 68, which is statistically significant at 
the .01 level, in favor of the Experiment A group. 
Table 14 shows the conwarison of mean total reading achievement for 
Exper:iment A and the control group at the final testing on the Gates Read-
ing Survey,"Grades 3 to 10, Form 2, (1958 edition). 
Table 14. 
Group 
.. 
A 
Control 
. 
. 
. 
~ 
. 
. 
. 
.. 
• ~ 
. 
.. 
Comparison of Reading Achievement - Experiment A and Control 
~roup ~ Final ~est 
" 
~ 
. : : . . . . . . • 
N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. : S.E.d . C.R. . . . . . 
. . : . - : ... . - . . . . . . 
267 : i31.4 : 15.4 : .94 . . . 2.2 . 1.42 . 1.55 . . . . . . 
~ . . . . 
228 . 129.2 . 16.8 . 1.11 : . . . . . . . 
. . . 
This conwarison shows that the mean reading achievement for Experi-
ment A was 1)1. 4, which is 2. 2 months above the 129.2 months mean achieve-
ment of the control group. The critical ratio of 1.55, while not 
statistieally signifieant, was elearly in favor of the Experiment A group. 
Table 15 compares the mean total reading achievement of the Experi-
ment B group and the control greup at the .final testing on the Gates Read-
-
ing SUrvey, Grades 3 to 10, Form 2, (1958 edition). 
~ 
,. 
Table 15. Comparison of Reading Aehievement - Experiment B and Control 
g-roups -Final Test 
•' 
.. 
.. 
. : . . • . . . . . . . . 
Group • N . Mean . S.D. : S.E.m . Dif'. . S.E.g : C.R • . . . . . 
. 
.. 
. . 
-
. . . • . . . . . . • 
B . 25~ : 127.8 . 12.2 : .26 • . . . . . 1.4 . 1.47 • .95 . . . : . . . 
-
. . . . . . 
Control . 228 . 129.2 . 16.8 . 1.11 . . . . . . . . 
- -
The mean reading achievement of' 127. 8 months for Experiment B was 1. 4 
months lower than the mean reading achievement of 129.2 months for the 
control group. The critical ratio of • 95 was not statistically significant. 
Tables 13 to 15 show that at the .final testing all comparisons were in 
favor of' Experiment A. 
Table 16 shows the gain in mean total reading achievement made by the 
Experiment A group during the period of the experiment. 
Table 16. Comparison of' Reading Achievement - Experiment A Group 
-
Initial -Final 
" 
~ 
• . . . . . . . . . • . . . 
Group . N : Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif'. . S.E.d -: c.R. ~ . . . ! 
-" 
-· ! .. : .. . .. - . - • - . . . . 
-
. . . 
. . . . . . A-1 : 267 127.8 14.8 .21 . . . . 3.6 . 1.31 . 2.75 . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
A-2 . 267 . 131.4 . 15.4 . .94 . . • . . . . . . • 
The nWan score 6f the Exp~rimeilt A group was 127. 8 months at the 
initial testing and 131.4 m.Onths at the final testing. The gain of 3. 6 
months yields a critical ratio of' 2.75, which is statistically significant 
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at the .01 level. 
Table 17 shows the gain made by the Experiment B group during the 
period of the experiment. 
Table 17. Comparison of Reading Achievement - Experiment B Group-
Initial - Final 
- "' 
.. 
. . . . : . . . . . • 
Group . N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m : Dif. . S.E.a . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
--
. ~ . . . . 
B-1 : 254 . 126.4 . i6.S . 1.05 . ; . . . 
1.4 1.42 . : . . . : 
-
. . . . 
B-2 . 254 . 127.S . 15.J : .96 . . . . • . 
. 
The mean aehievement of the Experiment B group was 126.4 months 
. 
. 
. C.R . . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
.9S . 
. 
. 
. 
at the 
initiBl testing and 127,8 at the final testfug. The gain of 1.4 months 
yields a critical ratio of .9S, which is not statistically significant. 
Table lS shows the gain made by the control group_during the period of 
the experimnt. 
Table 18. Comparison of Reaofmg Achievement - Control Group -
Initial -Final 
·-
~ 
. : . . : : : . . . 
Group . N- . Mean : S.D. : S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d . c.a. . . . • . 
1 . .. l . - . - . . . . -· 4 • . . . . 
Control : 22S . 127.~ . 18.0 . 1.12 . . . . . . . 1.9 . 1.6) . 1.16 2 . . . . . . . ~ . . . . 
Control • 2~S . 122.2 . 16.S . 1.11 : . . . • . . . . 
This comparison- shows that the mean- reading achievement of the control 
group was 127.3 at the initial testing and 129.2 at the final testing. The 
gain of 1.9 months yields a critical ratio of 1.16, which is not statis-
tically significant. 
Tables 16 to lS show that during the experiment only Experiment A made 
gains which were statistically significant. 
7J 
Table 19 compares the gains the Experiment A and the Experiment B 
groups made -in- total ·reading aehievement. 
Table 19. Comparison of Gains in Reading Aehievement - Experiment A and 
Experiment B 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . . 
Group . N . Gain : S.E.g ! Dif. . S.E.d . C.R. . . . . 
. . : . : : . . . 
A . 267 : :3.6 : 1.:31 . : : . . 2.2 1.94 1.1:3 : . . : . . . . . . . . 
B : 254 . 1.4 . 1.42 : . . . . . . 
The mean gain in reading aehievement for Experiment A was · :3. 6 months 
compared with 1.4 months for Experiment B. The dif':ference in mean gain 
was not significant. 
Table· 20 · compares the mean gains in reading achievement of Experiment A 
and the control group. 
Table 20. Comparison of Gains in Reading Achievement - Experiment A and 
Control Group 
: . : . . : Group N . Gain s.E.g . Dif . . S.E.d c.R. 
• . . : : . . . : 
• . . . : . . . . . . 
A . ';.67 : 2.6 . 1.21 . : .. . . . 1.7 2.09 ..81 
. . . . : . . . • . . 
Control ! 228 . 1.9 : 1.6:3 . . . . . . . 
The mean gain in reading achievement for Experiment A was :3. 6 manths 
as compared -with 1. 9 mnths for the control group. 
Table 21 e~ares the mean gains in reading achievement of Experi-
ment B and the control group. 
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Table 21. Comparison of Gains in Reading Aehievement - Experiment B and 
Control Group 
. 
.. 
' 
. . . . . . 
. . . • • . Group . N . Gain . S.E.g : Dif. . S.E.d . c.R . . . . . . 
: : . - . : . . . 
B : 254 : 1.4 . 1.42 . . . . . . • 
. . . . .5 : 2.16 : .2:3 
Control . 228 
. 
1.9 1.6:3 . . : : . : . . . 
The mean gain for Experiment B was 1. 4 months and 1. 9 months for the 
-
eontrol group. The differenee of .5 months was not statistieally signi-
fieant. 
Speed of Reading: 
Table 22 shows the speed of reading for the Experiment A group and the 
Experiment B group at the initial testing on the Speed seetion of the Gates 
Reading Survey, Grades :3 to 10, Form I (1958' edit:ion). 
Table 22. Speed of Reading - Experiment A and Experiment B -
Initial Test 
.... . ... 
: . . . . : . . . • 
Group . N . ·Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. : . . ! . . 
. . : - • . - . . 267 . l:32.9 i7.5· . i.07 . . A : ! . : . . . . . 
: : . 2.6 . . 18.5 1.16 . 
. 
B : 254 ! 130·3 . : : . . . 
! 
S.E.d • .
. 
.. . 
. 
• 1.58 : 
: 
Table.22 shows that the· mean speed of reading.for Experiment A Was 
C.R • 
1.64 
1:32.9 months, and for Experiment B the mean speed of reading was 130.3 
months. The eri tieal ratio of· 1. 64 was not statistieally signifieant, but 
was elearly in favor of the Experiment ·A group. 
Table 23 shows the speed of reading for Experiment A and the eontrol 
group at the initial testing. 
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Table 23. Speed of Reading - Experiment A and Control Group---
Initial Test 
. . : . . 
Q:rou:g . N Mean . S.D. S.E.m . Dif. S.E.d C.R. . . . 
: 
• A : 2,67 • 122.9 17.5 1.07 2·.·6 1.87 ! . 1.75 . . . • 
Control . 228' 130.3 21.0 . 1.39 • . : . . 
The mean speed of reading for the ~xperiment A group at the initial 
testing was 132.9 months as eompared with a mean of 130.3 months for the 
eontrol group. The eritieal ratio of 1.87 was not statistieally signi-
fieant, but was clearly in favor of the Experiment A group. 
Table 24 shows a eomparison of the speed of reading of the Experi-
ment B and the eontrol group at the initial testing. 
Table 24· Speed of Reading - Experiment B and Control Group -
I,nitial T~st 
. : : . 
·Group . N .. - Mean S.D. s.E.m Dif. S.E.d C.R. !' . 
B .. 254 130.3 i8'.5 i.i6 . 
: : : 0 : 1.81 0 . . . . : Control . 228 130.3 . 21.0 1.39 . 
: . . 
The mean speed of reading f'or Experiment B and the eontrol group was 
the same. The differenee of zero resulted in a eritieal ratio of zero. 
'fables- 22 to 24 show that the Experiment A group started the experi-
ment With a slight advantage in mean speed of reading over both the Experi-
ment B and the eontrol groups, although the differenees were not ~t~tis­
!t :J:.,ca;.ll:y signifieant .. There _was no differenee in mean speed of reading 
between the Experiment. B and the eontrol groups. 
Table 25 shows the ·eomparison in mean speed of reading between 
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the Experiment .A. and the E)!:periment B groups at the final testing. 
Table 25. Speed of Reading - Expe:¢iment .A. and Experiment B -
Final Test 
~ 
. : . . . . . • . . • 
Group . N : Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif'. . . . . . ~ 
. . . . . 
" 
. " } ~ ~ . * . 
.A. . 267 . 139,2 . lS.o . 1.10 : . . . t . 
-42 . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
B . 254 . 135.0 . 17.5 . ~.09 : . .. . . . 
I 
. 
S.E.d 
1.55 
• .
. c.R. . 
. 
• 
: 2.71 . 
. 
. 
. 
The mean speed of reading for the Ex:pe~ilnent A group was 1:39.2 months, 
and 135 months for the Experiment B group. The difference of 4~2 months 
resulted in a critical ratio of 2.71 which was statistiea.J.l.Y. significant 
at the • 01 level in favor of the Experiment .A. group. 
Table 26 shows the COli!Parison of the mean reading speed of the Experi-
ment .A. and the control group at the final testing 
Table 26. Speed of Reading - Experiment A and Control Group -
Final Tes:f! 
~ 
. . . . . : . . . . . 
S.E.m 
. 
s.E.d : Group N ·- . Mean . S.D. . . Dif'. . C.R. . 
. . . . . . . 
.. . . . . . . . 
• . . « . . . 
.A. . 267 . 1:39.2 : lS.O : 1.10 . . . . . . 2.7 . l.S2 • 1.4S 
-. . : . . . . . 22S . 136.5 . 1.45 . . . Control : . . 22.0 : . : . . . . . 
The mean speed of reading for Experiment .A. at the final testing was 
139.2. months as conwared with 136.5 months for the control group. The 
difference of 2.7 months resulted in a critical ratio of 1.4S which was not 
statistically significant, but favored the Experiment .A. group. 
Table 27 conwares the mean speed of reading for the Experiment B and 
the control group at the final testing. 
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Table 27. Speed of' Reading - Experiment B and Control Grou;ps 
Final. Test 
. . . : . . . . . . . 
Group : N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m • Dif'. : . . • . 
. : . • . . . . • . • 
;§ : 22~ : 125.0 . 17.5 . 1.09 • . .• . • J..5 . . . . . . . 
1. . . . . • 
Control : 22S . 126.5 . 22.0 . 1.45 . • . . . . , 
: 
S.E.d : C.R. 
. 
. 
. 
J..SJ. . .S,3 . 
. 
. 
. 
The mean speed of' reading for the Experiment B groups was 1.35 months 
' 
as eom.t>ared with a mean speed of' reading of' J.,36. 5 months for the control 
group. The difference of' J..5 months resulted in a critieaJ. ratio of' .S,3 1 
which was not statistically significant. 
Tables 25 to 27 show that the initial advantage of' the Experiment A 
group in speed of' reading was maintained at the final testing. The differ-
ence between the two experimental groups, however, was more clearly marked 
at the final testing than it had been earlier and was statisticaJ.J.y signi-
f'icant at the • OJ. J.eveJ.. 
Table 2S eonq>ares the speed of reading of the Experiment A group at 
the ini tiaJ. and the final testing. 
Table 2S. C~arison in Speed of Reading - Experiment A -
Ini tiaJ. - Final 
. . • . ! . . • . 
Group . N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . . . . . 
. . . : : • . . 
A-1 . 267 . 122.9 . 17.5 . J..07 : 6.,3 . . . . 
. : : . : . . 
A-2 . 267 . 1,39.2 : J.S.o . J..J.O . . . . . 
. : • 
: S.E.d . C.R. . 
• . . . 
. . 
. 1.5.3 . 4.J.J. : : 
: : 
The mean speed of reading for Experiment A was 1.32. 9 months at the 
begjnning of the experiment, and 1,39.2 months at the close of the experi-
ment. The gain of 6.2 months results in a critical ratio of 4.ll which is 
7S 
.. 
highly significant at the . 01 level. 
Table 29 COlllPares the speed of reading of the Experiment B group at 
the initial and the final testing. 
Table 29. Comparison in Speed of Reading - Experiment B 
-
Initial -Final 
-
: . . . . . : . . . . • Group : N . Mean . S.D. : S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d : C.R • . . • . 
. . : - - . • . . . . . • . . 
B-1 . 25~ : 120.2 • 18.5 : 1.16 . . : ~ . . 4.7 • 1.59 2.95 . • : : : . : • . . 
B-2 . 254 .. 135.0 . 17.5 . 1.09 : . . ~ . . . . . 
-
The mean speed of reading of 130. 3 months for the Experiment B group 
at the beginning of the experiment increased to 135.0 months at the close 
of the experiment. The difference of 4· 7 months resulted in a critical 
ratio of 2.95 1 which is statistically significant at the .01 level. 
Table :30 compares the speed of reading of the control group at the 
initial and the final testing. 
Table 30. ColllParison in Speed of Reading - Control Group 
-
Initial - Final 
-- -
.. 
~ 
. . . . . : : . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d : C.R. . . . . . . 
1 . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 
Control : 228 . 120.2 : 21.0 : 1.29 . 6.2 : . . . 2.01 . 3.08 2 . . . . . : . . ! . . . 
Control . 228 . 126.5 . 22.0 . 1.~5 . . . . . . . . . . 
- The mean speed of reading .. of 130. 3 months for the control group in the 
initial testing increased to a mean speed of 136.5 months at the final 
testing. The difference of 6. 2 months was statistically significant at the 
.01 level. 
Tables 28 to 30 show that the differences between the mean speeds of 
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reading for each group at the initial and the final testing were statis-
ticalJ:y significant, with the differences for the Experiment A group most 
highly significant. 
Table 31 compares the gains of the Experiment A and the Experiment B 
group during the period of· the experiment. 
Table 31. Comparison of Gains in Speed of Reading - Experiment A and 
Experiment B 
. • : . : . . . . . 
Group . N . Gain . S.E.g • Dif. . S.E.d : C.R • . . . • • 
. . . . : . . . . • . 
A : 267 • 6.3 . 1.53 • 1.6 • . . . . . 2.21 . .72 . : . • • : . . • . 
B 
. 
254 
. 
4-7 
. 1.59 . • . • . . . . . 
The mean gain ·of Experiment A was 6. 3 months compared with a mean gain 
of' 4.7 months for Experiment B. The gains made by both groups were statis-
tically significant at the • 01 level. The difference between the gains, . 
however, was. not statisticalJ:y significant. 
Table 32 compares the gains of' the Experiment A group and the control 
group during the period of the experiment. 
Table 32. Comparison of Gains in Speed of Reading - E~eriment A and 
Control Group 
: . . : ! • . . . 
Group . N . Gain • S.E.g . Dif. • S.E.d : C.R. . . . . . 
.; 
. . . : . . • 
- . 
. • . .. . 
A i 267 .. 6.2 . 1.52 • . • • . • 
.1 . 2.53 . .04 
. . . . 
• . . . . : Control 22S 6.2 2.01 . . . . . . . . . . : . 
Experiment A made a mean gain of 6. 3 months in speed of reading and the 
control group made a mean gain of 6. 2 months. Both groups made gains whieh 
were statisticalJ:y significant at the .01 level, but the difference in gains 
was not statistic~ significant. 
Table 33 compares the gains of the Experiment B and the control group 
in speed of reading. 
Table 33. CoiiqJarison of Gains in Speed of Reading - Experiment B and 
gontrol groups .. 
... .. 
-
. . . : . ! . . . . 
GroUJ? . N : Gain . s.E.g . Dif. . s.E.d . C.R • . . ~ • . 
-· 
. .. . . . : . . . . . . 
B . 25!t : !J:.7 : 1.59 . . . . ~ 1.5 . 2.56 . .54 . : . : . : 
-
. . ~ 
Control . 22S . 6.2 . 2.01 • . . . ! . • . 
~ 
Exper:I.mimt B made a mean gain of 4. 7 months in speed of reading and 
the cOntrol group made a mean gain of 6. 2 .months. The difference of l. 5 
.months resulted in a critical ratio of .54, which was not statistically 
significant. 
Tables 31 to 33 show that the differences in gains amongst the groups 
were not statistically significant. The gains for Experiment B were clear-
ly least significant statistically. 
Gains in Vocabulary: 
Table 34 compares the Experiment A and the Experiment B groups in 
readilig vocabulary ac"hievem.ent at the beginning of the experiment. 
Table 34. Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment B Groups--
.. 
_J;nitial Tes-t;ing 
-
• . . 
. . . : . . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean . S.D. : S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d . C.R. . . . . . . 
'" 
. 
·-
. 
--·· 
• 
-
• .. . ! . • . • . . . 
A . 267 . l22.!J: . 15.25 : .97 : 
.6 . . . . . . 1.44 . .42 . . . . . . . 
~ . . . . . 
B • 25~ . i2ft.O . 17.0 . 1.06 . : : . . ! : . 
-
.. .... 
Sl 
The mean vocabulary score for Experiment A was 12:3.4 months at the 
beginning of the experiment, as conq>ared with a mean vocabulary score of 
124.0 months for Experiment B. The difference of .6 months resulted in a 
critical ratio of .42, which was not statistically significant. 
Table :35 compares the Experiment A and the control groups in reading 
vocabUlary achievement at the beginning of the experiment. 
Table :35. Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment A and Control Group 
Initial Test 
.... ..-
.. 
--
: ! • . . : . . . . . 
Group . ~ . Mean : S.D. : S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d . C.R • . ~ . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
" • 
.. . . . .. . . 
.A ! 267 • 123.4 . 15.95 . .97 : l.l : 1.4:3 . .76 T . . . 
. • . . : : . . • . ~ . 
B : 228 . 12~.5 . 16.0 : 1.05 : : ! . . 
. -
- . 
. -· . - . 
The mean score in vocabulary achievement for Experiment A was 12:3.4 
months as conq>ared with .a mean score of 124.5 months for Experiment B. The 
difference of 1.1 ~nths resulted in a critical ratio of .76 Which was not 
statistically signU1eant. 
Table 36 compares the vocabulary achievement of the Experiment B and 
the control group at the initial testing. 
--
Table :36. Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment B and Control Groups -
Initial Test 
: . • . . . : . • . . . 
Group . N : Mean : S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S;E.d : C.R. . . . . 
: : • . : : : • . 
B . 25~ . 12~.0 . 17.0 : 1.06 . . : . . . . 
. 5 . 1.49 .33 . . . . . . : . . . . . . 
Control : 228 . 124.5 • 16.0 . 1.05 . : . . • . . . 
The mean vocabulary score for the Experiloont B group was 124.0 months 
- -
as compared with a mean vocabulary score of' 124.5 months f'or the control 
group. The differenae of ,; months resulted in a aritiaal. ratio of .33, 
Which is not statistically significant. 
Tables :34 to 36 show that the groups were elosely matched in vocab-
... . .. ~ -· . . . ... . -· --. . .. 
ulary achievement a1i_ the_be~ing ?.~ _t~e __ experimen1i~ with ·sueh slight 
differenees as existed in favor of the eontrol group. 
~- -· -- . .. .. . -· .. . -. ~· - --
Table 37 collij;>ares the vocabulary achievement of the Experiment A and 
the Experiment B groups at the final testing. 
Table 37. Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment B -
:final Test . . 
~ ... 
• ! . . : . . . . • . • 
.. Gl'Oiip . . .. . N. • Mean .. S.D. . S.E~m . Dif • . S.E.d. . c.R . .. ~ . . • . . 
. . 
... 
.. 
• " . . • . .-
-
.. . . • 
. .. .. . : . . . . . 
...... A ... . .. 267' ... 130'.4 . ··16:o .. • 97 . . : : 2.9 : . • . . 1.44 2.01 . . .. , . : : . . . . . . . 
B . 254 . 127.5 . 17.0 • 1.06 : . • . . . . . . 
... .. .. ... . .. 
The mean acb:iewment in vocabulary at the final. testing was 130.4 m:m:ths 
·•· .. -
for the Experiment A group an<1 ~7 •. ?. months for the Experiment B group. 
The difference o~ 2.9 mon1;hs resulted in a eritic_al ratio of 2.01, Which 
was statistically significant in favor of Experiment A. 
Table __ 3El COJJU'ares the vo~~bul~ry aehievement of Experinent A and the 
control group at the final testing. 
Table :38. Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment A and Control Group -
Final Test 
.. 
. : : : . . S.D. . S.E.m 
. Dif. • S.E.d Group . N . Mean . . : . . . . . . 
·A • 267 . 130;;4 . 16.0 : .97 : . : • . . 2.3 1.42 Control • 228 . 128.J. . J.7.8 . 1.04 . . • .. . . . . 
. , .. ... . . . . . 
. 
. 
. C.R. 
. 
. 
. 1.60 
• . 
The mean aehievement in vocabulary was l30.4 months for the Experi-
... 
_. 
- - . . 
ment A and 128.1 months for the control group at the final testing. The 
difference of 2 .,3 months re~ ted in a critical ratio of l. 60, which is 
not statistica.lly significant. Th~ table shows, however, that initial 
slight advantage of the control group has bee~ replaced by a greater 
advantage for Experiment A. 
Table 39 compares the vocabulary achievement of Experiment B and the 
control group at the final testing. 
Table :39. Vocabulary Achievement -Experiment B and Control Group -
.. :final Test _ _ 
~ 
. . .. 
. • • : • : . . • • . . 
Group . N . Mean . S.D. t S.E.m . Dif. : S.E.d : C.R. . • . • 
.. 
--. . • . . • . • • • . . .. .. . 
B • 254 : 12'7.2 . 17.0 . l.06 . • . • • . . 
.60 . l.-4:3 . .42 . - .... • ·- .. - • . . . : . t • . . . 
Control : 228 . .. 128.1 • 15.8 ! .1.04 . . : .... _ .. . . 
The mean vocabulary achievement was lZ7. 5 months for Experiment B and 
- . ~ . - ~ ~ . 
128.1 months for the control group at the final testing. The difference 
of .6 months resulted in a critical ratio of .42, which was not statis-
tica.lJ..y significant. The initial slight advantage in vocabulary of the 
control group over Experiment B was maintained. 
Tables :37 to :39 show that at the final testing the mean vocabulary 
scores favored Experiment A in each cong;>arison. · 
Table 40 shows the gain in vocabulary achievement made by Experiment A 
durmg the period of the experiment. 
Table 40. Comparison of Vocabulary Achievement -Experiment A 
Initial - Final 
.. 
. . • . : : Group ! N . Mean . S.D. . s.E.m . Dif' • S.E.d O.R. • .•. . • . . . .. . . • • • . 
. . . : : : . 
• . 
. . 
A-] : 267 . ~2~!t : 15.95 • .97 . • : ! . . 7.0 . 1.37 5.ll 
: . • • . . : . • . . . 
A-2 • 267'· . 1:20.~ . 16.0 • .97 . : . z . . ! ! . 
The mean vocabulary achievement :f.'or Experiment A was 123,.4 months at 
.. . ....... - -·- ... --- .. -·- . ·-- .... ... 
the initial -testing and 130.4 at the :f.'il:la.l testing. The difference o:f.' 
7 months resulted in a eritieal ratio of 5.ll, wb.ieh is highly significant 
at the .01 level. 
Table 41 shows the gains in vocabulary achievement made by Experiment 
B during the period of the experiment. 
_·Group 
B-1 
B-2 
The 
• 
• 
! 
• 
• 
• . 
. 
. 
• . 
Comparison o:f.' Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment B 
+nitial - Fin,aJ 
~ 
• 1 ! : : 
N 
.. Mean S.D. S.E.m Dif. S.E.d . • . • . . . . • . 
• 
... 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . ! . . 
254 . lf4.~~ . 17.0 . 1.06 • . • . . • 3.5 . 1.56 : . : . . . .. • 
254 . 127.5 . 17.0 : 1.06 . . . . . 
·• 
..... ... -· .... . .. .. . 
-· 
: 
. 
. 
• . 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• . 
mean vocabulary achievement :f.'or Experiment B was 124. o· ··months 
D.R. 
-. 
2.24 
at 
the initial testing and 127.5 months at the :f.'inal testing. The dif:f.'erenee 
of 3. 5 months resulted in a critical ratio of 2. 24, which is significant 
at the .05 level. 
Table 42 shows the gains in vocabulary achievement made by the control 
group during the period of the experiment. 
Table 42- Comparison of Vocabulary Achievement - Control Group 
Ini tial-F:inal 
- - ' 
-
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
··Group· . -- N·· .. . Mean : S;.D. . S.E~-m . Dif. • s.E.d . C.R. . . . . • • 
... 
1 . . - . • . . . • : . . . . Qontrol . '228 . ~-5 . 16.0 . 1.05 . . . . . . . . 3.6 . 1.48 . 2.43 2 . . . . . . . ! ! . . ~ . . 
·Control : 228 : 128.1 . 15.8 . 1.04 • . : ! .. ! • 
.. .. 
. 
The· mean vocabulary achievement ·for the control group was 124.5 months 
. -- -- . 
at the initial testing and 128.1 at the final testing. The difference of 
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3.6 months resulted in a critical ratio or 2.43, Which was statistically 
significant at the .o; level. 
Tables_ 40 to 42 show that each of the -grli>ups made gains in vocabulary 
ae4ie~ement which were statistically significant. The gains made by 
Experiment A were most highly significant. 
Table 43 compares the gains of Experiment A and Experiment B in 
vocabulary achievement. 
Table 43. Comparison of Gains 
-
Vocabulary Aebievement - Experiment A 
_ ~d Experiment,.B 
-· 
-
. 
-
• . . . ! . . . . . • Group . N . Gain . s_.E.g . Dif. . s.E.d : C.R • . . • . . 
. .... 
.. . : . : • . . . . ' . . 
A. .. 26? . 7.0 • 1.22 . : . 1.6S' .. . . - . 3~5 2.08 . . ,, . . .. . . . 
~ . . . . . 
B .. 224 . 3.5 • 1.56 • . . . . . .. . . 
The. Experiment A group liiade a mean gain of 7· months in vocabulary 
achievement and the Experiment group made a mean gain of 3. 5 months during 
the period of the experiment. The difference of 3.5 months resulted in a 
critical ratio of 1.68, which was not statistica.lly significant. However, 
the comparison is clearly ill favor of ·-Experiment A. 
Table 44 compares the gains of Experiment A and the control group in 
vocabulary achievement. 
Table 44. Comparison of Gains - Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment A and 
yontrol Group . .. 
• . . ! . . • . Gain . Dif. • S.E.d 
. 
Group . N • . S.E.g . . . C.R. . . . . . . 
: . : ! • . . .. . 
A : 267 . 7.0 . 1.27 t . 2~02 . 1.6S' . • 3-4 . . . . 
• 
.. 
. . 
. . 
. . : . . .. • . . 
Control : 22S' . 3.6 : 1.48 . : : • . 
S'6 
The Experiment A group made a mean gain of 7. 0 :months and the control 
group made a mean gain of 3.6 months during the period of experiment. The 
differenoe of 3.6 months resul.ted .in a ·critical. ratio of 1..6~, which is 
not statisticall:y" significant. The eonq:>arison is, however, clearly in 
favor of Experiment A. 
Table 45 conq:>ares the gains of Exper:i.:ment B and the control gro1Ip 
dUring the period of the experiment. 
Table 45. Conq:>arison of Gains - Vocabulary Achievement - Experiment B 
~d Control Group 
. . . . . . 
Gro1Ip . N • Gain • S.E.g 
. 
• . . . . . 
Dif. . S.E.d . O.R • 
. : : . 1 
:a • ~2~ . 2.5 : 1..56 . . 
• . . 
.. 
:. • . 
. . 
. 2.15 . .46 . . 
. . 
.1 
Control : 22S . 3.6 : 1..4~ . . . . . . 
The Experiment B ~ made a mean gain of 3.5 months in vocabulary 
achievement and the control group made a mean gain of 3. 6 months during 
the ,period of the exper:i.:ment. The difference of .,1 months resulted in a 
critical. ratio of .46, which was not statisticall:y" significant. 
Tables 43 to 45 show that while none of the conq:>arisons of gains was 
statistically significant, al.l of the comparisons were in favor of the 
Experiment A group. 
Gains in Comprehension; 
· · Table 46 ·compares· Experiment A and Experiment B in comprehension on 
' 
the Gates Reading Survey, Grades ito 10, Form 1 (195~ edition) at the 
initial testing. 
Table 46. Comprehension Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment B 
~nitia.l_Test 
-
: % • • • % t . • . Group . N : Mean : S.D. • -S.E.m : Dif. . S.E.d . C.R. • . . . 
·-
... . 
-· . ! . ! : • . • . . . 
A : 267 : 128.1 ! 19.5. . 1.12 • : : . . 1.1 1.68' .65 
• . 
.... ' 
. • . . t . . . . : . 
B . 254 . 127.0 . 19.0 • 1.19 : . . . . . . . . 
- -···· 
.. ... -
-' . ·-- ... ·-
. ... 
The mean comp~ehe?-~~on ~c~~vement a~ the initial testing was 128'.1 
mnt~ fo~ the Exper,~~t A. group and ~?. 0 months for the Experiment B 
group. The difference of 1.1 months resulted 'in a. critical ratio of .65 1 
which was not statistically significant. 
Table 47 compares Ex:J?~riment A and the control group in comprehension 
on the Gates Ret;lding Survey, Grades :3 to 101 Form 1 (1951! edition) at the 
initial testing. 
Table 47. Comprehension .Achievement - Experiment A and Control Groups 
: : . : . . • • . . • Group • N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m : Di£. . S.E.d ! C.R. • • . . . 
. • . : : : • -. . • • 
A . 254 : 128~1 . 19.5 . 1.19. : . : . . . 
.8 . 1.85 .38' .. .. • t :-- : : . : . . 
Control • 228 . 128.9 . 21.5 . 1.42 : • : . . • . . 
The mean comprehension achievement at the initial testing was 128.1 
months £or the Experiment A group and 128.9 months £or the control group. 
The difference of .S months resulted in a critical ratio of .381 which was 
not statistically significant. 
Table 48 compares Experiment B and the control group in comprehension 
on the Gates Reading SUrv_ey, Grades 3 to 101 Form 1 (1958 edition) at the 
ini tia.l. 'testilig. 
gg 
,.._ 
I 
initial testing. 
Table 48. Co:~qprehension Achievement - Experiment B and Control Group -
. Initial Test · 
... 
t . .. ! . : . Group N . Jlean • S.D. S.E.m . Dif. S.E.d . C.R. ! • . . . . . . . . . : 
: . : . . : • • . . • 
B • 254 . 127.0 • 19.0 ; 1,19 . . ! . . • . 1.9 • 1.85 l.Ol . . • : : . : • • . . 
Control • 228 : 128.9 • 21.5 . '1.42 • . ! . • . • . 
The mean colllPrehension at the initial testing was 127 months for 
Experiment B and 128.9 for the control group. The difference of 1.9 months 
resulted in a critical ratio of 1.017 Which was not statistically signi-
ficant. 
Table 49 conpares ·Experiment A and Experiment B in comprehension on 
the Gates Reading Survey, Grades 3 to 10, Form 2 (i95S edition) at the 
final testing. 
Table 49. Comprehension Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment B 
Final Test 
., 
. 
. . . . . . : . . . . . . 
Group . N . Mean : S.D. . S.E.m : Dif'. • S.E.d . O.R. . . . . . 
. , . 
• • : : . • • • • . . ' . • 
A . 267 . 126.~ . 18.0 : 1.10 . . • . • . . 2.2 . 1.60 . 1.4 : . • : . : : . . . 
B • 25~ : 12~.1 : 18.5 . 1.16 . : • .. I . ! 
The mean comprehension achievement a:t the f'inal testing was 126.3 for 
. .. . . . - . 
E:xp~riment A and 121-.1 for Ex:per~nt B. The difference of 2.2 months 
resulted in· a critical ratio . of l. 40,. which was . not statistically signi-
ficant, but is. clear~ in :ravor of Experiment A. 
Table 50 compares Experiment A and the control grou.p in comprehension 
•• ¥. - • ••• • 
on the Gates Reading Survey, Grades 3 to 10, Form 2 (1958 edition) at the 
89 
' 
final testing. 
Table 50. Comprehension Achievement - Experiment A and Control Group 
Final Test 
~ 
·-.' 
• : . : . . • • . . . • 
Group . N . Meari . S.D. . S.E.m . Dit'. : S.E.d ! C.R • . . . . . 
.. ... 
• . . . . . t . . • . . . 
A . 26'7 . 126.:3 . 18.0 . 1.10 . . . . . . . . 2.5 . 1.42 . 1.'76 . . .. . : • . . . . . . • • Control : 228 : 123.8 : 21.5 . 1.42 • . • . . . . 
The mean comprehension achievement at the final testing was 126.3 
months for Experiment A and 123.8 months for the control group. The differ-
ence of 2.; months resulted in a critical ratio of 1. 76, which was not 
statistica.l.l:y' significant. It was, however, clear:cy- in favor of the 
Experimental A group. 
Table 51 compares Experiment B and the control group in comprehension 
achievement. 
Table 51. Comprehension Achievement - Experiment B and Control Group 
• ! : : : . . . • . . . 
Group : N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . s.E.d .. C.R • . . . . . 
-- -- -· . . . • • . • . . . . . • . 
B • 254 : 124.1 • . 18.5 . 1.16 : . • . t . 
.3 . 1.83 . .16 - . ·~ ·- -- . -- . . : : : . : . • 
Control . 228 . 123.8 . 21.5 . 1.42 • . • . . • . • . . 
The following six tables are based on an analysis of losses- in 
co~rehension which oceurred in each of the groups at the final testing. 
The fact that s:uoh losses occurred cannot be explained by the author, 
although it maybe conjectured that the recent restandardization of the 
Gates Reading survey may have produced a test in Which the two forms are 
actua.ll'y not equal. 
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Table 52 shows the losses in reading COJI!Prehension for Experiment A 
during the period of the experiment. 
Table 52. Ooxqparison of Comprehension Aehievement -Experiment A 
~nitial- F~ 
. . . . . 
• . • -- . . 
Group . N .. Mean : S.D. S.E.m • Dif. . S.E.d . • . • 
• : . : . . 
A-1 267 . 128.1 : 19.5 • 1.19 . . . . . 1.8 . 1.62 • : : . • . . . . . 
A-2 . 267 . 126.:3 . 18.5 ! 1.10 : . . • 
• .
: C.R. 
: 
: 1.11 ! 
: 
The mean comprehension achievement of EXperiment A was 128.1 at the 
' --· - -· ... -- -" . 
initi~ testing and_l26_.:3 at the final testing. The loss ~ comprehension 
'was 1.8 months, '!hic'll_ ~sulte~ in a critieal ratio of 1.11. This loss was 
not statistically significant_. 
Table 53 shows the losses in reading comprehension for Experiment B 
. .. - .. " 
during the period of the experiment. 
Table 5:3. Co:iuparison of CoJqprehension Achievement - Experiment B -
Initial -Final 
. : . : • . . . . 
" Group . N . Mean • s.n .. • S.E.m • Dif. : S.E.d . . • . . 
! : • • • . . • 
B-1 : 254 . 127.0 • 19.0 . 1.19 . : 1.65 • . ' . 2.9 
• . • : : I . . 
B-2 t 254 . 124.1 : 18.5 . 1.16 • t • . • 
• C.R • 
. 
. 
• . 1.75 
• . 
. 
. 
The mean coJqprehension achievement for Experiment B was 127.0 months 
at th~ initial testing and 124.1 months at the final testing. The loss of 
2.9 months resulted in a critical ratio of 1.75, .which was not significant 
statistica.lly. 
Table 54 shows the losses in reading comprehension for the control 
91 
group during the period of the experiment. 
Table 54. Comparison of ColllPrehension Achievement - Control Group -
Initial -Final 
. ! . : : • • . . • .Group . N . Mean • S.D. • S.E.m : Dif. . S.E.d . . . . . . . 
. .. l • • t . . . : . t . .. : 
Control • 228 ! 128.9 . 21.5 . 1.42 : : . • . . 5.1 2.01 . 2 
Control 228 12).8 21.5 1.42 
C.R • 
2.5) 
The mean comprehension for the control group was 12S.9 at the initial 
. . 
testing and 12J.S at the final testing. The loss of 5.1 months in compre-
. ·-
hension resulted in a critical ratio of 2.5J, which is statistically si~i­
ficant at the .05 level, and approaches statistical significance at the .01 
level. 
Tables 52 to 54 show that of the 1osses in reading comprehension which 
occurred, the loss was greatest in the control group and least in Experi-
ment A. 
Table 55 compares the losses of Experiment A and Experiment B in read-
- - ·~ ... 
ing cOmprehension during the period of the experiment. 
Table 55. Comparison of Losses - Comprehension Achievement - Experiment A 
and Experiment B 
• . . f • • . . Loss • Dif. . S.E.d • Group • N : • s .. E.1 : . : C.R. • . . 
. . . • • • . . . . • . 
A • 267 t 1.8 : 1.62 . . • • • • • 
: . . f 1.1 : 2.Jl % .47 . . 
' B • 254 . 2.9 : 1.65 .fJ . • I . . . .
' The mean loss in reading comprehension for Experiment A was l.S months, 
and the mean loss for Experiment B was 2.9 months. The difference of 1.1 
months resulted in a critical ratio p£ .47, which is not statistically 
92 
significant. 
Table 56 compares the losses in reading comprehension of Experiment A 
and the control group during the period of the experiment. 
Table 56, Comparison of Losses - Reading: Comprehension -Experiment A and 
Control Group 
: . : . . . . . Group N . . Dif. . • • • Loss . S.E.l • . S.E.d • C.R • • . . • • . 
. • • . . : 
A 
. 267 • 1.8 . 1.62 • . • . : : . •' . . • ~3.5; 2.58 ~ .. 1.27 • • : . : • • • Control . 228 • 5.1 . 2.01 : • • . . . . . 
The mean loss in reading comprehension was 1. 8 liiDnths for Experiment A 
and 5 .1 moD:ths for the control group. The difference of 3.3 resulted ina 
critical ratio of 1.27, which was not statistically significant. 
Table 57 compares the losses in reading comprehension of Experiment B 
and the control group during the period of the experiment • 
.. 
Table 57. Comparison of Losses - Reading Comprehension - Experiment B and 
Control Groups 
. • . . . : Group . N Loss . S.E.l . Dif • . S.E.d . O.R. 
• . . • t • 
·-. 
.. 
.. • " . 1.65 
. : f, B ' . 254 . 2.Q .. . ! • .•. • : . . •• • 2.60 • .89 2.2 
• 228 . 5.1 • 2.01 : . • Control . • . . .
• • : • . • • . • . .
The mean loss in reading comprehension was 2. 9 nxmths for Experiment B 
and 5.1 mont~s for the control group. The difference of 2.2 liiOnths resulted 
in a critical ratio of .89, which was not statistically significant. 
Tables 55 to 57 shaw that of the comparisons of losses amongst the 
three groups none resUlted in a critical ratio which was statistically 
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significa.D..t. The most significant losses, however, occurred in the control 
group. 
Gains in Word Pronunciation: 
Table 58 compares Experiment A and Experiment B in word pronunciation 
achievement on the Boston University Word Pronunciation Test for Inter-
- V.. .. . 
mediate Grades, Form 1, at the initial testing. 
Table 58. Comparison of Word Pronunciation Achievement -Experiment A and 
~xperiment B - .. Initial Test 
: • : . • . 
Group : N t Mean . S.D. . S.E.m : Dif. . S.E ·d : C.R. . • . 
. 
. 
A • 267 38.8 24.2 1.48 . . . 
• 5 2.19 . .23 . . . 
. . . 
B : 254 . 39.:3 25.5 : 1.60 . 
The mean achievement in word pronunciation at the1 initial testing was 
38.8 words for the Experiment A group and 39.3 words for the Experiment B 
group. The difference of .5 words resulted in a critie.al ratio of .23, 
which was not statistically signifieant. 
Table 59 compares Experiment A and ·the control group in word pronun-
ciation achievement on the Boston University Word Pronunciation Test for 
.1/ .. .. . 
Intermediate Grades, Form 1, at the initial. testing. 
Table 59. CoJ:®arison'"of Word Pronunciation Achievement - Experiment A and 
Qontrol Group ~ Initial Test 
. : : ! : . 
Group • ·N . :Mean .. :··- s·.n. S.E.m . : Dif. S.E.d C.R. • . 
. . . . • : . 
• 267 . 28.8 2~.2 . 1.~8 • . A . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.8 . 2.12 . .38 . • .. . . Control t. 228 • 38.0 23.0 1.52 • . . . . . 
. . . 
- 1/Durrell1 Donald D., Improying Reading Instruction, New York: World Book Company, · ,_1957, page 393. . 
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The mean achievement in word pronuneiation at the initial testing was 
38.8' words for Experiment A and 38'.0 words for the eontrol group. The 
., " 
differenee of .8' words resulted in a eritieal ratio of .38, whieh was not 
statistieallY signifieant. 
Table 60 compares Experiment B and the control group in word pronun-
- . 
ciation aehievement on the Boston University Word Pronunciation Test for 
. 11 . 
Intermediate Grades, Form 1, at the initial testing. 
Table 60. Comparison of Word Pronuneiation Aehievement - Experiment A 
and Control Group - Initial Test 
. . 
. S.D. 
. 
S.E.m Dif. S.E.d Group N Mean . 
. 
. 
254 39 • .3 25.5 1.60 . B • . . 1.3 . 2.22 
• 
. . 
' : . . . 
Control . 228' : .38.0 2.3.0 . 1.52 . . 
The mean aehievement in word pronunciation at the initial testing 
. . . -
C.R. 
.58 
was .39 . .3 words for Experiment B and .38.0 words for the eontrol group. The 
difference of 1.3 words resulted in a critical ratio of .;a, which was 
not statistically signifieant. 
Tables ;a to 60 show that the grou;ps were close:cy matched in word 
pron~ciation ability at the beginning of the experiment. 
Table 61 compares Experiment A and Experiment B in word pronunciation 
achievement at the final testing. 
J]nu.rrell, DonaJdD., Improving Reading Instruetion, New York: World Book 
Co~any, 1957, page .39.3 .. 
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Table 61. Comparison of Word Pronunciation Achievement - Experiment A and 
Experiment B -: Final Test 
. ~ 
• . . : : 
. . . 
. . . : ! 
Group • N . Mean . S.D. : S.E.m : Dif. . S.E.d : C.R • . . . . 
: . : : . . . 
A 267 . 50.5 24.5 1.49 • . ... . • . . . . : . . . . . • . 
: . . : . 0 . 2.19 0 . 50.5 . 1.60 • . : B . 254 . • 25.5 : . . . . . . . • 
The mean achievement in word pronunciation at the final testing was 
. . . 
50.5 words fer Experiment A and 50.5 words for Experiment B. The difference 
of zero resulted in a critical ratio of zero. 
Table 62 coll\Pares Experiment A and the control group in word pronun-
ciation ability at the final testing. 
Table 62. 'comparison of Word Pronunciation Achievement - Experiment A and 
Control Group - Final Test 
: . • • .
. 
. 
. 
. 
Group : N : Mean : S.D. : S.E.m : Dif. : S.E.d : C.R. 
. 
• 
• . 
. 
. 
--~A~~:~~26~7~~=~5~0~·~5--~:--=24~-~5~:~1~·~4~9 __ : 
Control : 
. 
. 
. 
. • .
22S : 43.5 : 25.0 : 1.65 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. . . 
! 
• 2.22 
. 
: 3.15 7.0 
. .. 
: : 
The mean achievement in word pronunciation at the final testing was 
. ~" .. - . . 
50. 5 words for Experiment B and 4.3. 5 words for the control group. The 
difference of 7.0 w::o~tas resulted in a critical ~atio of 3-1.5, __ whic'f:l is 
statistically significant at the .01 level in favor of E~erimentA. 
Table 63 compares the achievement in word pronunciation of Experiment 
. - ... 
B and the control group at tbe final testing. 
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Table 63. Comparison of Word Pronunciation Achievement - Experiment B 
and Control Group -Final Test 
-
,. ~ 
. . 
: . . : . . . Group N . Mean . S.D. S.E.m . Dif. . s.E.d . C.R • . : . . . . . . . . . . . 
: : . . : . . . . .. 
... 
. 
B . 25lt . 50.5 . 25.5 . 1.60 : : . . . . . 7.0 . : . . . . . 2.30 . 3.04 . . . . . . 
Control . 228 . 43.5 . 25.0 : 1.65 . . . ! . . .. . . 
The mean achievement in word pronunciation at the final, tes~ing ~s 
. . . 
·50.5 words for Experiment B and 43.5 words for the control group. The 
difference of 7 words resulted ina critical ratio of 3.04_, "Wlli~h i~ 
statistica.lly signifieant at the .01 level in favor of Experiment B . 
• p ••• -
Tables 61 to 63 show that both Experiment A and Experiment B made 
.. .. '·-
gains in word pronunciation over the control group Which were sta tisticall:y 
significant. 
Table 64 shows the gains in word Pronunciation achievement of Experi-
ment A during the period of the experiment. 
Table 64. Comparison of Word Pronunciation Achievement -Experiment A 
Initial - Final 
~ . . ~ 
-
: . . : : . . . . . . 
Group . N : Mean : S.D. • s.E.m . Dif. : S.E.d : . . 
. . . . . . : . . . . . . 
. . . . 
O.R. 
A-1 • 267 : 3S.8 24.2 1.48 : . . . . ll.S 2.10 . 5.62 . . : • . • : . . . . . 
A-2 • 267 . 50.5 . 24.5 : 1.49 . . . . . . • ! . 
.. 
The mean achievement in word pronunciation for Experiment A was 38.8 
words at the initial testing and 50.5 words at the final testing. The mean 
gain of 11.8 words resulted in a critical ratio of 5.62, which is highl:y 
significant at the .01 level. 
Table 65 shows the gains in word pronunciation achievement of Experi-
ment B during the period of the experiment. 
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Table 65. Co~arison of Word Pronunciation Achievement 
- Experiment B 
-Initial - Final 
. 
~ 
• . . . • . . . . Mean . . . . . Group . N . • S.D. . s.E.m : Dif. : s.E.d . C.R • . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . -- . . - . 
B -1 . 25~ • 22·2 . 25.5 : 1.60 : : : . t I 11.2 2.26- 4.95 
• : • . : . . . . . . . 
B -2 .. 254 . 50.5 : 25.5 . 1.60 : • . . . . . 
.. 
The mean achievement in word pronunciation for Experiment A was 39 • .3 
- . ·-· 
words at the initial testing and 50.5 words at the final testing. The 
. " ' ~ 
mean gain· of 11.2 words resulted in_ a critical ratio of. 4-9.5, which was 
highly signifieant at the .01 level. 
Table 66. Co~arison of Word Pronunciation Achievement - Control Group -
Initial - Final 
- .. . 
. . . . : : . . . : . 
Group . N : Mean : S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. : S.E.d . C.R. . . . .. 
. 
-
1 . . . . . . : . . : . ... . .. . •··. 
Control : 228 . 2B.O . 22.0 : 1..52 : : . . . . 
'2 . . .. . 5.0 2.24 • 2.23 . . : : . : • Control . 228 : 43.5 . 2.5.0 . 1.65 . : : . . . . 
-· . ·-·· 
.. 
The mean achievement in word pronunciation for the control group was 
... 
" 
38.0 words at the initial testing and43 • .5 words at the final testing. 
·-. .. 
. ..... 
mean gain of 7.0 words resulted ~a critical ratio of 2.23, which was 
statistically significant at the .0.5 level. 
The 
Tables 64 to 66 show that each of the gr~ps ma.d~ gains_ ~ wo~d pr~­
nunciation ability which were statistically significant. The gains made 
•· by the Experiment A and Experiment B groups~ however, were clearly superior 
to the gains made by the control group. 
Table 67 eo~ares the gains in word pronunciation achievement made by 
Experiment A and Experiment B. 
9S 
Table 67 •. Comparison o£ Gains - Word Pronunciation - Experiment A and 
~eriment B 
: . : . . • . . . . 
Group . N . Gain . S.E.g . Di£. . S.E.d . C.R • . . • . . . 
. 
• : 267 U.S . 2.10 .A : . . . 
• 6 . 3.0S .19 
. . . • . 
• 254 
. 
11.2 
. 
2.26 . . B . . 
. . 
The mean gain in word pronunciation aehi€vement was U.S words for 
Experiment A and U.2 words for Experiment B. The difference of .6 words 
- . 
resulted in a critical ratio of .197 which was not statistically signifi-
cant. 
Table 68 compares the gains in word pronunciation achievement made by 
Experiment A and the control group. 
Table 6S. Comparison of Gains - Word Pronunciation - Experiment A and 
Control Group 
: . . . • . Gain . S.E.g Dif. 
. 
S.E.d 
. C.R. Group . N . . : . . t . . . . 
. . . . . 
11.8 A . 267 . 2.10 . 
. . 
. . . . 
. . 6.3 . 3.07 . 2.05 . . : • . 
Control • 228 ! 5.5 2.24 ! 
. 
. 
_: • • . • . . 
. -
The mean gain in word pronunciation achievement was U.S words for 
Experiment A and 5.5 words for the control group. The dilference of 6.3 
.· 
words resulted in a critical ratio of 2. 05, which is statistically signi-
ficant at the .05 level. 
Table 69 compares the gains in word pronunciation achievement made 
by the Experiment B and control groups. 
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Table 69. Co:mparison of Gains -Word Pronunciation - Experiment B and 
(Jontrol Group 
·-
. . . . . . 
. • . . . . Group : N . Gain . S.E.g : Dif. . S.E.d . C.R • • • • . 
. . . . . . 
B 
. . 11.2 . 2.26 . • • . . . . . 254 ! . . 5.6 . 3.18 . 1.76 . . . . . . 
Control . 22S . 5.5 ! 2.24 . . . . : . . . • . . 
The mean gain in word pronunciation achievement was 11.2 words for 
Experiment B and 5. 5 words for the control group. The difference of 5. 6 
-
words resulted in a critical ratio of 1. 76, which was not statisticall:y 
significant. 
Gains in Ability to Recognize Homophones: 
Table 70 conpares E:Xper~nt A and Experiment B in ability to recognize{, 
.. 
homophones at the initial testing. The test used was the Comerford Homo-
phones Te_st. 
Table 70. Comparison of Ability to Recognize Homophones - Experiment A 
~d Experiment_ B 
-
Initial Test 
. 
: . : . • • . . . 
S.E.m 
. Dif. . • Group . N • Mean . S.D. · . . • S.E.d • C.R. . . . . . . . 
.. . . . . . . . 
A . 267 • 72.7 . 16.0 • .97 . . . : . : . . . . . . . 1.6 . 1.44 . 1.11 . . . . . . : . 254 . 74.3 . l7.0 • 1.06 . . B • . • . . . . . . . . . 
The mean score on the homephones test was 72.7 for the Experiment A 
group and 74.3 for the Experiment B group. The difference of 1.6 items 
resulted in a critical ratio of 1.11~ which was not statistically signifi-
cant. It did, however, show that Experiment B had some . advantage over 
Experiment A with this ability. 
Table '71 compares Experiment A and the control, group in ability to 
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recognize homophones at the initial testing. The test used was the 
Comerford Homophones Test. 
Table 71. Comparison of AbiJ.i ty to Recognize Homophones - Experiment A 
~d Control Groups - Init;ial Test 
-
-·-
. . . • . : : .. • Mean--- . S.D. . . Dif'. Group • N . . . . s-~·m . t S.E.d : . .. . . 
• 267 : 
. 
16.0 
. . 
·-
. ' . 
A 72.7 . .97 . . . . . . ~ . 
. . -- : . : 
.J . 1.5 . . . : . . " Control . 254 . 72.4 17.5 . 1.15 . • : : . : : . . . . . . . 
The mean score on the homophones ~es~. at the ~tial_~es~~ was 
72.7 for the Experiment A group and 72.4 for the control group. The 
~ . . . -
c-.R • 
.2 
difference of .J items resulted in a critical ratio of .2, which was not 
statistically significant. 
Table 72 compares Experiment B and the control group in ability to 
recognize homophones at the initial testing. The test used was the 
Comerford Homophones Test. 
, 
-
Table 72. Comparison of Ablliiiy to Recognize Homophones - Experiment B 
~nd Control Gr£>UP - Initi~ Tes_t_ 
--
--
' 
--
: : : : . • : 
-Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m . Dif. .. : ! . - : : S.E.d : e.R . . • 
. • : . 1.06 : 
. : B . 254 . 74.~ 17.0 . . . . . : . . : . . . . 1.56 
. : . . 
1.9 
! . 
1.21 
: 228 . 72.4 17.5 
. 1.15 . . Control 
• : : : . . . . . . . 
The mean score on the homophones test at the initial testing was 
74.3 for the Experiment B group and 72.4 for the control group. The 
. , . ~ 
difference of 1.9 i~~ re81J.?:.ted in a critical ratio of 1.21, which was 
not st~ti~t~ea1ly .~i~f~_cant. It_ did, however, show that Experiment B 
had a slight adV8.Il.tage over the control group in this abiJ.i ty. 
Boston University 
Bohool o~ Educa tiOI/. 
Librazv. 
lOl 
Tables _ 70 t() _72 sbew thai; . the groUJ?s at the beginning of the experi-
ment were so co:n:q>osed as to give the Experiment B group an advantage over 
the other groups in ability to remember word patterns which, while not 
statistically significant, was clearly present. 
Table 73 ~onwares Experiment A and Experiment B in ability to 
-
recognize homophones at the final testing. The test used was The Boston 
1/. . -
University Recognition of Homophones Test • 
.. .. 
Table 73. Comparis-on of Ability to Recognize Homophones - Experiment A 
~d Experiment __ B -Final Test 
. .. 
. -
_. 
: . . . . : : Group N . Mean • S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. S.E.d c.R . . . . . . : . . . . • ! 
. . . . . . 1 
A 
. 
267 . 77.6 . 17.0 . 1.04 . . .. ... : • . . • • : • . . • . 1.44 2.15 " 3.1 . . . ! : : . . 
254 
. 80.7 • 16.0 1.00 . B . : . . • . . • . • . . . 
The mean score on the homophones test at the final testing was 77.6 
for the Experiment A group and 80.7 for the Experiment B group. The 
difference of 3.1 items resulted in a critical ratio of 2.15, which is 
statistically significant at the .05 level. The initial slight advantage 
of the Experiment B group has increased the statistical significance in 
the finSJ. test. 
Table 7 4 conq>ares Experiment A and the control group in ability to 
recognize homophones at the final testing. 
wcomerford, Joseph F., ttperceptual Abilities in Spelling,» Unpublished 
Do~toral Diss~rtatio:o., BQ~ton Univer~ity, 1954. . .. 
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Table 74. Comparison of Ability to Recognize Homophones -Experiment A 
~d Control Gr9up -Final Test 
: . . : • . Group . N Mean S.D. S.E.m . Dif. S.E.d . C.R • . . . 
. 
. 
267 '77.6 A l7.0 . 1.04 : . l-.7 1.13 1.50 . 
. 
l6.5 Control . 228 : . 75.8 : 1.09 • 
The mean score on the homophones test at the final testing was 77.8 
for the Experiment A group and 75.8 for the control group. The difference 
of 1.7 items resulted in a critical ratio of 1.50, Which was not statis-
tically significant but clearly favored the Experiment A group. 
Table 75 compares Experiment B and the control group in ability to 
reco~ize homophones at the final testing. 
Table 75. 
: Group 
. 
. 
. 
B . 
Control· : 
Comparison of Ability to Recognize Homophones -Experiment B and 
Qontrol Group - Final Te~ting 
. . 
S.E.d ~ N Mean . S.D. S.E.m . Dif . C.R. . . . - . 
. . . . 
. . : 267 8o.7 . 16.0 1.00 . . 
4.8 : 1.48 
. 3.23 
228 : 75.8 16.5 1..09 
The mean score on the homophones test at the final testing was 80.7 
for the Experiment B group and 75.8 for the control group. The difference 
. - ··- . 
of 4.? i te1DS :resu:L ted in a. c:ri t_ic~l- ratio of 3. 23, which is sta tistiea.lly 
highl;r significant at 'the .01. level. The initial advantage of 'the Experi-
ment B group which was slight at the initial testing has increased to a 
" 
considerable extent and makes Experiment B group clearly superior to the 
control gil'OtlP on homophones :recognition a't the final testing. 
Tables 73 to 75 make it clearly evident that 'the initial advantage of 
Experiment B in homophones :recognition has increased to statistical 
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significance in the f'inal testing; The Experiment A group has increased 
its advantage over the control group. 
Table 76 shows the gains in ability to recognize homophones whieh 
were made by the Experiment A group during the period of' the experiment. 
Table 76. Oomp~rison of' AbUi ty to Reoognize Hooopbones 
- Experiment A 
Initial - Final \ 
• . . . . . . 
• . . • . . . Group • N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Di:f'. . s.E.4 ! O.R • . = . . . : 
• • . . . : • ~ ~ . • . . A-1 . 267 • 7a.7 . 16.0 : .97 . . . . . . . . • 
• • . . • 4-9 : 1.42 . 3-45 ! ! ! • .. . A-2 .. 267 . 77.6 . 17.0 . 1.24 . • . . . . . . 
The mean score of the Experiment A group m the abUity to recognize 
homophones was 72.7 at the initial testing and 77.6 at the final testing. 
The gain in score of 4.9 items resulted in a critical ratio of 3.45, Which 
is statistically signi:f'icant at the •. 01 level. 
Table 77 shows the gains in ability to recognize homophones of the 
Experiment B group during the period of the experiment . 
. Table 77. Comparison of Ability to Recognize Homophones - Experiment B -
Initial - Final · 
. . . • . . . . • . • . ~ . 
GroUP . N • Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif'. : S.E.g : O.R. . . . . • 
. .. • . . . • . 
_, . ~ • . . . 
B-1 . 25~ . 7~.J . 17.0 . 1.06 . ! . . . . . . . 
• . . . • 6.4 . 1.46 .. 5.07 • ~ .. . . . • B-2 • 254 : 80.7 . 16.0 . 1.00 .. • • . ~ . . • . 
The mean score o£ the Experiment B group in the ability to recognize 
homophones wa.s 74.3 at the :initial testing and 80.7 at the final testing. 
The gain of 7. 4 items resulted in a eri tical ratio of 5. 07, whic)l was 
statistically highly significant at the .01 level. 
-
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Table 7g shows the gains of the control group in ability to recognize 
hoJOOphones. 
Taple 7g. Comparison of Ability to Recognize Homophones - Control Group 
Initial - Final 
. . . . . . . 
. . • . . . . S.E.m Group . N : Mean • S.D. • . Dif~ : S.E.d . C.R. • 1 . . . 
• .. . . . . ! ~ ! • . . . • Contml-1 • . 228 . 72.4 . .17.5 . 1.15 • . . . . . . • . • .. 
. ·- 3.4 1.59 2.13 . . . : . . ! 
.f !! . • . 
·control-2 . 22g . 75.a : 16.5 . . 1.09 • • . . .. . . . . 
. -
The mean score of the control group in the ability' to recognize bonn-
phones was 72.4 at the initial testing and 75.a at the final testing. The 
gain of 3.4 items resulted in a critical ratio of 2.13, which was statis-
tically significant at the • 05 level. 
Tables 76 to 74 show that 1 while all three grou,ps made gains which 
were statistically significant, the gains which were most highly signifi-
cant were those made by the Experiment B group. 
Table 79 compares tbe gains of the Experiment A group and the Experi-
ment B group in ability to recognize bonx>phones • 
. 
Table 79. ComParison of Gains in HoJOOphones Ability - Experiment A and 
~xperiment B 
" 
. • . . . . . . Gain . S.E.g 
. 
r>if. 
.. 
S.E.d . C.R. Group . N : . . . : . . t • 
: . ·:· . . . 
A 267 . 4.9 1.42 ! . . • . . . . • . . . • -• 
. • :· . 2.5 . 2.04 • 1.22 . • 1.46 . . .B . 254 . 7.4 . . . • . . . . . . 
The mean gain in ability to recognize homophones was 4.9 items for 
the Experiment A group and 7. 4 items for the Experiment B groo.p. The 
difference of' 2.5 items resulted in a critical ratio of 1.22, which was not 
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statistieallJ significant. 
Table 80 compares the gains of Experiment A and the control group 
in the ability to recognize homophones. 
Table 80. Comparison of Gains in Homopbone Ability. Experiment A and 
Control Group 
. . • . . . . . . . . • Group . N . Gain . S.E.g : Dif. . S.E.d • C.R. . . . . .
. . : . . . . . . . . 
A . 267 . 4-9 . 1.42' . . . . . . . 1.? . 2.1:3 . .69 . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Control . 228 
" 
).4 . 1.?9 . : . . . . • . 
The mean gain in ability to recognize homophones was 4.9 items for 
the Experiment A group and J •. 4 items for the Control group. The difference 
. of 1~? items resuJ.ted in a critical ratio of .69 which was not statis-
tically significant. 
Table 81 compares the gains of Experiment B and the Control group in 
ability to recognize homophones. 
Table 81. Comparison of Gains in Homophone Ability ~ Experiment B and 
Qontrol GrouP. _ 
Group 
B 
: : . . 
. Gain . . . . . N 
. . . 
. . • 
: 6.4 : • .
. 
. 
S.E.g • ! Dif. 
: 
1.46 . . 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
. 
. 
S.E.d . .  C.R. 
254 ).0 : 2.16 : 1.49 
. : : : : : 
Control ; 228 : J.4 : 1.?9 : : : 
The mean gain in ability to recognize homophones was 6\ items, for 
the Experiment B group and 3.4 items for the control group. The differ-
ence of J.O items resulted in a critical ratio of 1.84, which was not 
statistically significant but favored the Experiment B group. 
Tables 79 to 81 show that in all comparisons of gains made by the 
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groups, the eritieal ratios resulting from the comparisons favor the 
Experiment B group in every ease. 
Gains in Visual Memory of Word Patterns: 
Table 82 compares the ·Experiment A group and the Experiment B group 
in ability to remember the pattern of words flashed. The test used was 
an adaptation of the Boston University Visual Memory of Word Patterns 
y . .. .. . . 
Test. 
Table 82. Conwarison of Ability dlll Visual Memory - Experiment A and 
~xperiment B 
-
Initial Test. 
-
... 
-
.. 
' 
. . . . . . . 
. . • . . . . Group . N . Mean • S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. : S.E.Q. . c.R . . . . . . . 
. . . • . . : . . . • . . A • 267 • 39.1 . 6.6 . .40 . : : . . . . . 
. . . . . .6 : .60 : 1.0 . . • . • 
B • 254 . 38.5 . 7.2 . -45 . . • • . . . • . .. • 
The mean score for the Exper:i.Jmnt A group was 39.1 items and 3tL5 
. ' . . .... 
items for the Experiment B group. The difference of .6 items resulted in 
a critical ratio of J..o, which was not statistica.l.l.y significant. 
Table 83 compares the Experiment A group and the control grou;p in 
ability to remember the pattern of words flashed. 
Table 83. Comparison of Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment A and 
gontrol Grou;ps 
-
Initial Test 
.. .. 
. . . . : : . • . . . . !3:rOU:Q • N . . . Mean ..: . . S;.D ... . S.E.m • Dif'. • S.E.g . .. . ... . . . . 
A . 267 • : 6.6 . !40 • • ! • . . . . . . 
G.R. 
. . 
:39.1 ~ . : : . . . . 1.6 .70 2;28 
Control . 228 • 37.5 : 8.7 • .57 : . : . . . . : . . . . : . . . . . . 
J/Ibid. 1 P• 59. 
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The mean score was 39.1 items for the Experiment A group and 37.5 
items for the control group. The difference of 1.6 items resulted in a 
critical ratio of 2.2S, which was statistically significant at the .05 
level. 
Table S4 compares the Experiment B group and the control group in 
. . 
abil,ity to remember the pattern of words flashed. 
Table 84. Comparison of Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment B and 
Qontrol Groups -. Initial ~est 
. . . . 
. • . . Group N . Mean : S.D. . S.E.m ! Dif. . S.E.d . . . 
: . . . . 
B . 254 . 38.5 '7.2 .45 . . 
: • : 1.0 . .73 . . 
Control 228 . 37.5 8.7 . .57 . . . . 
: 
. 
. 
The mean score was 38.5 items for the Experiment B group and 37.5 
.. . . . . . - . ' 
C.R • 
1.37 
items for the control gro'Q.p. The difference of 1.0 items resulted in a 
critical ratio of 1.37, which was not statistically significant but favored 
the Experiment B group • 
. Tables S2 to S4 show that the groups were not so closely matched in 
visual memory as in other tests. The Experiment A • s scores were somewhat 
superior to the Experiment B scores and clearly 8Uperior to the scores of 
the control group. Experiment B also showed some superiority over the 
control group. 
Table S5 compares the Experiment A· group and the Experiment B group 
in ability to remember the pattern of words flashed. 
lOS 
Table 85. Coii!Parison of Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment rA. and 
~xperiment B -_Final Test __ 
.. 
~ 
• • : . : . . . • . . . Group : N : Mean . S.D. . S.E.m : Dif. . S.E.d . C.R • . . . . 
. . . . : . . . 
267 • 41.8 • 6.6 . . . A • : • : .40 . : . . . . 
• 63 . . : : : . .5 . . .79 . 7.8 .48 • . • B . 254 . 41.3 : : : : . . . . 
"• 
'" 
The mean score was 41.8 items for the Experiment A group and 41.3 
. . ... -· - . 
items for the Experiment B group. The difference of .5 items resulted in 
a critical ratio of • 79 which was not statistically significant. 
. ·-
Table 86 compares the Experiment A group and the control group in 
ability to remember the pattern of words flashed. 
Table 86. Comparison of Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment A and Control 
groups - Final Test __ . _ 
-
. • : : : . . . . . . 
Group • N • Mean . S.D. . S.E.m : Dif. . S.E.d : C.R. . . . . . 
t . : : . : ! • • A 267 . 41.8 .. 6.6 .40 : . ! : : . 
.62 . • . t : . 1.3 : . 2.01 • . . . Control : 228 . 40.5 . 7.3 . .48 . : . . . • . . 
.. . .. 
The mean score was 4J..8 items for Experiment A and 40.5 items for 
Experiment B. The difference of 1.3 items resulted in a critical ratio of 
2. 01, Which was statistically significant at the • 05 level. Experiment A 
retained its initial advantage over the control group. 
Table f?/7 eoii!Pares the Experiment B group a±id. the control group in 
ability to remember the pattern of words flashed at the final testing. 
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Table 87. 
: 
Group . . 
: 
B : 
. 
. 
Control • .
Co~arison of Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment B and 
Qontrol Groups __ - Final Te~t 
" .. 
. . . : : . . . . . 
N . Mean : S.D. . S.E.m · . Dif. : S.E.d . . . . . 
: . . : . : . . . 
254 . 41.3 : 7.S . -48 . . . . . . 
.8 . • 68 . . ,. : . . . . . . . . 
228 • 40.5 : '7.3 : .48 : : . . . 
.. -· -· .. . ·• 
C.R • 
1.19 
The mean sco:e for _the. Expe:t'iJneii.t :S group at the final testing was 
41.3 items and 40.5 items for the eontrol group. The difference of .8 
words resulted in a critical ratio of 1.19, which was not statistically 
significant but favored the Experiment A group. 
Tables 85 to 87 show that the groups were- about the same in· their 
relative abilities in visual memory skills before and after the experiment. 
Table 88 shows the gain made by Experiment A in ability to remember 
the pattern of words flashed. 
Table 88. Ooiqparison of· Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment A 
~itiaJ. - Fin~ 
.. .. 
~ 
• 
. . . . : . 
• . . 
. . . 
Group . N : Mean . S.D. : S.E.m . Dif. : S.E.d . C.R. . . . . 
• : : . . . . 
• 
. . . . 
A-1 . 267 . 39.1 : 6.6 . .40 • . ! . . . . . 
. : . • . 2.7 . .57 . 4-73 . . . . . . 
A-2 . 267 . 41.8 : 6.6 . .40 . . ! . . . . . 
The mean score for the E~eriment A group at the_ initial testing was 
39.1 items as COII\Pared with 41.8' items on the final testing. The gain of 
2.7 words was highly significant at the .01 level. 
Table 89 shows the gains made by the Experiment B group in ability to 
remember the :pattern of words flashed. 
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Table 89. Conq>arison of Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment B -
:J:nitial - Fi.IJJ4 
. 
• . . . 
Group t N : Mean : S.D. : S.E.m : Dif. . . S.E.d 
. . . 
. . . 
B-1 . 254 38.5 7.2 .45 . 
. . . : 2.8 . .66 . . . • B-2 254 ! 41.3 . 7.8 .48 . . . 
: C.R. 
: 4-24 
: 
The mean score for E:x:per:LJn:n~ _ J? at the ini~ial_ tes~ing was 38. 5 items 
and 41.3 items at the final testing. The gain of 2.8 words was highly 
scignifieant at the .01 level. 
Table 90 shows the gains made by the eontrol group in ability to 
remember the pattern of words flashed. 
Table 90. Conq>arison of Ability in Visual Memory - Experiment B -
:J:ni tial - Final 
. . : . . . . . Dif, 
. -
Group . N : Mean S.D. : S.E.m ! s.E.d . 
l . : ! . 228 .. 37.5 8.7 .57 . Control . . . . 
. . . . 3.0 .74 2 . . . . . 
• 228 . 40.5 7.3 . .48 . . Control· . ' : ! 
. 
. 
. 
. 
c.R. 
4.17 
The mean seore for the eontrol group was 37.5 items at the initial 
~ . .. 
testing and 40.5 items at the final testing. The gain of 3.0 items was 
-- . -- .. 
highly significant at the .01 level. 
Tables 88 to 90 show that eaeh of the groUps made highly significant 
gains- in ability to remember the pattern of words flashed, with the Experi-
ment A group maJ.d.ng the gain which was most highly significant. 
Table 91 conq>ares the gains of Experiment A and E:x:periment B in 
ability to recognize the pattern of words flashed. 
Table 91. Conu;>arison of Gains in Visual Memory - Experiment A and 
Experiment B 
: . : : : . . . 
Group 1 N : Gain . S.E.g . Dif. : S.E.d ! . . 
: : . • . . . • . . A : 267 . 2.7 . .57 : . . . . . . 
• : ; . .1 • .87 . • . . . B . 254 : 2.8 . .66 : . . . . . . 
C.R. 
.11 
The ll!ean gain in visual memory was 2.7 items for Experiment A and 
-
~ ·--- -- .. 
2.8 
items for Experiment B. The differene~_.m. ~a.n gains 'Wa_-S not significant. 
Table 92 eo:mpares the gains _of Experiment_ A. and the control group in 
ability to rell!ember the pattern of words flashed. The difference in mean 
gains was not significant. 
Table 92. Comparison of Gains in Visual Memory - Experiment A and Control 
Group 
• . . . . . . . • . . . 
Group . N ! Gain· : S.E.g . Dif. • S.E.d . C.R. , . 
' 
. 
. . • : . . . . . . . 
A . 267 . 2.7 : .57 . . . . . . . 
. . : : .3 : .93 . .32 . . • Control . 228 . 3.0 . .74 . : . . . . . . 
The mean gain in visual ~~ry was 2.7 items for Experiment A and 
3.0 items for the control group. The difference in mean gains was not 
signif'ieant. 
Table 93 eompares the gains of Experim:mt B and the eontrol group in 
ability to remember the pattern of words flashed. 
Table 93. Comparison of Gains in Visual Memory - Experiment B and Control 
Group 
• . ! . : • Group . N . Gain S.E.g ' Dif. S.E.d . c.R • : ' . : . . . . . . 
' 
. . . . . 
. . 2.8 . .66 . . . B . 254 . . . . : . . . . 
.2 . .99 .20 . . . . . . 
. 22S . . .74 . • . Control 
• . 
3.0 . . . : . . . . . 
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The mean gain in visual memory was 2.8 iteinS for Experiment B and 
·-. -· 
3.0 items for the control group. The difference in mean gains was not 
significant. 
Tables 91 to 93 show that there was no significant difference between 
the gains made by the groups. 
Gains in Ability to Identify Sounds in Words: 
- --Table "94 co:mpal'es""the Ex:Periment .A"and Experiment B groups in their 
abili;.{;y to identify initial- and final sounds in words at the initial 
testing. The test used was the Brion Word Ana.J.ysis Test. 
Table 94. Ability to identify Sounds in Words - Experiment A and Experi-
ment B - Initial Test 
~ --
a-roup N : Mean • S.D. : S~E·m Dif. S.E.d : C.R. .
. : : • .. 
267 7.74 .47 
~
A : . .31.5 . . • . . 
.67 . • ! • .3 . .43 . . g.l6- . . B . 254 ! .31.2 • : .51 • . . . . . 
The mean score on the ini tiaJ. test of identifying sounds in words was 
;31.5 for the Experiment A group and .31.2 for the Experiment B group. The 
critical ratio of .4.3 shows that there is not a statistically significant 
difference between the two groups. 
Table 95 compares the Experiment A group and the Experiment B group 
' -
in their ability to identify initial and final sounds in words at the 
initial testing. The test used was the Bt-ion word .Ana.lysis Test. 
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Table 9.5. Ability to Identify Sounds in Words -Experiment A and Controi 
group - Initial Test_ ... 
_. 
: 
' 
. : . • • . . . . • . Group . N : Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. ! S.E.a . C_.It,. . . . . • 
.. 
. . . . : • . . . . . . . 
A . 267 . 31..5 . 7.74 . ~47 . . . . . . . 
.2 . .73 
. 
.27 : ! . . . . . 
Control 228 31.3 
. 
8.46 
. 
• .56 . . . . . l . . . . . . . . . • 
. . ~ .... 
The mean score on the initial test of identifying sounds in words was 
31..5 for the Exper:ilnent A group and 31.3 for the control group. The 
critical ratio of .27 shows that the difference between the two groups was 
not significant. 
Table 96 compares the Experiment B group and the control group in 
their ·ability to identify initial and final sounds in words at the initial 
testing. The test used was the Brion Word .Analysis Test. 
Table 96. Ability to Identify Sounds in Words - Experiment B and Control 
group - Initial Test .. 
_. 
. : . . . . . . . . . . . • Group . N . Mean • S.D. ! S.E.m ! Dif. : S.E. 0 . C.R • . . . • 
. • . . ! : . . .. . . . 
B . 2.54 . 31.2 • 8.16 . • .51 . . . . . . . . . . 
: : : . : .1 . .76 . .13 • . . Control . 228 . 31.3 . 8.46 . • .56 . . . . . . . • . . 
.. 
The mean score on the initial test of identifying sounds in words was 
.. 
' 
. .. 
3L2 for the Exper~nt B gromp and 31.3 for the control group. The criti-
r • • •.• • • . • ·• 
cal ratio of .13 shows that the difference between the two groups was not 
significant. 
Tables 94 to 96 show that the three groups were closely matched at 
the beginning of the experiment in their ability to identify sounds in 
words. 
Table 97 compares the Experiment A and the Experiment B group in 
their ·ability to identify initial and :final sounds in words at the final 
testing. 
Table 97. Ability to Identify Sounds in Words - Experiment A and Experi-
ment B - Fi:o.al Test 
-. 
: . . . . . Group . N Mean . S.D. 
. S~E·m Dii'. S.E.d C.R. . . 
-
. . : • . 
267 . . 7.B -47 
. . 
A : . 33.4 . . . . . 
.69 .29 
• : : . .2 . • 7.B . .51 . B . . 254 33.2 . : • : . . . 
The mean score ~s 33.4 fort~: E~r~nt A group and 33.2for the 
Experiment B gro~ ~~- the_ final te~t~ng. T~: critical_ rat~o of .29 shows 
the difference between the two groups was not statistically significant. 
Table 9B collq)ares the Experiment A and the Control groups at the 
final testing in their ability to identify ini ti8.1 and final sounds in 
words. 
Table 9B, Ability to Identify Sounds in Words - Experiment A and Control 
g-roup - Fin~l Test 
. . Mean S.D. . S.E.m Dif. S.E.d . C.R. Group. . N • • . 
. 
. 
• : • . .. . . 
A . 2q7. : 33!4 . 7.B . -47 . . . . . . . . . 
. . .3 t .72 ·41 
Control . 22B 33.1 
. 
B.4 .;; : . : : . . . 
The mean score for Experiment A was 33 .4 and the mean score for the 
. ' . . . - . .. 
control group was 33 .1. The critical ratio of. 41 shows that ~he differ-
ence between the two groups was not statistically significant. 
Table 99 compares the Experiment B group and the control group in 
their ability to identify initial and :final sounds in words at the final 
testing. 
Table 99. Ability to identify Sounds in Words -Experiment B and Control 
group - Final Te~t 
. . . . 
. . Mean S.D. S.E.m . Dif. . Group . N . . : S.E.d ! C.R • . . . 
: . . . . . . 
7.S 
. . . . 
B . 254 . 33.2. . . .51 . . 
. . . . . . 
.76 .13 • . . : . .l . : Control . 22S 
., 
33.1 
. 
S.4 
. . 
. . : . .55 . . . . . 
The mean score for Experiment B was 33.2 and the mean score for the 
. . . ~- . -
control group was 33 .1. The critical ratio of .13 shows that the differ-
.. ~ ·-
enee between the .groups was not statistically significant • 
. . - -· 
Tables 97 to 99 show tba~ there was no si~icant difference between 
the experimental groups and the control group at the final testing. A 
. . ' . ' . ,. 
collij?arisoil._ of Tables 94_to 96 with: Tables 97 to_99 sJ:Lows that no signifi-
cant change in the re_J-at~onships among the groups occurred during the 
period of the experiment. 
Table 100 shows the gains made by the Experiment A group in ability 
to identify initial and final sounds in words during the period of the 
experiment. 
Table 100. Conu>arison of Ability to Identify Sounds in Words - Experi-
mentA- Initial -Final 
• . : : . . 
Group : ·N . Mean S.D. . S.E.m : Dif. S.E.ll . G.R. . . . 
. . : : . . . . . . 
A-1 : 267 . 31.5 : 7.7 : !47 . . . 
. 1.9 .67 • 2.S3 . 
267 7.S • A_2 . 33.4 . . .47 . . . . . . . 
The mean score for Experiment A was 31.5 at the initial testing and 
. -
33.4 at the final testing. The gam of 1.9 resulted in a critical ratio 
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of 2.S3 which was statistica.lly significant at the .01 level. 
Table 101 shows the gains made by the Experiment B group in ability 
to identify initial and final sounds in words. 
Table 101. Ooiqparison of .Ability to Identify Sounds in Words - Experi-
ment B 
-
Initial -Final 
.. 
. 
-
• . • . . . : .. • . • . . Group . N . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.a . O.R. . . . . . . . 
. . • . : . ! . . . . . 
B-1 . 254 ! 31.2 . S.l . .51 . . • . . .. . . .
.. 2.0 .72 2.7,7 . . . . . : : . . . . . 
B-2 ! 254 • 33.2 . 7.S : .51 . . : . . . 
.. 
. . . ... . .. 
The mean score for Experiment B was 31.2 at the initial testing and 
33.2 at the final testing. The gain of 2.0 resulted in a critic8J. ratio 
of 2. 77, which was statistica.J.:cy significant at the • 01 level. 
Table 102 shows the gains made by the control group in ability to 
identify initial and final sounds in words. 
Table 102. Comparison of .Ability to Identify Sounds in Words - Control 
group - Initia.;!- - Final 
.. 
... 
-
. . . . : . • . . . . • . 
Group . N : Mean . S.D. : S.E.m . Dif. . S.E.d . C.R. . . . . • 
. 1 : . . . • : : . . . . 
Control • 22S . 31.3 . ~L4 . .55 . : : . . . . . l.S .7S 2.31 2 . • . . . . ) . . . : . . 
Control . 22S . 33.1 . S.4 . .55 . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . 
The mean score for the contro1 group was 31.3 at the initial testing 
and 33.1 at the final testing. The gain of l.S resulted in a critical 
. . . 
ratio of 2.31, which was statistically significant at ~e .05 level. 
Tables 100 to 102 show that statistically significant gains were made 
both by the experimental. groups and the control group. However, the gain 
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made by the Experiment A group was slightly mre significant than was the 
gain made by either of the other two groups. 
Table 103 eoJ¥)ares the gains made by the Experiment A group and the 
Experiment B group in ability to identify initial and final sounds in 
words. 
Table lOJ. Colli>arison of Gains in Ability to Identify Sounds in Words -
~~eriment A and Experiment B 
. : : • : .. .. 
Group : N : Gain : S~E·g Dif. :· S.E.d C.R. 
. . • . . . . . 
A . 267 . 1.9 . .67 . . . . . 
. : : .1 .98' .10 . 
B : 254 . 2.0 : .72 . . • 
The mean gain of the Experiment A group was 1. 9 eolli'ared with a gain 
.. ... -- . 
of 2.0 for the Experiment B group. The difference of .1 resulted in a 
.. . .. ·- - -· 
critical ratio of _.10_., whi.Ch was not statistica.lly' significant. 
Table 104 colli'ares the gains made by the Experiment A group and the 
.. . 
control group in ability to identify initial and final sounds in words. 
Table 104. Colli>arison of Gains in Ability to Identify Sounds in Words -
Experiment and Control Group 
! . : . 
Group N Gain S.E. Dif. S.E.d . C.R. g . 
: . : • A 267 1.9 • 67 
.1 1.0:3 .09 
. • ! . : • Control • 228' l.S : .7S . : : • . 
The mean gain of the Experiment A group was 1.9 colli'ared with a gain 
of l.S for the control group. The difference of .1 resulted in a critical 
ratio of .09, which was not statistica.lly' significant. 
Table 105 colli'ares the gains made by the Experiment B group and the 
1 
oontrol group in ability to identify initial and final sounds in words. 
Table 105. Conq;>arison of Gains in Ability to Identify Sounds in Words -
~xperiment B ~d Centro:]. Group 
: : . : . 
Group . . N Gain S.E.g ! Dif. S.E.d C.R. . 
. . . 
. . • 
B 254 2.0 : .72 
.2 1.06 .18 . . . 
. . . 
Control • 228 . l.S : .78 : . . . . 
The mean gain of the Experiment B group was 2. 0 colli>ared with a mean 
gain ~f 1.8 for the controi group. The difference of .2 resulted in a· 
critical ratio of .181 'Which was not statisticalJ.:y significant. 
Tables 10:3 to 105 show that there was no significant differences in 
gains between the experimental groups and the control group. 
Gains in Spelling Achievement: 
·· · · ·· Table· 106 ·eoniPares the EXperiment A group and the Experiment B group 
in sp~lling achievement at the ini t±al testing. The test used was the 
Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale, Grades 2 to 9, List 1. The means are 
quoted in. ·nUmbers of words spelled correctly. 
Table 106. Spelling Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment B 
~ : : . Dif. 
. 
Group N ! Mean . S.D. . S~E·m . S.E.d . C.R. . . . . 
! • . . . A 267 24.7 . 7 •. !) .45 . . . 
• : . . • : . . .. .
.1 .64 .15 
. : . • . : . . . . 
B . 254 ! 24.B . 7.4 : .46 . . . . . . • . 
The mean score at the initial testing was 24.7 wo~d.s for the Experi-
men~ A group and 24. B words for the :Experime:J?-t B group. The difference 
of .1 words resulted in a critical ratio of .15, which was not statistically 
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significant. 
Table 107 collll?ares the Experiment A group and the control group in 
spelling achievement at the initial testing. The test used was the 
Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale, Grades 2 to 9, List 1. The means are 
quoted ill 'nUmbers of words spelled correctly. 
Table 107. Spelling Achievement - Experiment A and Control Grou;p 
;I:nitial T~st 
·'· 
: . . . . • . ' Group : N : Mean S.D. : S.E.m . Dif. 1 S.E.g. : . 
. . . 
. . . 
A . 267 . 24.7 7.5 ! .45 . . 
.3 .67 . . . . 
. . . . : 
Control : 22S . 24.4 7.5 .49 . . . 
C.R. 
·44 
The mean score at the initial testing was 24.7 words for the Experi-
~ .. . . .. . . . 
ment A group and 24.4 words for the control group. The difference of. .) 
-- .. . ... 
words resulted in a critical ratio of .44, which was not statistically 
significant. 
Table lOS COllll?ares the Experiment B group and the control group in 
' . 
spelling achievement at the initial tesiing. The test used was the 
Morrison-McCall Spelling Seale, Grades 2 to 9 _, List 1. The means are 
quoted in- 'niimbers of words spelled correctly. 
Table lOS. Spelling Achievement - Experiment B and Control Group 
Initial Test 
. : • : Dif. : Group . N Mef;Ul s.p. . S.J!:.m S.E.!l . . : . : . . . 
: 254 
. 24.8 
. 
7.4 
. 
-46 
. 
B . . . • : . . : .• 
.67 
. .. t ·4 . : . . . 
Control . 22S : 24.4 . 7.5 . -49 • . . . .
C.R. 
.59 
The mean seore at the initial testing was 24.S words for the Experi-
.. - . . . ... . .. " . 
ment B grou;p and 24.4 words for the control group. The difference of 
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.4 words resulted in a critical ratio of .591 which was not statistical.ly 
significant. 
Table 106 to lOS show that the groups were closely matched in spelling 
achievement at the initial testing. 
Table 109 compares the Experiment A group and the Experiment B group 
in spelling achievement at the final testing. 
Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale, Grades 2 to 9, 
quoted in---nUmbers of words spelled correctly. 
~~est used was the 
List ~ans are 
........ ........ ~. 
----Table 109. Spelling Achievement - Experiment A and Experiment B 
~inal Test 
• . . : . . • Dif. Group . N . Mean S.D. : S.E.m : S.E.d . . 
! : . 267 26.6 \6~1 . .:36 A . : : . 
.1 .56 . 6';~ . 26.5 : : B . 254 . . -4:3 . . . . . 
:--, 
" The mean score in spelling at the __ f-inal testing ~s 26.6 words 
. 
. 
: 
: 
for 
C.R. 
.18 
the Experiment A group and 26.5 words for Experiment B. The difference of 
.1 words resulted in a critical ratio of .18, which was not statistically 
significant. 
Table 110 compares the spelling achievement of the Experiment A 
group and the control group at the final testing. The test used was the 
Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale, Grades 2 to 9, List :3. The means are 
quoted in" 'nUmbers of words spelled correctly. 
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Table llO. Spelling Achievement - Experiment A and Control Group 
Final Test 
. • • • . . . 
S.E.m 
. 
Dif. S.E.d Group N . Mean S.D. 
. 
-
. .. • . . . 
• 267 • 26.6 . 6.1 . .36 . • A • . . . . • 
.6 .5S 
• . 1 : Control . 254 . 26.0 6.9 .45 . . 
. • 
•\ 
Table 111 compares the spelling achievement of the Experiment B 
-· -·· -. 
.. . . . -
and the control group at the final testing. The test used was the 
Morrison-McCall Spelling Seale, Grades 2 to 9, List 3. The meam are 
quoted in numbers· of words spelled correctly. 
Table 111. Spelling ·Achievement - Experiment B and Control Group 
:final Tes~ 
• . . . 
Mean 
. 
S.D. S.E.m Dif. 
. 
s.E.d Group • ·N . . • . .. . . 
. . . 
. 
.. 
• 
• 
! 
. 
. 
. 1 : 26.5 . 6.9 : 
-43 
. • .• B • 254 : • : . . . 
.5 . 62 . . : . : . 22S 26.0 6.9 • .45 Control . : : . . . . . . . 
C.R. 
1.03 
group 
C.R. 
.79 
The mean score in spelling at the final testing was 26.5 words for 
the Experiment B group and 26.0 words for the control group. The differ-
. -· . . - - ~ - . 
ence of .5 words resulted in a critical ratio of .79, which was not statis-
tically significant. 
Tables 109 to 111 show that there was not a statistically signi-
ficant difference be"li'?feen the groups at the final testing, although 
Experiment A appeared to have developed a small advantage over the control 
. 
group. 
Table 112 shows the gains in spelling achievement of the Experiment A 
group. during the period of the experiment. 
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Table ll2. Comparison of Spelling Aehiev~ment - Experiment A 
~ni tial - Final 
: • . . • . Dif. . Group : N t .Mean . S.D. S.E.m . 
• . : 
A-1 • 267 • 24.7 7.5 . ·45 : : : . . . • 1.9 . . : . . . 267 26.6 . 6.1 . .36 .A:-2 . . • . : . . . . . .. 
S.E.d 
: C.R. 
! 
.58 : J.27 
. 
. 
The mean seore of the Experiment A group· was 24.7 words at the initial 
testing and 26. 6 word~. l:l~ .tl.le f~l tes~ing. The gain of 1. 9 words re-
su1 ted in a eri tieal ratio ?f 3. 27, which showed that the gain was sbatis-
tically significant at the .01 level. 
Table ll3 shows the gains in spelling achievement of the Experiment B 
group during the period of the experiment. 
Table llJ. Comparison of Spelling Achievement - Experiment B 
Initial - Final 
. 
. 
Group : N Mean . S.D. S.E.m . Dif. . . 
. . . . : . . . . 
B-1 . 254 . 24.8 7.4 . .46 • . . 1.7 . • • . . . . . 
B-2 254 26.5 : 6.9 . -43 . • . 
: 
S.E.d O.R. 
• . 
. 
.63 • 2.69 
: 
The mean seore of the Experiment B group was 24.8 words at the initial 
testfDg and 26.5 words at the final te~ting. The gain of 1.7 words resulted 
in a eritieal ratio of 2.69, which was statistically significant at the .01 
level. 
Table 114 shows the gains in spelling achievement of the control 
group during the period of the experiment. 
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Table 114. Comparison. of Spelling ,Achievement - Control Group 
+nitial - Final 
• • • . 
Group N 
. Mean • S.D. S~E·m Dif. S.E.d : . . : .. . . 
l . . . : . Control .. 22B . 24.4 
. 
7.5 -49 • : . : .. 1.6 .67 2 . . . • 
Control . 22B 26.0 . 6.9 . .45 • • . • . . . 
- ... 
: C.R. 
. 
. 
2.39 
The mean score for the control group at the initial testing was 24.4 
.. 
words and ~6.0 words !it. ~he .fina~_ testing. The gain of 1.6 words resulted 
in a critical ratio of 2.39, which was statistically' significant at the 
.05 level. 
Table 112 to 114 show that each of the groups made statistically' 
- . - ... . 
significant gains in spelling achievement. The most significant gain was 
made by the Experiment A group and the least significant gain by the 
control group. 
Table ll5 compares the gains of the Experiment A group and the 
Experiment B group in spelling achievement. 
Table 115. Comparison of Gains in Spelling Achievement - Experiment A 
~d Experiment. _B 
• 
. • •· Gain S.E~g 
. 
Dif. S.E.d 
. C.R. Group ! N . 1 . 
: . : . : . . 
A . 267 . 1.9 : .5S . : • . . 
.2 .B6 .23 
. • 
. 
. : 
.63 . . B 
• 
254 . 1.7 . • . . . 
The mean gain made by Experiment A was 1. 9 words and the mean gain 
. - . . . 
made by Experiment B was 1. 7 words. The difference in mean gain of· .2 
words resulted in a critical ratio of .23 1 which was not statistically' 
significant. 
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Table 116 coinpares the gains in spelling achievement made by the 
Experiment A group and the control group. 
Table 116. Comparison of Gains in Spelling Achievement - Experiment A 
~ Control Gr~up 
. • . • . . . • Gain 
. 
S.E.g • Dif. • 
. Group • N . . : . S.E.g . C.R • • . . . . 
: . • • . • . . . . . 
A . 267 . 1.9 : .5S • . . . . . . • 
. . . : .3 : .89 : .33 . . • 
Control : 228 . 1.6 : .67 : . : . • 
... ... .. 
The mean gain in spelling made by the Experiment A group was 1. 9 
words and the mean gain of the control group was 1.6 words. The difference 
in mean gains of .3 words resulted in a critical ratio of .33, which was 
not statistically significant. \ 
Table 117 compares the gains in spelling achievement made by\the 
\ 
\\ 
' ' \~ Experiment B group and the control group. 
Table 117. 
. 
. 
Group . 
. 
• ~ B . 
• 
. 
. 
Control : 
Comparison of Gains 
and Control Gl'()up 
. : . 
N . Gain . . • 
• . 
• 1.7 
. 
254 : . • 
. . 
22S • 1.6 • . : . 
. 1 • ~-1n Spel ing Ach~evemen ~Experiment B 
'--~ '~~-
. . 
. . t 
: S.E.d . C.R • . S.E.g . Dif. . 
. • . . 
. . 
. 
.92 . .10 
: 
.63 . 
• 
.1 
. . 
• . 
. • 
• • 
. 
.67 • . 
The mean gain in spelling made by the Exper:Lment B group was 1. 7 words 
and the mean gain made by the control group was 1. 6 words. The difference 
in mean gains of .1 words resulted in a critical ratio of .10, which was 
not statistically significant. 
Tables 115 to 117 show that there was not a statistica.ll:y significant 
dif£erence between the gains in spelling made by groups during the period 
/~ 
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of the experiment. 
The basic analysis of data which has been presented was undertaken to 
deter.mine which of the three groups of the study, experimental or control, 
made the greatest gains in each of the skills tested. 
The data for the two experimental groups on vocabulary and word pro-
nunciation achievement were further analyzed to find answers for these 
questions: 
1. Were there significant differences between the High groU]?s and 
between the Low groups in each experiment at the initial testing~ 
-
2. Were there significant differences between the High groU]?s and 
between the Low groups of each experiment at the final testing? 
J. Were there significant differences between the High groups of 
each experiment at the initial testing and at the final testing? 
4· Were there significant differences between the Low grop.ps of each 
experiment at the initial testing and at the f~ testing? 
5. Were any significant gains made by the High or Low groups of each 
experiment? 
6. Were there significant differences between the gains made by the 
High and Low groups of each experiment? 
Comparison of High and Low Ranking Pupils in Vocabulary 
Ih the following aDalysis, pupils are raltlted as High in vocabulary 
. -
who scored above grade 5.5 (128 months) on the initial test, and Low if 
- .. 
they scored grade 4.5 (90 months) or below on the initial test. 
~ 
Table ll8 compares the scores of the High and Low groups of Experi-
-
ment A at the initial and the final testing, and makes a co:oq>arison of the 
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mean differences in their scores at each testing. 
Table US. Comparison of Vocabulary -High and Low Groups -Experiment A 
Jn.itial and F~ 
!fest Group N Mean S.D. S~E·m Dif. S.E.d c.R. 
1 lA. - High S7 140:0 12:2 1.31 31.8 1.56 20.38 1 lA - Low. 96 108.2 8.3 .85 
2 lA - Hig-h 87 - 143:7 15~2 1.63 24.9 1.91 13.03 2 lA - Low 96 .118.8 9.S l.OO 
~nitial Dif. s.E.d Final Dif. S.E.d Dif. S.E.d C.R. 
Mean Score Mean Score 
31.8 1.56 24.9 1.91 6.9 2.47 2.75 
·--
The mean initial score in vocabulary for the High group - Experiment .A. 
. . .. . ... 
was 140.0 months. The mean initial score for the Low group - Experiment A 
was 108.2 months. The difference of 31.8 months resulted in a critical 
ratio of 20.38, which was highly significant at the • 01 level. There was 
a highly significant difference between the vocabulary scores of the High 
and Low groups of Experiment A at the initial testing. 
The mean finai score for-the High group -Experiment A was 143.7 
·, 
months, and the mean final score for the Low group - Experiment A was US. 8 
months. The difference between the groups of 24.9 months resulted in a 
critical ratio of 13.03, which was highly significant at the .01 level. 
Howev.er:1 .the initial difference between the two groups appear to have been 
reduced. 
The initial difference in mean scores was 31.8 months and the final 
difference in mean scores was 24.9 months. The difference in initial and 
final means of 6. 9 months resulted in a critical ratio of 2. 75, which was 
statistically significant at the .01 level. The means of the High grou;p -
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Experiment A and the Low· Group - Experiment A were significantly closer 
at the end tba.n at the beginning of the experime:nt. 
These figures indicate that the materials of Experiment A helped to 
diminish the difference between the High ahd Low groups of Experiment A. 
Evidently the materials Bid allow sufficient opportunity for growth upward 
for the initial.ly High pupils. 
Table 119 shows the gains in vocabulary made by the High and Low 
groups of Experiment A~ and compares the gains made by each of the groups. 
Table 119. Comparison of Vocabulary - High group and Low group - Experi-
ment A - Initial and Final Test 
- .. 
. 
.. 
. . . 
Test Group 
-· N Mean s_.p. S.:ij;.m Dif. S.E.d O.R • 
1 .A·- Hi~h F!!7 140~0 12~2 1:31 
'3.7 2.09 1.77 
2 A- High F!!7 14'3.7 15 •. 2 1.6'3 
1 .A·- Low 96 108:2 8~3 .85 10.6 L'Jl 8.09 2 A- Low 96 ,118.8 9.8 1,00 
Gains. ·-: High S.E_·g Gains.- Low D:if;. S.E.d C,R. 
'3.7 2.09 10.6 6.9 2.45 2.81 
On the initial test of vocabulary the High group of Experiment .A 
obtained a mean score of 140 months. On the final test, the High group 
obtained a mean score of 14'3. 7 months. The gain of 3. 7 months reSUlted 
in a critieal ratio of 1. 77 ~ which was not statistically significant. The 
gain made by the High group of Ex,Periment A was not signifieant •. 
On the initial test .in vocabulary~ the Low group of Experiment A 
-
obtained a mean seore of 108.2 months. On the final test, the Low group 
obtained a mean seore of 118.8 months. The gain of 10.6 lllOnths resulted 
in a eritieal ratio of 8.09, which was Jlighly significant at the .01 
level. The Low group made a gain whieh was highly significant. 
The mean gain of the High group was 3. 7 months and the mean gain o:f 
the ~w group was 10.6 months. The dif:ferenee between the gains was 6.9 
-
months, whieh resulted in a eritieal ratio of 2.81. There was a statis-
tieal.ly significant dif:ferenee between the gains made by the High and the 
Low group, in favor of the Low group. 
Table 119 bears out the findings shown in Table 118 and shows that 
the growth o:f the pupils of the Low group of Experiment A was greater 
than the growth of the High group of Experiment A. It seems likely that 
the materials o:f Experiment A did not provide sufficient opportunity for 
growth for the High group of Experiment A. 
Table 120 coiiq)ares the seores . of the High and Low pupils of Experi-
ment B in voeabuJ.ary at the initial testing and the final testing, and 
makes a comparison of the dif:ferenee in their mean seores at each testing. 
Table 120. Coiiq)arison o:f Voeabulary - High and Low Groups - Experiment B -
J,:ni tial and Fipal Test _ 
1 B ·- H~h 
l B-Low 
2 B - High 
2 B-Low 
~nitial Dif. 
Mean Score 
32.0 
96 141.0 
91 109,0 
96 14]...6 
91 115.8 
13~9 
6.9 
_14_~ 9 
11.5 
S.E.d Final. Dif. 
Mean Seore 
1.59 25.8 
s .. E."'Jll 
L42 
.72 
1.52 
1.21 
S.E.d 
1.94 
Dif. C.R. 
32.0 1.59 20.12 
25.8 1.94 13.29 
Dif. S.E.d C.R. 
6.2 2.51 2.47 
The mean initial score in vocabulary :for the High group -Experiment B 
was 141.0 months eonq>ared with a mean initial seore for the Low group -
.. . . . 
Experiment B of 109.0 months. The difference of 32.0 months between the 
~ . . . . ~· - ~- ~· 
High and Low groups resulted in a eritieal ratio of 20.12, whieh was 
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highly significant at the . 01 level. Evidently there was marked difference 
betWeen the High and the Lew groups of Experiment B at the beginning of the 
experiment. 
The mean final score in vocabulary for the High group -Experiment A 
was 141.6 months COII!Pared with 115.8 months for the Low group - Experi-
.. 
ment B. The difference of 25.8 months resulted in a critical ratio of 
13.29, which was statistically highly significant at the • 01 level. This 
difference between the High group and the Low group at the final testing 
.. 
was, however, net so high as the difference at the initial testing. 
The mean difference in initial scores was 32.0 at the initial testing 
and 25.8 at the final t~sting. The mean difference in initial and final 
means of 6.2 months resulted in a critical ratio of 2.47 which was statis-
tica.ll:y significant at the • 05 level. The means of the High group and 
Low group were significantl:y closer at the end tbatt .. · at the beginning of 
.. 
the experiment. 
Table 121 shows the gains in vocabulary of the High group ...:. Experi-
ment B and the Low group - Experiment B, and eoli!Pares the gains made by 
each of these groups. 
Table 121. Co~arison of Vocabulary - High and Low Groups - Experiment B -
Initial and Final Test 
Test Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Dif. s.E.d O.R. 
'1 
.. 
B"~ High 96 w.o 1:3;9 1.42. ..... 
.6 2.08 2 B - High 96 141.6 14.9 1.52 .29 
.. 
1 B - Low 91 109.0 6.9 .72 6.8 1.41 4.82 2 B-Low 91 115.8 11.5 1.21 
Gains :.. High S.E.g. Gains- Low S.E.g Dif. g.E.d C.R. 
.6 2~08 6.g .. 1.41 6.2 2.51 2.47 
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On the initial test, the mean score for the High group was 141..0 
months. On the final test, the mean score for the High group was 141..6. 
The gain of 0.6 months resulted in a critical ratio. of 0.29, which was 
not statistically significant. 
On the initial test, the mean score for the Low group was 109.0 
months. On the final test, the mean score for the Low group was 115. 8' 
months. The gain of 6.8' months resulted in a crit:i,.cal ratio of 4.8'2, which 
was highly significant at the • 01 level. 
The mean gain of the High group in vocabula:cy was 0. 6 months. and the 
. . 
mean gain of the Low group was 6.8' months. The difference in mean gains 
of 6.2 months resulted in a critical ratio of 2.47, which was statistica.lly 
significant at the • 05 level and approaches statistical significance at 
the • 01 level. 
Table 121 bears out the findings shown in Table 120 and shows that 
growth among the pupils of the Low group of Exp~riment B was greater 
than the growmh among_ the pupils . of the High· group ot: Experiment B. 
It seems likely that the materials of Experiment B did not provide 
~ufficient opportunity for growth for the High gr~up of Experiment B. 
Table 122 compares the initial seores. in qocabula:cy of the High 
group of Experillient A with initial scores of the High group of Experiment 
B; the final scores in vocabulary of the High group of Experiment A with 
. . 
the final scores of the High group of Experiment B; and the difference 
between the two. 
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Table 122. Comparison of Vocabulary -High Groups -Experiment A and 
Experiment B 
rrest Group N Mean S.D. S.E.m Dif. S~E.d O.R. 
1 Hig-h .A 87 140.0 12.2 1. '31 1.0 1.93 .52 
1 High B 96 141.0 1;3~9 1.42 
... 
High .A 87 143.7 15.2 1.63 2 
2.1 2.23 .94 
2 High B 96 141.6 14.9 1.52 
!Dif. Initial S.E.d Dif. Final S.E.d Dif. S.E.d o.R. 
Me~ .. Means 
1.0 1.93 2.1 2.23 1.1 2.95 .39 
The mean score in vocabulary for the High group of Experiment A at 
the initial testing was 140.0 months. The mean score for the High group 
of Experiment B on the same test was J.41.0 months. The difference in 
mean .score of 1.0 months resulted in a critical ratio of 0.52, which was 
not statistically significant. There was not a statistically difference 
between the High - Experiment A group and the High - Experiment B group 
-
at the initial testing, although the Experiment B group had a small ad-
vantage. 
The mean score in vocabulary for the High group of Experiment A at the 
final testing was 143.7 . months, and the mean score for the High group of 
Experiment B at the final testing was 141. 6 months. The difference in 
mean scores of 2.1 months resulted in a critical ratio of 0.94, which was 
not statistically significant. However, the slight initial advantage 
of the High - Experiment B group has become a slight advantage for the 
High - Experiment A group. 
The difference in mean scores at the initial testing was 1.93 months. 
The difference in mean scores for the final seores was 2.1 months. The 
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critical ratio of 0.49 shows that there was not a statistically significant 
difference between the mean differences in initial and final scores of the 
High groups of Experiment A and Experiment B. 
Table 12.3 compares the initial scores in vocabulary of the Low group 
of Experiment A with the initial scores of the Low group of Experiment B; 
the final scores in vocabulary of the Low group of Experiment A with 
the final scores of the Low group of Experi.ment B; and the difference 
between the two. 
Table 12.3. Comparison of Vocabulary - Low Groups - Experiment A and 
~xperiJnent B __ ., , 
rrest Group N Mean S.D. S~E·m Dif. C.R • 
1 
1 
2 
2 
tow A 
Low B 
Low A 
Low B 
Mean Dif'. 
Initia.J. 
,Scores 
.8 
96 
91 
96 
91 
108.2 • 85 
109.0 Q.9 
LOO 
.115.8 11.5 .1.2J. 
S.E.d Mean Dif. S.E. d 
Firial 
Scores 
1.11 ,3.0 1.57 
1.11 .72 
: 
1.57 1.91 
Dif. S.E.d C.R. 
2.2 1.92 1.14 
The mean score in vocabulary for the Low group of Experiment A at 
the initial testing was 108.2 months and the mean score for the Low group 
of Experiment B was 109.0 months. The difference in mean scores of 0.8 
months resul. ted in a critical ratio of 0. 72, which was not statistically 
significant. The differences between the Low groups in each experiment 
at the initial testing were not significant, although Experiment B bad 
some slight advantage. 
The mean score in vocabulary at the final tesif.ing for the Low group 
of Experiment A was 118.8 months and the mean seo~ for the Low group of 
Experiment B was 115.8' months •. The dif'ference of 3.0 months resulted in 
" ' 
a critical ratio of l. 91,, which approaches statistical significance at 
the .05 level. The initial small advantage of the Experiment B group 
' -
has been replaced by an advantage for the Experiment A group which 
approaches statistical significance. 
The difference in mean scores at the initial testing was 0.8' months 
and the difference in mean scores at the final testing was 3. 0 months. 
The difference in the differences was ?·2 months~ Which resulted in a 
critical ratio of 1.14, which was not statistically significant. There 
was not a statistically significant difference between the mean differ-
ences in initial and final scores of the Low groups of Experiment A and 
Experiment B. 
Table 124 compares the gains of the High groups of Experiment A and 
Experiment B; the Low groups of Experiment A and Experiment B; and the 
" 
gains made by each group. 
Table 124. Comparison of Vocabulary Gains -High and Low Groups -
~xperiment A ~d Experime~t B 
Group N Gain S.E.g Dif. S.E.d 
... 
High A . S? 3. '7 . 2:09 3.1 2.95 High B 96 .6 2.08' 
Low A 96 10.6 L3l 3.8' 1.92 
Low B 91 6.8' 1.41 
.. 
Dif. Mean S.E.g Dif. Mean s.E~g Dif. S.E.d 
Gains - High Gains - Low 
3.1 2.95 3.8' 1.92 7 3.52 
I 
o.R. 
1.05 
1.98' 
G.R. 
.29 
The mean gain in vocabulary made by the High group of Experiment A 
- . . . . - . .. 
was 3. 7 months and the mean gain made by the High group of Experiment B 
• 8 • • -· ~ -~ 
was 0.6 months. This difference in mean gains resulted in a critical 
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ratio of 1.05, wbieh was not statistic~lly ~ignificant, but favors the 
gain made by the High group of Experiment A. 
.. . ··-
The mean gain in voc_S:bulary made by the Low groUP. of Experiment A 
was 10.6 months and the mean gain made by the Low group of Experiment B 
. - . -
was 6.8 months. The difference in ~an gains_ resulted in a critie':ll 
ratio of 1.98, which is sta~isticall~ si~i~icant_at the .05 level. The 
low group of Experiment A made a statistically significant gain over the 
Low group of Experiment B. 
The mean difference in gains. of the Hi&'h groups. was 3 .1_ ~nths and 
the mean difference in gains of the Low groups was 3. 8 months. The 
• <+ • - ~ - • 
difference of these_ differences resulted in a _cr~tiea1 ratio of .29, which 
was not statistically significant. The difference between the differences 
in mean gains of the High and Low groups was not statistically significant. 
·- . - .... 
, The answers to the questions asked at the beginning of this analysis 
of the data obtained from the initial and final vocabulary tests of the 
experimental groups may be stated as follows: 
1. There were large significant differences between the High and 
·. 
Low groups of each experiment at the initial testing. 
2. There were large significant differenees between the Higb. and 
. . 
Low groups of each experiment at the final testing. However, 
.. . 
· , the differences between the High and Low groups were significantly 
smaller at the final testing;than they had been a¢ the initial 
testing. Low gained more than High groups. 
:3. There were not statistically significant differences between the 
High groups of each experiment at either the initial or the final 
testing. Evidently both High groups gained equally. 
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4· There were no significant differences between the Low groups at 
the initial testing. There was, however, a difference between 
the Low groups of each e:xperiment at the final testing which 
approached statistical significance and was in favor of Experi-
ment .A. Inductive methods were best for Low groups. 
5. Tlie gains made by the High. groups of Experiment A and Experiment B 
were not statistically:. significant. However, the gains made by 
the Low groups of both experiments were highly significant 
.. 
statistica.l:cy'. Low gained more than High groups. 
6. There was not a statistically significant difference between the 
gains made by the High groups of each experiment. There was, 
- ' 
however, a difference between the gains of Experiment A and 
Experiment B which was statistieall:y signit'ieant at the • 05 level, 
-
and was in favor of the gains made by the Low -Experiment A 
group. Best gains were for Low groups, inductive method. 
The data which had been obtained from the results of word pronunciatiOJ;L 
tests of the experimental groups wem also analyzed to find the answers to 
the questions listed on page 126. 
Comparisons of High and Low Ranking Pupils in Word Pronunciation 
In the folloWing aruD:ysis, pupils are ranked as High in word pronun-
' -
ciation Who obtained a score of 65 or more words correct at the initial 
testing. They were ranked as Low if they obtained a score of 20 or fewer 
words on the initial testing. 
Table 125 compares the scores of the High and Low groups of Experi-
' - . 
ment A at the initial and final testing, and makes a co:rqparison of the mean 
differences in their scores at each testing. 
Table J25. Oonq>arison of Word Pronunciation - High and Low groups -
~:x:periment A - .. Initial and Final Te13t 
rrest Group. N 
1 A - Hiuh A-6 
l .A- Low 61 
2 .A - Hi~h 46 
2 .A - Low 61. 
Mean 
79~2 
10.7 
S2:2 
23.9 
s.p. 
14.9 
. 7.8'. 
1~3._7 
.69 
2;19 
.99 
Dif. 
68'.5 
58.3 
S.E.d 
1.53 
O.R. 
24.29 
Initial Dif. S.~.d 
in Means 
Firia.l. Dif. S ·~. d 
.in Means 
Dif. S~E.d 
2.8'5 
O.R. 
68.5 1.53 58.3 2.40 10.2 3.57 
The mean initial score in word pronunciation for the High group -
. .. . . 
E:x:per~nt .A ~s 79.2 wor~s~ and the ~an in~tial.score for the Low group 
was .10.7 words. The difference of 68.5 words resulted in a critical ratio 
of 44.78, which was highl,Y signD;~eant st~ tist~~lly. There was a very 
marked difference between the High and Low groups of Experiment A at the 
beginning of the ecperiment. 
The mean final score in word pro:mmciation for the High. groups was 
82.2 words and the mean final score for the Low group was 23. 9 words. The 
. . . - . . . " ~ 
difference of 58.3 words resulte~ in a critiea~ ratio of 24.29, which was 
highly significant statistically._ It is eviden~, however, that·the initial 
1 
advantage of the High group ha~ .been :reduced a -~ood deal, a fact ~ieh 
would indicate that the Low group benefited more from the materials of 
Experiment .A than did the High group. 
Table 126 shows the gains in word pronunciation made by the High 
group and the Low ~roup - Experiment A and collij)ares the gains made by 
each of the groups. 
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Table .126. Comparison of Word Pronunciation - High arid Low Group -
Initial and Final Test - Experiment A 
--· 
!Test Group N Mer;m s.:o. S,;E.m Dif. S.E.d 
l A - Hi~h 146 79:2 9:3 L3'7 
,3.0 2 A- High 46 82;2 J.4;9 2~19 2.58 
C.R. 
1.16 
1 A- Low 61 10:7 5~4 :69 1.3.2 2 A- Low 61 23..9 .7. fJj .99 1.21 10.91 
~ean Gain 
- High 
3.0 
s~E.g 
2.58 
Mean Gain 
- .. Low 
13.2 
-
S.E. g 
1.21 
S.E.d C.R. 
10.2 2.85 3.58 
On the initial test o~ word p:onuncia~ion, the High group of Experi-
ment A obtained a mean score of 7?. 2 wor<J.~. On :the ~inal test, the High 
group obtained a mean score of 82.2 words. The mean gain of 3.0 words 
. . . 
resulted in a eritieal ratio of 1.16, which was not statistically signi-
fieant. 
On the initial test of word p~•onunciation, the Low group of Experi-
ment A obtained a mean score of 10.7 words and at the initial testing a 
. ~ . . ~ . -- . -- ~ 
mean score of 23.9 words. The mean gain of 1,3.2 words resulted in a 
- ·- -·. - ... . ~ --
critical ratio of _10.9l,which _w~s. h~g~ significant sta~istically. 
The mean gain of the High group of Experiment B was 3. 0 words and 
- . .. - -- . - -- . ,, . . 
the mean g~in of the Loyr_~roup of _Expe:iJnentB was 1.3.2 words. The differ-
ence of 10.2 words resulted. in a_cri~ical_ ratio_ of ,3.58', whieh was statis-
tically significant at the .01 leveL The gains of the Low group of 
·- - ··- - .. 
EXperiment A were statistically superior to the gains of the High group. 
It ma.:y be conjectured that the materials of Experiment A did not provide 
. . - .. 
for gains in the High group so well as it provided for gains in the Low 
group. 
Table 127 compares the scores of the High and Low groups of 
1.38 
Experiment B at the initial and final testing, and makes a comparison of 
. 
the mean differences in their scores at each testing. 
Table 127. Comparison of Word Pronunciation - High and Low Groups -
~nitial and F~al Test- Experiment. B 
~est Group N 
1 B - Rii!h 46 
l B -Low- 63 
2 B - Hi~th 46 
2 B - Low 63. 
Initial Dif. S .E. d 
in Means 
70.1 1.61 
Mean 
so:6 
10.5 
S.D. 
10:5 
10.4 
Final Dif. 
_in Means 
71.3 
1:50" 
.58 
S.E.d 
2.02 
Dif. 
70.1 
71.3 
Dif. 
1.2 
S.E.d 
1.61 
2.02 
S.E.d 
2.58 
C.R. 
.47 
C.R. 
43.54 
35.29 
The mean initial score in word pronunciation for the High group of 
. - -
Experiment B was 80. 6 words. The mean initial score for the Low group was 
. . 
10.5 words. The difference of?O.l words resulted in a critical ratio of 
. 
43. 54, which was h_ighly sig11ificant _ statistically. There was a highly 
significant difference between the word pronunciation achievement of the 
High and Low groups of Experiment B at the first te~ting. 
The mean final score for the High group was 82.4 words and the mean 
·- - . 
--
final score for the Low group was 21.4 words. The mean difference of 
71.3 words resulted in a_ c~itical ratio of 35 .23, which was statistically 
highly significant but reduced to some extent the initial advantage of the 
High group. 
The initial difference in means between the High and the Low groups of 
. ·•··· 
Experiment B was 70.1 words. The final difference in means of the High 
and the Low groups of Experiment B was 71.,3 words. The difference between 
.. " - . 
the differences was 1.2 words, which resulted in a critical ratio of .47 
and was not statistically significant. 
Table 12S shows the gains in yrord pronunciation made by the High 
group and the Low group of Experiment B and cong;>ares the gains made by 
each of the groups. 
Table 12S. Conparison of Word Pronunciation -High Group and Low Group -
;t:nitial and F~ Test - Experiment. B 
,. 
.. . 
Test Group N Mean S.D .. S:E·m Dif. S.E.d C.R. 
. . --
1 B -High 46 so.6 10.2 1.50 
2 B - High 46 S2~4 10.5 1~54 1.8 2.15 .83 -
1 B -Low 63 10.5 4~6 .58 
.. 
lO.S 1.43 7.55 
2 B - Low 63 21.3· 10.4 ·1.31 
Mean Gain S.E. Mean Gain S.E. Dif. S.E.d C.R. 
High g - Low . g .. 
1.8 2.15 10.8 1.43 9.0 2.58 3-49 
On the initial test of word p:onun.cia~ion, ~he High grcmp of E:x:peri-
ment B obtained a mean score of 80.6 words. 
" 
group obtained a mean se_ore of 8~.-~ words. 
On t?-e. final test~ the High 
The mean gain of l. S words 
resulted in a critical ratio of .83, which was not statistically signifi-
cant. 
: ·-
On the initial test of w'?rd· pro~ciatio_n, the Low ~roup of Experiment 
B obtained a mean score of 10. 5 words. On the final test. the Low group 
obtained a mean score of 21.3 words. The mean gain of 10.8 words resulted 
- .. . 
in a crit~cal ratio of 7.55 words, which was highly significant at the 
.01 level. 
The mean gain of the High group in word pronunciation was 1. 8 words 
~ . . -
and the mean gain of the Low group was 10. S words. The difference between 
. . . - . -·. . ..... ~-
the means of 9.0 words resulted in a critical ratio of 3.49, which was 
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statistically significant at the .01 level. The gain in mean score of 
the Low group was statistical.ly su;perior to the gain made by iihe High 
. . . . ·- - .. -
group. It may be conjectured that the materials of Experiment A did not 
-· .. 
provide for gains in the High group so well as it provided for gains in 
the Low group. 
Table 129 compares the initial scores in word pronunciation of the 
High group of Experiment A with the initial scores of the High group of 
Experiment B; the final scores in word pronunciation of the High group of 
Experiment A with the High group of Experiment B; and the differences 
between the ·two. 
Table 129. Comparison of Word Pronunciation - High Groups - Experiment A 
~d Experiment_ B 
~· 
Test Group __ N Mean 
-
S.D. S.E.m Dif. S.E.d C.R. 
1 A·--High 46 79:2 9~3 1:37 1.4 2.0:3 .69 1 B ~ High 46 80.6 10.2 1.50 
2 A- High 4_6 82:2 14:9 2:19 
.2 2.68 .07 2 B - High 46. 82.4. 10.5 ~.54 
!Initial Dif. S.E.d Final Dif. S.E._d Dif. S.E.d C.R • 
. in Means in-Means ... .. . . 
-
1.4 2.03 .2 2.68 .2 3.36 .005 
The mean score in word pronunci~tion for the High group of Experiment 
A on the initial test was 79.2 words. The mean score for the High group 
. . 
of Experiment B was 80.6 words. The .difference in mean score of 1.4 words 
. . . 
resulted in a critical ratio o~ 0.?9, which w.as not statistically signi-
ficant. At the initial testing there was not a statistical.ly significant 
. . . 
difference between the High groups of the two experiments. However, 
L 0 •'• 
Experiment B appeared to have a slight advantage over Experiment A. 
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The mean scoJ:'e in word pronunc~at~on for the High group of Experiment 
A on the initial test was 82.2 words and the mean score for the High 
. -~ . - -. . . . . . . . . .. .. . 
group of Experiment B at the final testing was 82.4 words. The differ-
. . . . .. . -· .. - . ·- --
ence in mean scores was 0.2, which resulted in a critical ratio which was 
- . . . - ...... . ... .. . - .. 
not statistically ~ignifieant_. A~ _tJ:ie. ~inal te~ting_, the difference 
between the mean ~cores of. the Hi~~ groups_ of Experiment A and Experiment B 
were not statist~cally s~ific~~. H()wev~r, the initial slight advantage 
of the Experiment B group has been reduced. 
The difference in initial and final means of the High groups of 
- .. . ... 
Experiments A and B was 0.2 words. This difference resulted in a critical 
. - ... 
ratio of .0051 whi_ch_was ~ot_ ~tatist~caJ.ly significant. There was not a 
significant difference between the initial and final means of the High 
. . . 
groups of Experiments A and B. 
. . . . . 
Table ·130 compares the initial sco~s in word pron:uncia~ion of the 
Low group of Experiment A with_ t~~- Low group of Experiment B; the_ final __ 
scores of the Low ,group of Experifime~t A with the Low group of Experiment B; 
and the differences between the two. 
Table 130. Comparison of Word Pronunciation - Low Groups - Expe:dment A 
and Experiment_ .B .. 
Test 
1 
1 
2 
2 
Group 
A- Low 
B-Low 
·A-Low 
B-Low 
N 
61 
63 
6l 
63. 
p:ni tial Dif. S .E. d 
in Means 
.• 2 .90 
Me~ 
10.7 
10;5 
21.3 
Filla.1 Dif. 
in Means 
2.6 
S.E.m Dif. 
:69 
.2 
:99 2.6 
1.31 
S.E.d Dif. 
1.64 2.4 
S.E.d C.R. 
.90 .22 
1.64 1.58 
S.E.d C.R. 
1.32 
. The mean score in word pronunciation for the Low group of Experiment A 
.. . . . 
at the final testing was 10.7 words. The mean score in word pronunciation 
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for the Low group of Experiment B was 10.5 words. The differenee in. mean 
-- -
seores of 0.2 words resulted in a critieal ratio of 0.22, whieh was not 
statistically significant. There was not a significant difference between 
the Low grou;ps at the initial testing. 
The mean seore in word pron.un.ciation for the Low group of Experiment A 
at the final testing was.J,3 • 9 words. The mean. seore in word pronunciation 
for the Low group of eXperiment B was 21.3 words. The differenee in. mean. 
.. ~ . 
score of 2.6 words reBUlted in a eritical ratio of 1.5S, Which was not 
statistically significant. It is clear, however, that the Low grou;p of 
Experiment A has made defin.i te gains over the Low grOUJ? of Experiment B 
during the period of the experiment. 
The initial difference in. the means of the Low grOUJ?S was 0.2 words 
and the final difference was 2.6 words. The differenee of 2.4 words re-
suited in a eritical ratio of 1.32 Which was not statistieally significant, 
but favored Experiment A. · 
Table 131 compares the gains in word pronunciation of the High groups 
of Experiment A and Experiment B; the gains in. word pron.un.eiation of the 
Low-gro:u:.vs. of-Exper:i.ment A and Experiment B; and the gains made by each 
group. 
Table 131. Comparison of Word Pron.un.eiation Gains - High and Low Groups -
Experiment A and Exper:il)le:r;rt• B 
Group N Gain S.E.g Dif. 
High A 46 3~0 Ll6 High B -4=~6~-+-""""'1:....:;.-=.-S--t---=2=."':"1~5 --1 1.2 2.44 -49 
Low A _6.::;.:1=---+---'l::::..L3o..:.~..::::-2--t--....:1:::.:•=271 _ _, 
Low B 63 lO~S 1.43 1.87 1.2S 
Dif. In Gains S .E • d Dif. in. Gains 
-High -Low 
S.E.d Dif. S.E.d G.B. 
1.2 2.44 2.4 1.87 1.2 3.07 .39 
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~he mean ga~ in word pron?D-ci~tion of the High group of Experiment A 
was 3. 0 words compared with a mean gain for Experiment B of 1. S words. 
The difference of 1.2 words resulted in a critical ratio, of 0.49, which was 
not statistically signifieant. There was n?~ ~ s~tistically significant 
difference between the mean gains of the High groups of Experiment A and 
Experiment B. 
The mean gain in word pronunciation of the Lo:w grou;p of Experiment A 
. . . ~ . . . . -- . - '. . . . 
was 1;3.2 words compared with a mean gain of lO.S words for the Low gro'Opl 
. . . - -- . .. . . . . --·· . . . . . . . .. .. . - . . .. . .. 
of Experiment B. The. d~fferen~e in mean gains of 2.4 words resulted in 
a critical ratio of 1.28", ~i~~~s ~ot _st~tis~ically significant, but was 
greater than the difference in mea~ gai?~ _of .the H~h gr<?Ups,. and favored 
Experiment A. The materials of Experiment .A seem to provide better for 
. . . . . 
Low groups than do the materials of Experiment B. 
. . .. - .. , .. --··· -. . .. 
The difference in mean gai?s. of the High group of both exp~~iments was 
1.2 words. The dif~erence in_ mean gains of the Low groups was 2.4 words. 
The difference of 1.? words .l:'~sulted in_ a 13ritical ratio of ~39, wh~ch was 
not statistically significant. There was not a statistically significant 
-. --· . . . . - -
difference between the mean gains of the High and Low groups of each 
experiment. 
The questions which are listed on page Ja5may be answered by the 
follo\rl.ng statements concerning the performance of the High and Low groups 
on the word pronunciation test. 
1. There were higbly significant differences between the High and Low 
grou;ps of each experiment at the initial testing. 
2. There were significant differences between the High and Low groups 
df each experiment at the final testing. 
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3. There were no significant differences between the High groups of 
. . 
each experiment at either the initial or the final testing. 
4· There were no signU'icant differences between the Low groups of 
each experiment at either the initial or the final testing. 
However, the difference between the Low. groups at the final test-
ing .favored Experiment .A, Inductive Method. 
5. The gains llla.de by the High groups of each experiment were not 
. . 
statistically significant, although the gains o.f the Experiment A 
group more nearly approached statistical significance than did 
the gains of the High group of EXperiment B. The gains made by 
. . . 
the Low groups of each experiment were highly significant statis-
.. 
tically. The gains of the Low group ·of Experiment A had a higher 
statistieai significance than did the gains of the Low group for 
Experiment B. High and Low groups gained most· by inductive methods. 
6. There was n~t a statistieally significant difference between the 
gains of the High groups or the gains of the Low groups of eaeh 
experiment. The gains of the Low group of Experiment .A were, 
" 
however, somewhat more significant statistically than were the 
gains of the Low group of Experiment B. There was no statis-
tically significant difference betwee~ th~ differences in gains 
made by the High and Low groups. Of all gains made, the greatest 
were among the Low gr~ups which used inductive methods. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to compare the relative merits of in-
ductive and deductive methods of teaching word anal;rsis in grade five. To 
make this evaluative comparison, a set of materials of each type was pre-
pared and used in ten classes. A control group of ten elasses followed 
their regular procedures in word work. The effectiveness of each set of 
lessons in producing gains in word a.na.lysis, reading, spelling aiid vocabu-
lary skills was evaluated in comparison with the other and with the control 
group. 
Inductive methods in teaching word analysis were tested through lessons 
which used the ttClassification" technique. (Experiment A) These materials 
. . 
gave practice in solving words for classification under meaningful topics. 
Eighty per cent o£ the words of the lessons were at or below grade five 
level; twenty per cent were one to three grades above. Praetice on 1200 
words was given in thirty lessons. 
Deductive methods were tested through lessons employing the ttrules and 
exceptions" technique used commonly in workbooks; and the rules taught and 
exercises used followed the workbook pattern. (Experiment B) The vocabulary 
used was the same as ·in Experiment A. 
In both experiments, provision was made for team learning, self-
·---u---. ----.... ----------------. n-----· 
direction, and econonw of teacher time and lesson materials. Children 
were paired for work according to ability, with the lowest achievers tmder 
the direct guidance of the teacher. Lessons were made available to the 
partners so that they might select their work f'or the day and coiqplete, 
correct and record it together. The lessons were all of' equal difficulty 
and might be done in any order. The work was done by the children on 
sheets of lined paper, so that the lessons materials were re-usable. 
In the experimental classe~, the experimental materials replaced 
spelling instruction entirely. In the control group, the regular in-
struction in spelling and word analysis was carried on, according to the 
teachers• customary practice. The period of the experiment was ten weeks, 
with three lessons completed weekly. Each lesson was planned to take from 
twenty to thirty minutes. 
The study was conducted in a sma!J]_,oity near Boston. Thirty-one of the 
40 fifth grade classes participated, with a total population of 9'37. The 
analysis of data· was done on test results from 267 children in the Experi-
ment A group, 254 in the Experiment B group, and 22S in the control group. 
The ability and achievement of the experimental and control groups 
were measured at the beginning of' the experiment in November and again in 
March at the end of the experimental period. The series of tests adminis-
tered was: 1). Gates Reading Survey, Forms 1 and 2; 2) Morrison-McCall 
Spelling Seale; Lists 1 and 3; 3) Boston University Word Pronunciation Test, 
Forms A and B; 4) Recognition of Homophones test; 5) Visual Memory of Word 
- -
Patterns Test and 6) Brion Word Analysis Test. The KubJman-Anderson Test 
was the intelligence test administered as part of the regular testing 
program of the community and these results were used in the study. Groups 
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were equated on the basis of initial results in chronological age, mental 
age, intelligence, . reading achievement and spelling achievement. 
Conclusions: 
I. The following conclusions may be drawn from comparisons among all 
the groups: 
A. Reading Achievement: 
1. Experiment A was the only group in which gains of statis-
tical significance were made. The mean gain of :3.6 months 
with a standard error of 1.:31 resulted in a critical ratio 
of 2. 75, which was statistica.lly significant at the .01 
level. This mean gain was 1. 4 months above the gain of 
the Experiment B group and more than twice as large as the 
1. 4 month gain of the control group. 
2. The mean final score of the Experiment A group ( 1:31.4 
months) was statistically superior to the mean final score 
of the Experiment B group (127 .B months). The difference 
of :3.6 months with a standard error of 1.34 resulted in a 
critical ratio of 2.68, Which was statistically significant 
at the !>1 level. 
r B. Speed of Reading: 
1. All groups made gains in speed of reading which were statis-
tically significant at the • 01 level. 
2. The gain of the Experiment A group had the highest statistical 
significance. The gain of 6.:3 months with a standard error 
of 1.53 resulted in a critical ratio of 4.ll. 
3. The gain of the Experiment B group was 4. 7 months and the 
gain of the eontrol group was 6. 2 months J resulting in 
eritieal ratios of 2.95 and 3.08J res:peetively. 
4. The final seores of the Experiment A group were statistically 
superior to the scores of the Experiment B group. The differ-
enee of 4.2 months with a standard error of 1.55 resulted in 
a critical ratio of 2.71J which was statistically significant 
at the .01 level. 
C. Vocabulary: 
i. All of the groups made statistically significant gains. 
2. The gains of the Experiment A group had the highest statis-
tical significanee. The gain of 7.0 monthsJ with a standard 
error of 1.37 J resulted in a eritieal ratio of 5.11J which 
was highly significant at the • 01 level. 
3. The mean gain of the Experiment B group was half as large as 
the gain of the Experiment A group. The gain of 3. 5 months 
w;i.th a standard error of 1.56 resulted in a critical ratio 
of 2.24J which was statistically significant at the .05 level. 
4. The gain of the control group was approximately the same as 
the gain of the Experiment B group. The mean gain of 3. 6 
months resulted in a critical ratio of 2.43, which was statis-
tically significant at the • 05 level. 
5. There was no statistically si.gni:f'icant difference between the 
gains of the groups. 
6. The mean final scores of the Experiment A group were statis-
tically superior to the mean final scores of the Experiment B 
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group. The difference of 2.9 months with a standard error 
of 1.4 resulted :in a critical ratio of 2.01, which was 
statistically significant at the • 05 leveL 
D. Comprehension: 
l. All groups- showed losses in comprehension. The writer is 
unable to account for this fact. It is conjectured that 
standardization procedures for the 195g edition of the 
Gates Reading Survey may have affected the equating of the 
two forms. 
2. The loss of the control group was statistica.lly significant 
. v 
at the • 05 level. The loss of 5.1 months with standard 
error of 2.01 resulted in a critical ratio of 2.53. 
3. The losses of Experiment A and Experiment B were not statis-
tically significant. 
E. Word Pronunciation: 
1. .AJ.1 groups made- gains 'Which were statistically significant. 
2. The gains of the Experiment A group had the highest statis-
tical significance. The mean gain of 11. g words with a 
standard error of 2.10 resulted in a critical ratio of 5.62, 
which was highly significant at the .05 level. 
3. The gains of the Experiment B group were almost as great as 
the gains of the Experiment A group. Their mean gain of 
11.2 months with a standard error of 2 .. 26 resulted in a 
critical ratio of 4.95, Which was statistically significant at 
the • 01 level. 
4. The gains of the control group were half as large as the 
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gains of two experimental groups. Their mean gain of 5. 0 
months with a standard error of 2.24 resul.ted in a eritical 
ratio of 2.23, Which was statistica.lly significant at the 
.05 level. 
5. The difference between the gains of the Experiment A group 
and the control group was statistiea.1.1.ly significant. The 
difference of 6.3 months with a standard error of 3.07 re-
sulted in a critical ratio of 2.05, Which was statistically 
significant at the .05 level. 
6. At the final testing the mean scores of the Experiment A 
group and the Experiment B groups were superior to the scores 
of the control group. The difference of 7 .o months between 
each of the Experimental groups and the control group resulted 
in critical ratios which were statistica.lly significant at 
the • 01 level. 
F. Spelling: 
i. All of the groups made gains which were statistieally significant 
at the .01 level. 
2. There was no statisticaJ.ly significant difference between the 
gains of the grotJJ?s or between the mean final scores of the 
groups. 
G. Homophones: 
1. All of the groups made gains whieh were statistically significant. 
2. The gains of the Experiment B group had the highest statistical 
signtticance.. The mean gain was 6.4 with a standard error of 
1.46 which resulted in a critical ratio of 5.071 statistically 
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signif'icant at the .01 level. 
3. The mean gain of the Experiment B group was lower than the 
gain of the Experiment A group. The gain of 4.9 with a 
standard error of 1.42 resulted in a critical ratio of 3.4;, 
"Which was statistically significant at the • 01 level. 
4. The gain of the control group was J. 4 with a standard error 
of .1.59 resulting in a critical ratio of 2.13.. This critical 
ratio was statistically significant at the .o; level. 
5. There was no statistically significant difference between 
the gains of the groups or between the mean final scores of 
the groups. 
H. Visual Memory: 
i. All of the groups made gains which were statistically signi-
ficant at the • 01 level. 
2. The gain of the Experiment A-group was 2.7 which, with a 
standard error of .57, resulted in a critical ratio of 4. 73. 
This critical ratio was statistically significant at the 
.01 level. 
J. The gain of the Experiment B group of 2.8 resulted in a 
critical ratio of 4.24, which was statistically significant 
at the .01 level. 
4. The gain of the control group was 3.0 which, with a standard 
error of .74, resulted in a critical ratio of 4.17. This 
critical ratio was statistically significant at the .01 level. 
5. At the final testing the Experiment A group retained the 
statistically significant superiority over the control group 
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which it bad shown in the initial testing. 
II. The following conclusions may be drawn from the comparisons made of 
the High and Low groups of Experiment A and Experiment B: 
A. Word Pronunciation: 
1. In both experimental groups, the significance of the difference 
between the means of the High and the tow groups was lower at 
. . 
the final tban at the initial testing. 
2. In both experimental groups, the gains made by tbe High groups 
were not statistically significant. 
3. In both e:xperilnenta.1 groups, the gains made by the Low groups 
were statistically significant at the .01 level. 
4. The difference in the gains of the High and Low grottps was statis-
tically significant at the • 01 level, favoring the Low group. 
B. Vocabulary; 
1. In both experimental groups, the significance of tbe difference 
between the means of the High and the Low groups was lower at 
the final than at the initial testing. 
2. In both experimental groups, the gains made by the High groups 
were not statistically siguificant. 
3. In both experimental groups, the gains made by the Low groups 
were statistically significant at the • 01 level. 
4. The difference betwee11 the mean gains of the High and Low groups 
was statistically significant, favoring the Low group. 
5. The difference between the mean gains of the Low group-Experiment 
A and the Low group-Experiment B was statistically significant 
at the .05 level. 
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III.. The following general eonelusions :m.a:y be drawn from all of the eom-
:parisons made: 
l. Both experimental groups made gains in word :pronunciation Which were 
statistically superior to the gains of the control group. 
2. The group using the inductive method was the only group whieh made 
gains in total reading achievement Which were statistically signifi-
cant. 
:3. In speed of reading, vocabulary, and word prommeiation, the gains 
of the group using inductive methods showed a higher statistical 
significance than the gains of the other two groups. 
4· In recognition of homophones, the gains of the group using deductive 
methods showed a higher statistical significance than the gains of 
the other two groups. -
5 .. Both of the experimental methods were more effective with :poorer 
readers than with superior readers; and the inductive method :pro-
dueed better gains with :poorer readers than did the deductive method. 
6. Both experimental groups, which had no spelling instruction, showed 
-
gains in spelling as great as those of the control group Which had 
regular spelling instruction. 
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APPENDIX 
{~his sheet of instruction.o t·ras sent :rrom the o:f'fices of: the school system 
concerned and the headings~ therefore, have been deleted) 
Instructions for the Phonics Experiment 
bulletin is sent to remind you of the details which ~re discu~sed yeEterday at 
lemonstra:t.ion Neeting,. Miss Catterson trl.ll vis! t each classroom as soon as she 
so you may expect her shortly •. If' you are especially nnxious for. help at o nee, 
e call the Administration Building and tfa uill contact her for you. Unless 11e · 
from you, we will expect the lessons to begin on November 17. 
n choosing '1-Torking pairs, be sure that children are placed to their best 
dvantage~ Do not put very slow peo le together unless you can give them plenty 
f attention~ H~l-rever; do not sacrif'ic.e good gains f'1·om your better J.•eade:i"s by 
lacing them 't'rith such slot-T pupils that they are boredo Pairs can be shifted 
6 the necessity arises. 
fiabits: 
o im·ist on good seat\-rork and good -v10rk habits. E~peci£1lly at the beginning, 
a n eagle eyer. llrill set. the atmosphere for a good product.. This does not mean 
h.at you a.re to correct all of the folders and so add to your l'torl.c. These 
:tterials are intended to save you work. Just an occasion~l check and :t•emark 
lll.keep the children°s motivation high. 
~ch child should have a folder~ perhaps decorated in Art period. 
lll file no"' only his mm record sheet., but the lessons which are 
~iting. Remember that each child must see that he does his share 
rH.ing and has half' of' the lessons in his folder • 
. ment A (classification materials} 
>U should hr.> ve: 
In it. he 
in his ot·m 
of the. 
2 sets of cards for each room. Actuallyt only one set will be noeded at 
most times. The extra set is f'or replacements, if they should be naendeda 
Or ll you may t-tish to h£".Ve four children t'lork in pairs on the srune lesson 
and t·Till need tl-JO copies of it • 
. me''': B {"rules" ms.terisis) 
1u should have: 
1. A copy of Lessons 1 and 2 for each child,. A~r this int.roduc::toey l'lork, 
only one copy of' each lesson is nGeded 
2., A Vas'ter Rules Oard for each child to u.se the first tt·ro days. After 
that, only one copy of each lesson and one copy of e~ch card for a 
pair l'rill be required,. 
-'· 'l'W'o rets cf' Lessons _1 to ,0·.. The extra set. is for replacements, if they 
should be needed, 
happy to 1-ralcomo you2.o participation in this phonics project. Your enthusiasm 
meeting shot-red that you are anxious, as \10 are, to know hot-r best. -vre can serve 
eds of the children in the intermediate gr~des. 
\ J.64 
l.65 
RECOGNITION OF HOMOPHONES 
(J. F. Comerford) 
e School 
Teacher 
and the class are going to do the following samples together. Follow the 
actions given to you by your teacher. 
SAMPLES 
eat y. eek z. ate 
0 ape () ake () it () eet () age () aight 
() eep () ike () ait 
() ete () ache () eight 
() eek () eak () ati 
do each of the following as directed by your teacher. 
aid z. eeze 3. ood 4-. irth .5. air () ed () ize () ode () orth 0 ere () ade () ease () ord () eth () ire 
() ode () eize () ould () arth () are 
() ide () ees () od () erth () eir 
() eighed () eas () ard () outh () ear 
urse 7o ence 8. sion 9. ite lO. een 
·o erze ~ens () son ()· ete 0 ean () erse () ince () ton () ight () ine 
() urze () ense () tion () ike () une 
() erce () ins () zion () ote () ene 
() arse () ents () fion () it () ien 
i 12. ell 13. ane 14. ire 1.5. O!!;ght () y () elle () aim () iore () aut 
() ie () al () ain () yre () ught 
() eye () el () ein () air () aught 
() oy g il () ene () ier () ort () igh . eel () eign () uer () eught 
old 17. f 18. aze 19. uff 20. sir 
() ould 0 ft () ace () ove 0 sur 
() oled () ph () ase 0 off o.· cir () oal () ff 0 ays () ogh () sor () olled () gh ·o ais~ 0 eff () cer () owed () pt () aize (), ough 0. ser 
Rettograitiolll. of Homoplaones l.66 
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m. 22., eeee 23. each 24., eed 25. aint 
rowe 
-n-iece t)ach Oead. 'O'ant 
I one () eese () eech {~ ede <j e:int 
I oan 0 eace () ooch c· ide ( oint 
I oon () ace () eesa (·}'ode () int 
1 awn ()ice () oach 0 ed · () ent 
27e eem 28o ·un; 29o ole 30. card . 
veam TI: (}OWl ITO red I uy · eigh. ()im () oul () · ood 
ai ()em () une () oil () ord 
oy 0 eme () one () oal () ode 
ey () ime Oum () ol () orde 
32o ist 33o um 34o 0 35. ale 
at ""U est -o om 0 ea~ val 
eck <j izzed () ume () ode () eil 
ack ( iest () ome ()ew 0 ol 
et (} issed ()ump ()ow () ail 
ok () ast ()umb () ough () eel 
1 37. eel 38o ude 39o ,.er 4o. ern 
-ol u eal U ood ( pur t)orn 
aul () ile 0 eud () pre () earn 
ale () ell () ud () por ()yrn 
aWl 0 eil (5 awed· 0 pro Oarn 
eaJ. () el ( ued 0 par ()urn 
42. ode 43. erd 44o ir 45. aws 
udge vowed tr""eard ()are n-az 
ood () ewed () ord Our () ause 
ude () oed () ird () ire () auze 
ad. () ood () irred () er () ose 
od () oad () urd 0 a.r· () oze 
47 o:lOck 48o erl 49o ome 5o. ose 
an -ry oe tlurl (}oam n-oze 
m () ark 0 irl () o:im () owes 
kn () ook 0 arl ()omb () ows 
gn, ()ox 0 orl <j umb () oes 
on () awk ()earl ( one () oss 
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VISUAL MEM:ORY OF WORP PATTERNS 
.e Grade School 
------------------------------------~----~ --~-- --------------
y b d g f 
m h n r t 
r n m u v 
no on imp in nip 
ago dog do g6 girl 
tub put top pot tap 
saw war as was waste 
14.. contact 
counter 
contain 
capital 
certain 
curtain 
contains 
16. 
17 .. 
18. 
19. 
20 .. 
other 
whether 
then wealthier weather 
whither wealth 
presentlY plainness · - pleasantness 
priestess·· pretentious practica.l-
ness positiveness 
recession reception eruption ____ 
receptive ·recognition recitation 
reciprocation 
ideation indication indecision 
indirection indevotion indicator 
imbrication 
filigrees· faucets -fractious 
facilities factories fictitious 
faculties 
ungraceful inaugural ungrateful 
grapefruit enigmatical unguarded 
ingratiate 
enticement· ent"ombment entrance-
slat last lost lot blast 21. ment intermittent ·entertainment 
lack clock block black 
integument 
approximate 
dark 2Z. depreciate 
appreciate 
intmaation 
··appropriate 
apparition 
appetite 
apprentice 
clear 
decision deception desertion 
clean close climb loan 23o dedication desecration diversion 
destruction 
and tend on ended end 
quiet quick quack point 
dinner 
deferent 
different 
differ difference 
deference efferent 
24. 
experimental 
expediential 
exponential 
experiential 
eqm.noctial 
exportabl.e 
experiment 
discQ~sive deciduous diseases 
25. derisive · desirous denounce 
discourteous 
26. 
promotion 
promising 
prompting 
"protecting 
prospecting 
portending 
promotion 
Visual Memory of Word Pa.ttei'lilS 
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registration recognition regUlar 
regulate radiation negotiation 
regulation 
soporiferous . ·sardonic. ·sudori:fic 
39. stidoral- ···subscript superb 
subjective 
OOiltended 
connected 
commended 
eoiiten·::. t;:-:e:-:dr--c-:o:-::n:-:d:;:-:u:-:o:-:;:t:-:-e-:d;-------::---:--:---_-_ a"""--s-t,..,r..,_,o,...n-: o,...mi....,.r'"'c .... al-.:;--<.~-· _a....,.s"t_r,..,. o .,..l~o gi'cal 
contested contender 4o. asYmptotic- astringency- ·matauhvsical 
regulation 
reformative 
refutation 
refraction 
reflection 
reformation 
information 
OJ.sinfecting 
disinfectant 
descendant 
disaff'ected 
disf'igurement 
dissonant 
despondent 
infecting 
referring 
infesting 
inferring 
referred 
informing 
inferred 
perspiration 
perspicuity 
perspiratory 
pertinency 
perversity 
preda.tory-
perversely 
formation 
formations 
formative 
formula 
facinate 
formul.ate 
formulating 
ascendance 
accidence 
attendance 
accordian 
accordance 
accoinmodate 
accusative 
inductive 
inducer 
inductor 
energetic 
engineer 
negative 
endorser 
indention 
engender 
ingrate 
indicator 
incubator 
engaged 
ingrecli.ent 
matriculation maturative 
malediction malefactor 
malformation metabolism 
maturation 
semi1enticular 
bicentennial 
semicivilize 
seminivorous 
semicircular 
tercentenary 
semicentennial 
41. 
42. 
43. 
astrophysical astrophotography 
martial 
marten 
mascot 
marVel 
natural 
mar:ttal 
mar ish 
immediate ·meditates mediate 
mistake · me<?-:ttate material 
meditative 
similar 
simar 
sinuate 
simile 
simple 
sirirular 
sinus 
.--serene serious 
screen 
ser~es 
serrate 44. serous 
serves 
45. 
46 .. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
incense 
enisle 
essence 
exciting 
executing 
exerting 
incisor encina 
ennui anemia 
eXisting 
exacting 
excusing-
exciding 
bairn 
diarist 
braird 
briar braid 
barite drained 
~platane 
platre 
platee 
phaleri.e 
· plainte 
platina 
palmier 
riflard 
rigodon 
ragondin 
ref1echir 
reflechi 
refluer 
regoler 
suret 
aurete 
sirene 
surin 
sur;i.r 
serte 
setier 
J.!§gested that. the children number their .p apers in groups of' numbers as they 
s~ according t.o the task they ar.e being aslced to do. 
niner says: As we along I am going to aslc you to do several different things. 
Please listen very carefully, s o tha.~G you \-Till do just t.he :right 
thing. First of all, number your papers from 1 to 5e and as I say 
a \-Iord, you are to write down the first letter .that. you hear. {An 
examp~e may be.given, if desrted). ---~~ · 
The instructions change as indi-cated below·; · 
1e first letter of: Wr~te the first three letters of: 
~icial 19. thresher 39. l'l:rtmg 
)logical 20. shrapnel 40. squeamish 
~f'ication 21. spritely 41 • . dividend 
ropology 22. stringent. 42. arrant 
~ichord 23~ splutter 4;. rampart. 
24. scrimmage 1e first two letters of': ·44o haphazard . 
Laky ~lri ta· the last letter of: 
-169 
deal 25. piston Write ~e last three letters of: 
~ghing 
)G:f'~ 
~ulntion 
~phemy 
1.peut.ic 
mtinl 
rage 
ely 
ldle 
llity 
26. throb 45. commonwealth 
27. develop 
28. racket 
29. centennial 
;o. chloroform 
,51. handkerchief 
Write the last two letters o:f: 
;2. oatapult 
;;;. shrunk 
;4 .. handicraft 
;5. :fo revro. rn 
;6. perturb 
57. oven-rhelm 
;B. concept 
'\:lord List. "" Oo.ttersan Thesis: 1959 170 
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bait bleeding oa.:rbureto:r 
.OJUtO~"~ bake~ blink cardigan 
'dion bake ley blistering cS::l'efl1lly-
llfli bak:tng blizza1ood.s calr&lessnesa 
~g balanced blond oal"ibou ballpoint bltbod ca~penters 
BalJGic blotter oazpet.i:ng 
~as band blotte:r cascade 
1ids bandage blubbel1 ¢ash 
~al b8l':llk blush oashm.ere 
:te ba:rebaok boa .oonstrio'tor caai; 
t'tisemont. baxrgain ·boilil'lg castle 
ld barge bomb cate.logJ.te ba2k bon:f'!\w catchall' 
rnft. ba1~ley 'bonnet -oa"G. tie. 
dl. bam bookl&i; causewra;y 
) barracks bored cave-
lil!l. barrelful bovrling ceiling 
;,oro basemm bows call 
t.rosa bo.ses bm·rtie cement basket box certifi~ta-
t·r.:.ulOO basketball braces change purse 
11d batte:r brar;~ cho.nne-1 
1S bat.tle brakes .cho.raoa1 
tion bayou branding oheold.ng 
lr..nco beaah bro.ss cheese 
nition bea.cht-mgon breadbox chemical 
3Mc beads brealcers chess 
lope beav brea t.hle as chickadee 
o.te%' bears brot-mie chicken 
tmont beard b:runette chilly 
o.l bedewed bulldozer chimpanzee 
·ndix beg bullet Olrl.nese 
~tizing beggal? blmgalm-r chink 
.o.udad behold bunt chocolat$ 
:g belie"'ro buoy- ehttnk 
;i~ belle btU" lap oiga.r 
dtooi below burning cigarette 
10. benah bushel oinnalnon 
mna be11.eafu bu·ht.ered ci:rcle 
1hn:l.r berlh buttonhole oiroua 
~Gt beseeoh calf elams 
)~ beside oa.lioo clan 
mtic beuailing Oalifornia class 
lS beyond oa:m.elho.ir el:eaner 
;s.clc bib Oanadian cleanser 
:>nctonoe Bible canal cliff 
om.obile big candle clipper 
rn.te billorrs cannibal close 
ing biscuits cannon olorms 
e bit, -oanoeing clubs 
.'.· 
oon h:l:~terness oanopy clues 
k'boari bland canvas coax 
ltthtop blB.nket. canyon coconut 
kfi.eld blazing <Jape coffee 
ktm.~ bleachers oap"cain cold oollav 
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.is ion curls dl"Um filling 
~nel curlers dunce fisher.ma.n 
~ c"Urrent duster :f'lam 
•at currently dustmop flat 
.c curtain dti'elling flavoring 
ll:llldar cyclone Dt!toh tlood 
todor-e dampness eagle flavO!' 
ton danae eardrum Florida 
:rete dancers early flush 
:ussion Dani.~P··· .. ea:rn :f'lyball 
'ees dart.~·a:~~::. !:'J: eater :foam 
;:rega.tion deeiCie· · earthquake folded. 
;ress defend elbol'l folks 
:ide:r defense electrician football 
;imul.lly delicatessen elephant. f'oroeps 
:ua:r delicious elf fore 
:stove delil'ious embezzle forefingw 
lef' delta enamel :torenoon 
•net. demand encyclopedia foretell 
tO raJ. denture enoha.ntment :rorr-mrd 
•idol" deposit endura.noe £'o1·rl 
:umes deposit engine fountain 
age derail engine a» £our 
oon desert English :f'ra.otion 
h desk enlist :t'reezing 
~ de spa. to her e-nough frequently 
~terfeit destroyer ensign freighter 
t d~tective ent1•ea:t mnah 
oys de1-r.r envelope fl"iendl:btess 
s dia.mond eraser frigid 
ic dia.per Esld:n.o f:ro1m 
.le dime exho:ust.ed frozen 
h diploma. exile fuel 
.er ~~.sllg~-:sab_:te experiment funnel 
·l disappointment explosions gallon 
m disburse expr-ess gap 
.se discon"'Gented eyeglasses gargle 
·k disco'Ul"aged eyetooth gasoline 
l disholoth eyebrow gas tank 
p displea.sed £aoaoloth gauze 
'ice aissatis:f'ied fa.ae of£' gaze 
dl18.l ditch :f'a.i:rttay gear 
pla diving :f'ai1-ytale geese 
odile dollar :f'a.ith:ful general 
~at dome falsehood generally 
Slil'Ord dory family generosity 
n double :f'a.re gen~rous 
ng dove fatality gent.l~ 
~s drea:nt feinted Georgia 
h drenched fender , Gel'liiSll 
tless dribbling £eve ish ghost. 
mber drill fib giant 
oe.rc't dripping fields gi:nga:r 
Ul. drive £ie1!')! gil"af'.f'a 
.s drugsto1•e fight girl 
•,. ~ 
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16.$ honorable lac::~ m.i:t.t 
,Q ~op lagoon moaning 
hoJ'd& lana mob 
1all hotel lark moist'Ul"e 
.ng huddle l~t.ely molars 
.la humid later money 
.p humor lat~r: moneybelio 
:ma. . hurriea.m lazy :f. ion day 
:e huskies leap Mon~na 
ly ice letters morsel 
.. icy lies motor . 
I S;gloo lieu-tenant moto:~rboat 
~d$ ima.gin~ lightbulb moto:rcyole-
imagination limp mound 
.e·a. immediately linen mourning 
.ee i:rnpatient linoleum muffle~ 
implo:re lion rauso 
!.mpol~t~ liver ;tirusio 
•Y independence· loads nag 
Indian lobster nails 
indoors locpn1otiv~ na.rrat.iV(t 
•wder infant lod~ nation 
IOtfS. infe~tion lo,31'9-l MV'jl" 
infield 1 ukevm.1"1ll nearby_ 
fs:}f in:f'requently lunchroom necktie 
~ay ~njuey madman . nerve 
.clt ilm magazine net 
fuffs inning magic net"" 
.cap· innocent. maid nevamo 
i.ll'; inst.tfi"iQient xna. ilmB.l'l New .Jerse;r 
rBif ~telligene$ maize. Nell Yol•k ~ 
intel!"ferl.ng . ma.jo!l" news 
10k inte1rrup'f#. znalcQ ... up n.evrapapet' · 
~r isle malaria Niagam_ 
d.ght Italian mangled nioba 
•hful iron ansi on nightingal$. 
~aohe-· jacks manual· nonsense 
;bi'oloon Japanese ma"b N'onTegian 
JSS jersey marshy nostll"ils 
topter : je~wl Ma.eyland not.ebook 
:U~ness §ointa Massachusetts no11 
less ostle measles nun 
~i'bages jump meoha.nio nursery 
~i'Y medication nylon 
Lne just. Medi,tert'9llean oasis 
ke.ngal'oo mioroscop$ ebey 
aml st"tek key millrao$ observation $Y . keybola Minnesota OQSBn 
I kickoff udserable octopus 
le Id¢1ing misery eftensive 
kindly misfortune -ogre. 
·in otw 'lmM~ rJt4sjudga oilcloth 
knothole . Mfssissippi operation 
)'t't kn.Ol'l 1-l:.t.s soUl"i organ·. 
ia!'cl label. misunderstand Ol":E>han 
~ty ,.labo~toey mist ounce 
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·f bounds pilots quickly sailboat 
.st · pinched raee sale stalk 
•Ol"S pineapple radar saliva 
.ald ping pong rail salmon 
.we pinhole a-ainsto.rm salted pinto ranchhousa salute 
pionee~ .rapids sandbox / ast 
rowd pip(i) rat.tlei. sandti'ap 
.rive pipeline .ratt.leanalce sardines 
,aul. pi:t.chel!' raven ae:t.in 
,eas t>iXifJI rayon sa t.ura M.on 
:or: ked plain rearm savannah plo.M r.ecently sa ft 
planets recipe sawdttst 
•:r 
plateatt. recite saxophone. 
g0. platform reco¢ze sG.a.lpel 
~e playM reconditioned soared 
Ul playe reo.ruit. s~;;ar:t" playg:rcund l"Sd .. ·hot st:.:anery 
:ed plea.4 redden so-heme 
f#. plentlf re:fi-ige:rator schoallter 
.e. plbo~ting ;registrat-ion scientists plumbers regularly SCOl"& 
.a pocket. rehearsal SCO'I'Jl 
Llet ;poetess reins· scramble 
:raph pointed relatives scrap 
tl polaa- reliable ·a~l'"eeoh 
~t police ZO$paint. SCi*et1dl'iV~ffJ. Polish report. surlpt 
polish Feqt..ceri. seru:bbing 
r. politeness residence "eacoa.st · 
nee wrtem- tastau:r-r:nt seagull 
nta pol'tion :restless seat popula.t.lo~ retrea.~ seatbelt· 
ack pl"S.irie revolver seal 
ck preaching ~ih"H'If""e:,·as r. ,: see.weef! preSUl71e riders seeondha.nd 
p:retend right secret 
:promoted. rinp.ster section 
pronounce .rink seeds 
U1 
protect rinBG s~gment 
~y pu.ok rivets seized· 
Ulin · pulloVSl' l"'olled. seldom pulp rompel"S selfish 
red pupils roof ae:ntence 
ration, .. pu:rc bases rough sen~ 
rme.nea. pt.trse ~de serge 
Lr& push ruffled sergeani. 
mt pu.t.t l"UgbJI' 
set. 
:ian putter :rumay shampoo quantities Russian sharpener 
qua.J>tei'e li"Ull.a - sheet 
lSi> 
que!ltion. EJaddle shell 
mnk quicltsa.nd eaf'.ra 
shellfish 
l"rt quilt sag?bru.sb sher-iff' . ~. .. 
.. 
. 
;e:r 
.oa.d 
rreak 
;ly 
~stop 
.deJ.' 
'l 
II'S 
'le 
:tep 
~see 
.ls 
'ring 
.eton 
.:1ng 
ng 
~ 
'ully 
rifts 
LObile 
,lou 
1dsoap 
iii 
,imes 
.sh 
'011 
.al 
.i..'llg 
.ometer 
:e 
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·tarlat 
tal."talt 
tasteless 
sponge 
spongy-
spoolt"..s 
spoon.M 
spotli~hts 
!:J,p.:P,'ey 
sp~;;iiit 
iipy 
sqitad 
squaiide:r.' 
lf@atr· 
sqti;ee~e 
sqtii,li-t 
s'tailie 
staff 
stagg 
stagecoaqh 
stat~ 
tam s. / .. ll· 
s·bire 
star+.~g 
s~t~ 
stat.ionel"Y 
·' •,3_ •. S~,oG~ 
stea.lne;v 
ste'eil' 
steering 
steppes ·. 
s"'G.ei.'n 
stetbon . 
steiia!!dess 
sti lf: ,..,~, 
. ...,_ ... -. ... St.Ol?':),.es 
s·t;range» 
stream 
s·l:;Hlce 
a·trdkes 
sub-zei:lo 
SUbdiVisiOll 
sttbmS.rirre 
subway 
stiffe;ri.ng 
suffic~erli:i 
suggest 
atipei;r.rro...ar1cet 
suppose, 
sU.:i>i""ende:r 
s.U:rvey 
stmmp;r 
$'t·1ea.~ 
Sue dish 
Std.ss 
St•IO~dfish 
sympa;t;hetio 
tackle 
·tales 
ta.at:,y 
taught 
-'~W. 
te~ 
"'Gaase-
"'c.edd:y 
"~a~;~s. 
tal?grmit 
tal,egaph 
'teleJ:Jaop,a. 
tenn;i$ 
tent 
tepid 
teat 
tes~j;;mony 
·Te:x.e.a · 
teJd.book 
thet~.t:!.'e 
thick 
think 
... t:.houghtless 
"c.hrone 
thumb 
tiara 
Jtiiakets 
tidings 
... Gigers 
timbers 
t.imi.'J 
taster 
toes 
to :me 
tomol."l"01'1 
.,.consils 
toothb:rnsh 
tornado 
touc hdci11!+ 
tournament 
.. c. racks 
tra.da•itt 
"'Grail 
t:mile~ 
trainman 
trample 
transcontinantil 
transfer 
transfusion 
transmission 
".:.rapdoo:11 
trapeze 
ts.•a"til 
treasury 
trial 
"~;ropica.l 
""rout 
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'h:rt.tllk . 
"trtts,.GWOl'.t~ 
t.m-'Gh 
th:ruthful 
"<rub a: 
t.ubeJ:"aulos.1s 
'tug 
tuna 
tun'Jlel 
-~ha.u. 
·~tine 
:ttd.s.t 
''t.yp&'if-:rital" 
·f.yp&d 
:;{.~ 
Ul'lthate-lla 
umpi~ 
·w:u:m.'l'l'dW.~te.hla. · 
l:Q:WOlllpl.aining 
W:XCOl'lSCiOUE:t 
-Ul'lf.!altO~a·d 
w.gta.te-3\:Q. 
,wljU.St 
·~easo:na.ble 
.unselfishness 
~wtbs 
:Wnlall.J! 
vao'U'U.1i'! 
lta.lley-
vail 
·':lteina 
~al>Vet· 
Yenee:t.'' 
vest 
~iew 
villain 
Vi;rginia 
volleyball 
volum.~ 
tvacle:t'a 
118..'1Goh 
uater 
tmter£s.ll. 
·'\oJ"B.tel'liiB.in 
tmved 
1-IS.'tmS 
Wednesday 
11eekly 
1irhale 
ttheadle 
t-rbirl wi!:td 
vrhisper 
-vihit~hot. 
vrhi te't't.a.sh 
~rholesome 
l'.d.ok 
1'1ig 
.ingly 
I 
.breaker 
onsin 
h 
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1dthin ~rrenohes 
't·Tizard rt:ring 
vroe 1-1rinkle 
l'rorried yacht. 
worthless Yankee 
1rrrenoh yard 
yearly 
yeast. 
yesterdEcy" 
zoo 
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List. of Categories -Experiment. A : Induct.ive Me-thocl 
toriols Place Tc Xeep l~ 
a.ces to Be In Stories 
soball Fishing 
nB t·Tith Tho Ho.nds To Sit or Lie C1Jl 
lls How Often For A Oonstruotion Jt1b 
!ltos of tho 'U'n1tod Stntes Nationa.li:ties 
spito.l a.nd Illness A llh.rm 
iance Golf 
Go Tbroue;h o:r Along It Ho.s ltoys 
~ Orowds Do T.bis People Toll I~ 
at Places Xinds of Doo..~.s 
~!reus Placo To Got Fbod 
o Animals Rooke7 
oups of People Ga.mos nnd Spons 
~ Has Words Describes e. So.ndtd.oh 
1d nnd Hau Pay Bills t·Tith It 
'rbis t1ith l.doney Offlcors 
The Oold Borth Football 
ltieather ~tt Mouth~ Toeth 
'Ple To Fool Sorey For 1·1oving t·lo.ter 
w.n:f..ne Used For t1ar 
rs To Fool Tho Old tlost 
10 t1ith Tho Feo't Alm;ws A l1omnn 
~ting On A Play Post, Office 
~ce of Something A Face Oa.n Do ~s 
~ts o:f the: Boq Sen - Going 
Jtes n.nd Flavors Dono tJith The Voice 
~r Parts ond Gara.ges Desoribos a. Good l·feal 
loverhlg l'le Like Fri&nd s !o Be 
t i1ords Ride In or On I~ 
Dn.ngorous To Bo Near:.' . 
Dosoribos ·11otnass 
'lalla Hm1 Bot 
tfi th The Mind 
:Bas ketba.l1 
Ooenns and Seas 
Railroads 
Ba.ko1T 
Asking 
A Place To L!ve 
Good Qualit.ies 
Soldiers Do ~s 
Poople \1e Do Not Like 
U sot! Oars · · 
Bab~ 
Pbr Airlines 
Roles and Openings 
In a lf'iM.ce Ootn"'h 
Kinds of Books 
Wo1"l'1 Above lfaist 
Birds 
Schoo! 
Tells Rol1' Much 
Found In 1'he Sea 
Tello Uhon 
Good llays TQ York 
Used ~lhen Liehtod 
With The Eyos 
A Bad Oar .Accident 
Land and lta.tel"' Forms 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
THE RECOGNITION-OF-HOMOPHONES TEST 
l. (Say to the class) 
''Today we are going to do something different. Some other. children 
who did this likedi t very much. They said that it was just like 
playing a game. Illl pass out the papers we are going to use. 
'When you get the papers W!'ite your name, the name of the school, and 
your teacher's name on the proper lines at the top of the paper.u 
2~ (After papers are distributed and pupils have filled in the informa-
tion requested, say to the class:) 
ttDid you know that different groups of letters could have the same 
sound? Let's look at these groups of letters that I am going to 
put on the board. tt (Put the· first sample on the board.)- 11They are 
just like the .first sample on your paper. These letters, (point to 
teat') have the sound of eat. Could the letters a-p.:.e (pointing to 
first item) have the sound of 1eat 1? That's correct; they could 
not. Now look at e-e-t. Could thes.e have.the sound of 1 eatt'? 
Yes, they could. So, we will fill in the space be.fore these · 
letters. n (Do s·o on the board. Children do so on their . papers.) 
ttCould e-e-p have the sound of 1eAt 1 ? No, they couldn't; so we 
won't make any mark on the paper. Could e-t-e have the sound of 
'eat 1? That's correct. They could, so we will fill in the space 
before that group of letters. Could e-e-k have the sound of 'eat'? 
No, they couldn't.n 
3o 11Let 1s try the second sample. While I am putting it on the board, 
you blacken or .fill in the space before any group of letters that 
could have the sound of 1 eekt. n (Move about the room dliring the 
following procedure to make certain pupils understand how to ·m~k 
the answers.) "Which spaces did you fill in or blacken? u (Rave 
one pupil do the sample on the board.} ''Yes, thatts correct. There 
was only one group, 1 e-a-kt that could have the sound of Teekt.u 
4. tiNow try the third sample. Blacken the space before any group of 
letters which could have the sound o:f 'ater. Which spaces did you 
fill in or blacken, Mary? Yes, a-i-g-h-t would be correct. That's 
correct, a-i-t and e-i-g-h.._t could also have the same sound.tt 
(F~ll in the: spaces be:fore_ these words on the board.) 
5. ttin each- sample we had a different number of spaces that had to be 
filled in or blackened. In those that you are now going to do 
there will always be one .filled in and there could be two, three, 
four, or even five :filled in. 
. 1.76 
6 .. Precede each item with the following introduction: 
"Number , blacken the space before any group of letters that 
could have the same sound as.,~ •• n 
(On the examinerts copy of the test key words suggesting the sound 
for the stimulus were penciled in, but not spoken or presented to 
the children. Time was allowed for each child to finish each item. 
Usually the time approximated 20 seconds per item.) 
7 .. Stimulus sounds for each item and the key word are; 
l. aid (as in paid) 26., ay (a::> in day) 2. eeze (as in squeeze) 27. eem (as in seem) 3 .. ood (as in good) 28 •. un (as in until) 4. irth (as in birth) 29~ ole (as in stole) 5. air (as in fair) 30. oard (as in board) 
6 .. urse (as in nurse) 31. ac (as in tack) 7. ence (as in fence) 32. ist (as in mist) 8. sion (as in occasion) 33-- um (as in bum) 9. ite (as in bite) 34. 0 (as in so) 10. een (as in screen) 35. ale (as in tale) 
ll. i (as in bite} 36. all (as in tall) 12. ell (as in bell) 37. eel (as in feel) 13. ane (as in plane) 38. ude (as in dude) 14 .. ire (~s in fire) · 39. per (as in pe.rhaps} 15. ought (as in bought) 40~ ern (as in stern) 
16. old (as in sold) 41. ud (as in thud) 17. f (as in .frame) 42. ode (as in code) 18. aze (as in daze) 43. erd (as in herd) 19. uff (as in sttif£) 44. ir (as in fir) 20 .. sir (as in sir} 45. aws (as in claws) 
214> own (as in shown) 46. n (as in not) 22 .. eece , (as in fleece) 47. ock (as in sock) 23. each (as.in peach) 48. erl (as in sterling) 24. eed ·(as in seed) 49~ ome (as in home} 25. aint (as in paint) 50. 0139 (as in hose) 
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1 20. 51. 76~ ....... 
.., __ -·-·-
2. 
--------
27. 52. 77. ------~ 
3. 28. 53. 78. 
---
----
---
4 .. 29. 54. 79. -- _._ ___ 
---------
5. 30. 55. 80. 
-----------
. ----
- ---·-
6. 31. 56. 81, ·---- ... ---~--
-----
7. 32. 57. 82. --·---
--------
8, 33. 5~ 83. 
---··-
. ____ ., ____ 
------.--
9. 34. 59. 84. 
-----
----------
~0. 35. 60, 85. 
-------------
11. 36. 61. 86. 
-----·--
12, 37. 62. 87, ·--
13. 38. 63' 88. 
-------
" l4. 39 • 64. G9. . ______ ., ____ 
15. 40. 6" 90. ,. 
---
16. 41. 66. 91. 
l?. 42. 67. 92. 
··---·-
------- ---- --·-
18. L~3. 6G, 93. 
--
19. 44. 69. 94. 
---20. 
45. 70. 95. 
·----· 
21.. /+6. 71. 96. _____ ... __ 
---· 22 ... 47. 72. 97. 
-------
------
23 f l+S • 73. 98, 
.. ---------- -..s..-~_.-
24. 49. 74. 99. 
·----
------25. 50. 75. 100, 
----··--
"· 
